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A Veteran Steamboat.
the new steamer
Blue Hill was put on the route between
Rockland, Blue Hill, and Ellsworth las4
month, the old steamer Henry Morrison was
taken off and sold to Captain Barbour of
This steamboat
this city to be broken up.
has probably seen as much and as varied serany boat of her size in the country.
She is a stubby little old side-wheeler of 122
tons, built at Williainsburgh, N. Y., in 1854,
as

and she was constructed for the express purpose of conveying prisoners from Boston to
the house of correction at Deer Island. She
has carried many thousands of criminals of
all grades to and fro between the city and
the island in her day, and, were she able to

speak, could doubtless tell many an interesting story. Latterly she has been engaged
in the more respectable business of carrying
freight on the coast of
passengers and

powder

never

varies.

A

marvel of

Maine. Her career is not over yet, however,
for Captain Barbour has discovered that she
a good engine and a sound frame, and, after
lengthening her twenty feet, lie will give her
a general overhauling and fix her up for service on the Bangor and Bar Harbor route

purity

strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in

Royal Raking Powder Co., ion Wall
St., X. Y.
1y2d&wtf
cans.

Hard.

next year.

g to inform my aid friends and patrons that
I may now he found with Allen fit Company,
clothers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner

1b

Barn and Contents Burned.

Gaumnku, Nov. 10.—A barn.l with 50
hay, mowiDg machine, hay rake and
other farming tools belonging to J. H. & A.
C. Lnwrence, were destroyed by fire yesterday ; insurance $900.

of Plum.

GEOBGE M. GOOLU.
Formerly with F. It. Farrington.
octlilsntf

tons ol

Drowned While Drunk.
10.—Janies Moran, aged 82,
was found drowned this morning near the
drawbridge in this city. It is supposed that
he fell in last night while; intoxicated. He
leaves a widow and three small children.

Bangor, Nov.

*

oats

STAT E

Detective

Saco, Nov. 10.—Extensive forest fires

in the lumber lands of C. F. A A.
II. Clark and others at East Waterboro.
About 300 acres have been burned over.

tives.

Wanted in New Hampshire.
Augusta, Nov. 10.—City Marshal Morse

DAVIS,

has arrested Barney Hill, wanted in Great
Falls, N. H., for burglary.

Kuilding. Portland.
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OUR NAVY.

DYE HOUSE NOTICE, NO. 3.
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE
FADED

Matters Held to be of Vital Import-

YOUR

ance

SOILED

or

for Winter.
lliem to

Take

NO. 13 PREBLE ST.
Employed.

sneodly

<>etl7_

OLDEST

shops under the control* of the buWashington Navy Yard to the
Boston Yard, and the purchase of a testing
several
reau

INSURANCE AGENCY

in Portlaud.

E»

at the

machine for the latter yard, that at the
Yard having been found useless,
except as old iron. It is intended to manufacture all anchors, chains, rigging, cordage,
etc., at the Boston Yard, leaving the minor
work only to yards where ships may be
put out as well as the uianufacture of such
small things as tarpaulins, wheel covers, etc.

1843.

(ablinhe.

Efficiency.

vessels and supply them with stores at the
various yards, and $357,137 for material.
The appropriation for the year was found to
be more than sufficient, and the unexpended
balance was covered in the treasury. Commodore Schley reports the transfer of the

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
Tailorn’ PreMumen

to Its

10.—Commodore
Nov.
Washington,
Schley of the bureau of equipment and recruiting has submitted his annual report to
the secretary of the navy. During the year
an expenditure of $70,677 was made to refit

GAIilflEITS
RcnoviiKitl

are

raging

I wish to inform the public that I have opened
branch office ill Lewiston. Also that I am
prepared to quietly and successfully work up
eases which require the services of skilled Detec-

Washington

W. 0. LITTLE MO.,
NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.
V* kinds of property Insured
Fir.-:
ass companies, American
oot2o

THE

Tills centralization of the bureau business
will make it more economical to administer.
Attention is called to the absolute necessity
of two modern steel cruising ships to take
the place of the three training ships now in
use--the Portsmouth, Jamestown and Saratfuro
TIip phipf rppnminpmls Mini, sill Atlditioual 700 men be asked for special service
in the Naval Academy, coast survey and fish
commission, as to the force of men which
at present must be detailed for this service
frequently cramps the bureau iu fitting out
additional vessels.
Legislation is recommended which will
allow honorably discharged men to select a
home on any of the serving ships during the
three months within which under the law
such
they may re-enlist, on the ground that
legislation would save many valuable men to
from
the navy and would give them relief
the uncleanly aud miserable boarding house
of the large cities.
A retired list is suggested for enlisted men
who have served iu the navy JO years so as
to put them on the same plan at the Soldier
and Marine Corps; aud a recommendation is
made that citizenship be conferred on aliens
who have served in the navy and are lionorAttention is called to the
ablv discharged.
fact that no oath of allegiance it required of
naval recruits, and a change in this regard
is suggested.
In conclusion Commodore Schley says: “1
would recommeud that from those apprentices who have served faithfully and efficiently until 21 years of age, and who shall
re-enlist for three years and shall have
passed with credit and distinction through
the ndvanced course of instruction aud shall
be proficient in seamanship, navigation and
gtiuuery, two of the most distinguished in
their studies and moral qualifications be examined yearly for admission to the grade of
eusigu in the line of promotion. It needs no
argument to prove that a measure of this
kind would tend greatly to improve the
morale of the enlisted men; but outside aud
beyond this it would be but an act of duty
and justice to a class in the service who have
contributed so largely in the past to our victories in war.These matters are held to be of
vital importance to the efficiency of the service ; to the contentment and welfare of the
men, and if adopted will be the means by
which desertion wiil be largely checked aud
the morale of the service much increased.
The bureau feels certain that it will only
be necessary to call the attention of Congress to these matters to secure for the sailor
the same benefits as has been awarded to his
companion in arms of the Army aud Marine

atj lowest rates.
and Foreign.
sntf

WEATHER.

Washington, Nov. 11.
The indications for Maine are light rains
followed by colder, fair weather, fresh to
brisk, shifting to westerly winds and dimin-

ishing in force.
Cautionary southwest signals

the

on

At-

lantic coast from the breakwater to Boston.
Cautionary southeast signals at the Portland section and

Eastport.

LOCAL WEATHER RETORT.

PoBTLANn, Me,, Nov. 10, 1887.
|7AM
Barometer.....29.99
Thermometer.i 20.
Dew Point.lie.
Humidity. «B.

I 8

fto

IS
18

I Cloudy

Cloudy

142.

>

127.

;B8.

Velocity. Lt,
Weather..
IFair

T M

29.47
44.
41.
88.
SE
18

>29.78

Wind.|W

ther....43.8
Minimum tber....25.1
Max. vel. wind.... 21
Total preelp.23

Mean daily bar...29.76
Mean daily tber..37.3

Maximum

dally d'wpt.28.0

Mean

T M

Mean dally hum..71.0

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Nov. 10,1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the
all stations.

moment ol time

same

at

Kiutporc, Me 20.74
Portland, Me 20.68

42
44
40
50
02

+12 8E

+12 8E

Cloudy

....ltaini'g

+10 HE
ltaini’g
+10 NW _Fair
+10 SW _ltaini'g
Nurlljtleld.
40 +12 NW _Cloudy
Albany, N. Y 20.00
40
-2 W
clear
New York... 29.00
40
—2 W
_Clear
Philadelphia. 20.72
0
44
NW
20.78
_Clear
Washington..
—4 N W.... Clear
60
Norfolk, Va. 20.08
llatteras.
06
0 NW
Fair
Jacksonville. 20.04
62
—8 N
<ialve8ton.... 30.12
....Clear
Boston. Mass 20.42
Block island 29.42
Nantucket... 29.44

...

...

Moutgomery

30.00

Cincinnati,O.
Pittsburg

30.02
20.82
20.04
20.60
20.82
20.84
30.12
20.02
30.02
30.02

New

62 —14
00
—4
40
34 —18
30 —10
34
—4
38 —10
38
+0
--8
62
40
--4
30
+2
34
—2
46
+6
3k
0
40
+4
50 +12
0
40
40 +10
32
+2
44
+G
42
+8
42
+2
44
+4
32

Orleans 30.00
...

Buffalo, N.Y.

Oswego.

Cleveland....
Detroit.
Dodge City..
Orandllaven

Marquette...
Chicago, Hi..

Des Moines..
Duluth,Minn
St.Paul.Miun
Leavenw'rth
Santa Fe....
Assintbolne..
St. Vincent..
Deadwood...

—

29.90
30.10
30.02
30.02

30.28
20.02
29.90

30.14

Cheyenne—

30.12
North l’latte 30.10
Denver,Col.. 30.14
Halifax. 20.80

Montreal.... 29.52!
El Paso. 30.20I
K. P.

Lepers

W
NE
W

—

Corps.

Clear

WASHINGTON NEWS.

_cloudy

NW ....Falr
W
SW
W
NW
SW

No Doubt of the Predicted Changes

...Cloudy

....Snow

in the Cabinet.

_Cloudy
Cloudy
....

Washington, Nov. 10—'There is no longer
any doubt that during the first few days ot
the coming session of Congress the President will nominate Secretary Lamar to the
Supreme Bench, and Postmaster General
Vilas as Secretary of the Interior.

_Clear

NW_Cloudy

N
....Fair
NW
Clear
Clm
Cleat
NE ....Clear
Clm
Fair
SW
Clear
N
....Clear
SW ....Clear
SE
Clear
W
....Clear
NW_Clear
NW
Clear
8
Clear
W
....Fair
34|+10, SW ...IKhOW
I Cloudy
48,-12] Clm
Jones. Pv't 8. C.. U. 8. A.
....

....

....

Too Subtle for Taxation.

Secretary Fairchild has sent the following
letter to the Collector at Eastport, Me.:
In reply to yours of Hie 2d, you are informed
that electricity, being Invisible, subtle, or power
possessing no substance as a merchantable combrought
modity, would not lie liableinto duty when
into OUais by wire for use
lighting that place.

....

—

....

More Maine People Made Happy.
The following Maine pensions have been

in

Philadelphia.
New Yobk, Nov. 10.—The whereabouts ol
the two lepers who are now in Fhlladelphii
still remains unknown to the health author!
ties.

A New

York

Herald

granted:
Henry Staples, Belfast.
John M. Hamlin, Bangor.
George F. Ureely, Pretty Marsh.
Charles It. Oliver, Carroll.

corresponded :

has learned that the patients are two womei
who contracted the terrible disease in Soutl
America and came to Philadelphia to hi
cared for by relatives and to he treated h;
Dr. Van Harlingen, a specialist in skin dis

They have been in Philadelphia fo.
nearly a year, and, strange as it may appear
it Is stated upon good authority that they art
yet in blissful ignorance of the exact naturi

INCREASE.

John E. Billings, Seawall.
REISSUE.

Ira Lowry, South Cushing.
Balm for

eases.

■

1

The fact that they wen
in Philadelphia probably leaked out througl
Medical
Society. Last sprini
the County
Dr Van Harlingen spoke of introducing hi
patients to the society, hut for some reasoi
visit to to that body was deferred until ahou
l>r. Van Harlingen’s desigt
a month ago.
of the profession fa
was to make members
miliar with the character ana appearance o
In speaking of his patients Dr
the
These are not tin
Van Harlingen said:
have been knowi
only cases 01 leprosy that
1
in the United States. Fifty or sixty havi
been reported of late years, but not a singlt
case of contagion lias been demonstrated.
It is understood that the patients are motlie r
aud daughter aud that they are wealthy peo
pie. A full report of the case will prohahi t
be made at the meeting of theboard of healtl i
of their affliction.

■

disease-1

_

_Clear

■

Tuesday.

Sidney F. Shelbourne, a New York lawye r
and well known electrician, was instantl;
killed at the American Institute fair Wednes
day night. He slipped aud fell against tin
rapidly revolving balance wheel of the en
gine. There was not an unbroken hone it
the body.

Lovering.

The friends of Henry B. Lovering say that
they have no doubt that he will be nomi nated United States Marshal in Massachusetts to succeed General Banks, whose term
will expire in December. Some even assert
that Lovering’s chief purpose in runniug for
Governor was to make himself prominent,
It
so that lie might bo nominated Marshal.
is reported in administrative circles this
morning that the appointment of Lovering
as United States Marshal is now definitely
decided upon.

McClynn’s Preaching Tour.
York, Nov. 10.—In an interview
here ;last night Dr. MeGlynn said:
“In
answer to inquiries and private correspondeuce it has been said to my friends in England that 1 shall probably go there not later
The visit will
than the first of February.
New

lie probably of not more than three months’
duration. My addresses will be delivered in
the principal cities of England and Scotland,
with probably a flying visit to Ireland, I
in
find in this manifestation of interest
Great Britain, the many invitations that
have come from there, as well as in similar
expressions of interest and invitations from
all parts of our (own country, a forcible
illustration and confirmation of what 1 have
said that they wbo drove me out of a single
have (actually made the whole world

parish
my

parish.”

Confi-

be Held in

[Special to the Press.]
AuorsTA, Nov. 10.—The Republican State
Committee met this evening in the ladies'
parlor of the Augusta House. Every county
was represented.
The following of the committee were present: George C. Wing, Auburn; S. W. Matthews, Caribou; Fred N.
Dow, Portland; D. G. Bean, Wilton; H. B.
Saunders, Ellsworth; Joseph H. Manley,
Augusta; Charles E. Littlefield, Rockland;
William H. Small, Wiscasset; C. W. Gilbert,
Canton; J. L. Cutler, Bangor; John F.
Sprague, Monson; S. W. Carr, Bowdoinham,
J. O. Smith, Skowliegan; Charles A. Pillsbury, Belfast; L. G. Downes, Calais; James
E. Hewey, Alfred; Willis H. Wing, Manchester, secretary. Among the other prominent gentlemen present were Senator Hale,
Senator Frye, Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr.,
Hon. Thomas B. Reed, Hon. C. A. Boutelfe,
Charles Hamlin, S. C. Hatch, Lewis A. Barker, J. G. Clark, J. W. Porter, Henry Lord,
Bangor; W. M. Duren, P. S. Heald, E. F.
Webb, O. G. Hall, Waterville; I. C. Libby,
Burnham, S. W. Judkins, York; W. T. Emmons, Saco; M. F. Wentworth, Kittery; J.
W. Wakefield, Bath; James F. Hawkes,
Mayor Chapman, Albion Little, L. H. Cobb,
W. A. Stevens, H. S. Osgood, Portland; Elliott Wood, Charles D. Wood, Winthrop;
John L. Stephens, H. M. Heath, Orville D.
Baker,TI. C. Burleigh, Leslie C. Cornish, Ira
H. Randall, Augusta; Charles E. Townsend,
Frank Roberts, Brunswick; Wallace W.
White, Seth M. Carter, Col. Nealley, F. M.
Drew, Lewiston; B. J. Hill, Auburn; Dr.

Cushing, Turner.
V

\fnn1a,r

/.allinn

fl,«

« s.

order, said: “Gentlemen of the committee,
I have called the committee together for the
purpose of deciding when the next State
convention shall be called and where it shall

be held. (This will involve the question
whether we shall have one or two State conventions the coming year, because the committee may decide that a candidate for Gov-

MAINE, FRIDAY MORNING-

Watts asylum property as a site for the proposed structure. To complete the purchase,
payment of $350,000 will be made immediately, and the remaining $500,000 will be
paid in two years. These committees have
been appointed by the trustees:
Constitution and Canons—The Rev. Dr. Houghton, the Rev. Dr. Huntington, Hamilton Kish,
Stephen P. Nash, and George MaceuUough Miller.

On Flnauce—The Rev. Dr. E. Winchester Donald. J. Pierpont Morgan. Cornelius Vanderbilt,
8. D. Babcock, and R. T. Auclimuty.
Architecture—Tbe Rev. Dr. Morgan Dix, the
Rev. Dr. Cady. W. W. Astor and J. It. Roosevelt.
The committees were authorized to call to
their aid such expert advice as they may
deem expedient. They will begin work at
once.
Whenever any of them may do anyteing requiring general sanction the trustees
will be called together. No one yet knows
how much money has been subscribed, as
eight or nine books are out, from which only
occasional reports have been received. The
finance committee will proceed to call in tbe
books as a basis for immediate work in increasing the list and amounts. A subscription of $100,000 from William Astor was
announced yesterday.

New York, Nov. 10.—A Paris despatch to
the New York Herald today, says the following has been received from San Kerno:
"Much anxiety is still felt about the Crown
Prince.
Dr. Mackenzie had four other prominennl physicians iu consultation several hours

yesterday. All agreed that the patient's condition was much worse, hut they could uot agree
whether the ailment was cancerous or of a less
malignant type. Dr. Mackenzie nevertheless felt
that another Internal cutting operation would
have to be effected this week.
A despatch from Vienna says: “Prof.
Stork, a doctor, who makes a specialty of
throat diseases, in a lecture today created
a sensation by declaring that the German

Crown Prince is suffering from cancer, and
that Dr. MacKenzie’s treatment is entirely
This view, he said, was confirmed
wrong.
by the opinion of llergmann and othors. It
was the grossest blunder in the world to
travel about with the Crown Prince. It was
impossible to say whether a radical operation would prove successful now; it ought
to have been performed long ago. Many
doctors disapprove of Prof. Stork’s statements and declare that he was actuated by
jealousy in attacking Dr. MacKenzie.”
The Panama Canal.

Pabis, Nov. 10.—M. Victor de Lesseps, iu
letter published today, states that bis
father, Count Ferdinand de Lesseps, will
soon make another trip to Panama, and re-

a

peats the promise that the canal will be
opened in February, 1890, and that no further loan for the canal will be required. The
letter is intended to reassure alarmed holders
of shares of the Fanama Canal.

Foreign

Notes.

A number of London Baptist churches
will follow Spurgeon’s example, and withdraw
from the Union.
’84, or it may decide to call two conventions,
An earthquake was felt in Southern Ireone to nominate delegates to the National
land yesterday.
Cape Kickeanea3 light
convention and one to nominate a candidate i* house was damaged.
for Governor and Presidential electors. Of
course it also involves the basis of repreCutting Through Cap Cod.
sentation at the convention; whether the
Boston, Nov. 10.—The Cape Cod Canal
basis shall be the vote of '86, or the vote of Company reports to the Railroad Commis’84. The committee have also to consider
sioners that the construction of the canal has
the question of winter work; and I have
steadily progtessed during the year, aud a
waterway is now opened to a point more than
taken the liberty to invite at this conference
a mile from Barnstable Bay. two hundred
some of the leading Republicans in every
feet wide and from twelve to twenty-five
section and county of the State. I know I
feet in depth. The corporation has received
voice the sentiment of the committee, when I from the contractor the sum of $17,731 for
various
purposes, which has been expended.
say that the committee, before deciding the
questions it will be called upon to settle,
wishes to have the opinions of the leading
CENERAL NEWS.
Republicans of the State; it recognizes that
it is but the servant of the party and it desires to obey the will of the party.
Mrs. Cleveland is at Bridgeport, Conn., the
X shall
take the liberty to call upon the different
guest of Dr. I. DeV. Warner.
gentlemen who have met with us this evenFog and smoke are rendering navigation
ing to express their views upon these ques- on the Mississippi and Ohio rivers almost
tions and also upon the general policy of the
impracticable.
party in the State. After we have h ad our
Efforts are being made to bring to justice
conference, which will be full and free, the the
lynchers of Coon and the Duffs in ltoane
committee will then have its session to decounty, We«t Virginia.
cide the questions properly before it.”
There was a bear panic in the New York
Speeches followed by Senators Hale and
Frye, Congressmen Dingley, Reed and Xiou- Cotton Exchange yestereay. Several houses
telle. Colonel F. N. Dow, Mayor Chapman, are said to be short over 100,000 bales each.
Mayor Berry, General Charles Hamlin, W.
Mr. George Rospert rushed into his burnE. Stevens, Lewis A. Barker, Hon. Henry
ing home near Attica, Ohio, to save $000 that
Lord Young, John L. Stevens, Colonel J.
he had hidden there, and was so badly burnW. Porter, J udge O. G. Hall, XIon. S. W.
ed that he died in a few hours.
Matthews, Dr. J. T. Cushing, Aldeu Sprague,
The National Wool Growers’ Association
Hon. S. C. Hatch and nearly every other
has apuointed a committee to meet a similar
gentleman present.
committee of woolen manufacturers, and deAfter
an
exchange of opinion the mand an increase in the tariff duties.
committee met
with closed doors
and
Dan Wells, arrested on a charge of stealing
decided that but one convention should
cattle, was hanged to a tree by vigilantes
be held, and that the last of April or
sixteen
miles above Waco, Texas, Monday
kihj
mot
ui
111
Gitiuuu
ill
uiiij
night, lie did not confess after a suspenseason to allow of 30 days elapsing before
sion of ten minutes and he is now in jail.
the National convention, the call to be based
on the Republican vote for Governor in 1884.
Gen. Martinez, the Mexican revolutionist,
Each city, town and plantation will be enwho is now a refugee at Brownsville, Texas,
eas published a pamphlet attacking
the
titled to one delegate and a delegate addiMexican government for giving an American
tional for every 60 votes cast. A fraction of
40 votes will also entitle to la delegate.
company a large iand grant in Lower CaliThe meeting was noticeable for its size, there
fornia.
being over fifty prominent Republicans of
the State In attendance. There was no lack
THE STATE.
of harmony, and much enthusiasm prevailed.

Figures Showing
in

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Things

New York.

New York, Nov. 10.—The Tribune today
“The latest returns from New York
give Cook, for Secretary of State, a plurality
of 19,314. The other Democratic candidates
run behind Cook.
The Democratic gains
were nearly all in the cities.
The vote in
the rural districts was light. The Third
Party prohibition vote will reach about 40,Returns
CC0, a gain of 4,000 over last year.
of the George vote come in slowly, and indicate a total of about 70.CC0.
The State Senate will have as its members 11 Democrats
and 21 Republicans; and the Assembly will
have 66 Democrats and 72 Republicans. This
will give a Republican majority of 20 on
joint ballot. In the present Senate there are
12 Democrats and 20 Republicans, and in the
Assembly there are 54 Democrats and 74 Republicans, a majority of 28 on joint ballot.”
The Herald makes Cook’s plurality 20,852;
the Times, 17,199; and the Sun, 17,333.
The city vote for justices of the Supreme
Court was: Morgan J. O’Urien, Dem., 108,785; Abraham li. Lawrence, Dem., 101,069;
Daniel O. Rollins, Rep., 69,352; Henry E.
Howland, Rep., 60,405; Abner C. Thomas,
U. L., 36.750; John Vincent, 31,528. For
district attorney the vote was: John R. FellowsL Dem., 99,520: De Lancey Nicoll, Rep
77,559; Louis F. Post, U. L., 32,170; E. W.
Searing, P. L., 4,502; Fellows’s plurality,
says:

21,971.

Iowa.
Des Moikkb, Nov. 10.—Complete returns
from 53 of the 99 counties in Iowa, give Lar-

rabee, Rep., 87,569; Anderson, Dem., 77,442;
Cain, Labor, 6,124; Farnham, Pro., 21. Larrabee’s plurality over Anderson is therefore
10,127, and the majority in these 53 counties
is 3,982. There is no change in the 40 Republican majority in the legislature.

Maryland.
New Yobk, Nov. 10.—A special to the
Tribune from Baltimore says:
“The defeat
of the constitutional convention by fully 15,C30 votes in the States, Is the first severe rebuke Senator Gorman has received since he

has teen running the Maryland machine.
The Republicans and Independents opposed
the convention as unnecessary and as entailing an enormous outlay. The convention
would have cost at least $500,000. The aim
of Gorman and the ^machine clique has been
to overthrow the upright judiciary of' Maryland and to accomplish other ends conducive
From his
to strengthening the machine.
own party, as well as from the Republicans,
Gorman has received a stinging rebuke. He
has been told that he has run to the end of
his line, and that while the people will stand
the. “ring” candidates being counted in at almost every election, they will not submit to
having the best judiciary Baltimore city and
tlie State tiave ever had, overturned. The
judges of the supreme bench of Baltimore
convicted the election judges, and purged
the registration lists of thousands of illegal
These are the reasons why the
names.
“ring” wants to legislate them out of office,
and put in a corrupt Judiciary the better to
The result in the third
serve their purpose.
legislative district of Baltimore city, comof
the
up-town wards, is a
prising several
surprise. Two years ago it went Democratic
by 2000. This tune the majority is cut down
to 220. The district elects six members ol
the House of Delegates and one Senator.
and Independents undoubtedly elected their ticket but were
The
returns
from precincts in
counted out.
certain wards were held back until nearly
daylight, so that they might be fixed.
The

Republicans

Baltimore, Nov. 10.—The official returns
make Jackson's plurality 9,661 against ovei
The Senate stands
30,000 two years ago.
Democrats, 22; Republicans, 4. The House
stands: Democrats, 71; Republicans, 20; s

Republican gain

of 10.

The Creat Cathedral.

New York, Nov. 10.—The movement foi
the erection of the great Protestant Cathe
dral in this city Is assuming shape and the
work is being systematically carried for
ward. The trustees have approved the con
tract for the purchase of the Deake anc

In conversation with a reporter in Augusta
General Baker said:
“There are yet no new developments in the
Stain case. Mr. Appleton,'county attorney
for Penobscot, was here today, and we were
looking up matters around here.’’ It was
suggested that there were quite a number of
clews in and around Augusta, scented at
the time of the hearing.
“Yes of course a
large number of these rumors, as they may
be termed, prove useless but we cannot tell
until they are followed up, what they will
amount to, but what we do find out has to be
kept to ourselves as much as possible. If a
newspaper publishes what we may find out,
the defeuce will gain an advantage which
we do not wish to give it.”
“Do you not think that the papers have
been of considerable assistance in this case
and that these have been solely instrumental in bringing certain matters to light?”
“Certainly I do; before the trial, they were
a great help and are deserving of great
credit; but now, you must understand, we
have to sift these clews down as quietly as
possible, and when we do find a kernel of
wheat among the chaft. we keep |still about
it, aud when the proper time comes it will
be forthcoming.”

Wednesday, Attorney

LINCOLN COUNTY.

A meeting of the Pemaquid MonumeHt
Association was held at the S. J. Court room
at IViseasset, Tuesday evening, November
8th. The meeting was called to order by
Hon. Henry Ingalls, president af the association, and after a brief address, a valuable
historical paper was read by Hon. K. K.
Sc wall. Short remarks were made by Col.
Tenney ot Brunswick, Messrs. Carleton of
Portland, Buker of Richmond, Hcgan of
Much matter of
Bath, and many others.
The obhistorical interest was presented.
ject of the association is to awaken interest
in the early settlement and early history of
Maine, and to erect a monument in the form
of a Montello tower on the site of the old
fort at Pemaquid. The meeting was largely
attended and very enthusiastic.
YOKK COUNTY.

Joseph G. Weymouth of Saco offers to settle witn his creditors lat the rate of 21 cents
on a dollar.
A settlement on that basis will
probably be made.
From fifty to sixty new members of the
British American Association of Sanford
will shortly apply for their naturalization
papers. '1 he club is composed almost entirely of Republicans.
Railroad Notes.
The annual

meeting of

the Somerset Rail-

road Company was held Wednesday at Oakland, and the following directors were
elected: John Ayer and R. II. Dunn, of
Waterville; K. W. Hill, of Exeter; K. W.
Dunn, of Oakland; Nathan Weston, of
Madison; Col. Edward Rowe, of Norridgewock; Mr. Brown, of North Anson. They
voted to change the bonds with accrued coupons, amounting to about 8700,000, into
The new mortgage of $250,too will
stoc!
be placed on 41 miles of road from Oakland
to Bingham, which will leave the indebtedness ot the road $250,000 first mortgage of
the road and rolling stock, nnd $70,000 in
stock. They have just laid out a one and
one-half mile branch track to the Dodlin
The company have exGranite Quarry.
pended about $20,000 on the new extension
from North Anson

to

Bingham. They

ex-

pect to complete the road to Bingham next
year. The receipts this year have been far
in excess of any previous year.
The intention is to push on to Moose River and to the
forks of the Kennebec. This will connect al
the former place with the Canadian Pacific

Railway._
Police News.

City Marshal Hawkesand Deputy Crowell
raided

a

gambling

saloon

on

Preble streel

last night.

They secured a peck of poke)
chips, two poker tables and $38 in money
Eight of the occupants of the room were
arrested.
C. P. Rich of Haverhill, Mass., recently liac
The animal was
a cow stolen from him.
shipped to Livermore. Mr. Rich notified
the Portland authorities and the cow wa;
found in this city yesterday.
Last night Officers Greeley and Frith fount
half a ease of rubbers on Fore street, Th<
box bore the stencil of A. F. Cox & Son
Some small boys confessed to selling some o:
the rubbers but claimed that they had fouud
the case.

11,
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is bound to come, for the authorities are determined, though they know that I am not
for the throwing of the bombs.to
make me pay the penalty for this deed. Now
it is very likely that carrying out of our sentences which will be nothing more nor less
than murder, will result in the overthrowing
of tyrants.
Now, dearest citizen. I will
bring this writing, which has been done unYou can
der great difficulties, to a close.
see by a glance at the manuscript that my
facilities as well as the light were not of the
very best. If you will have this document
both lantranslated and made public in
you will not alone enable me to make
nown the position 1 occupy in regard to all
the matters ta-ated in this letter, but you
will also fulfill the last wish that 1 shall ever
express to you.
Now, with a last and earnest farewell to
all friends and comrades,
and with final
wishes for their prosperity. I close, in view
of the certainty that I shall never have the
chance of seeing you again, my beloved comrade, with an earnest and hearty wish for
lloc die Anyour future success in life,

responsible

Four of the Anarchists to be Hanged

Today.

Fielden and Schwab Receive Commu- fuages
tation of Their Sentence.

While lingg Cheats the Gallows and
Commits Suicide.

Your comrade,

archie!

Louis Linuo.
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Touching Farewells of the
Doomed Anarchists.

in

Chicago Waiting
Seige.

a

State

Fonr

of

Chicaoo, Nov. 10.—This morning Lonis
Lingg, the Anarchist, made a desperate at
He had in hi,
tempt to take his own life.

Tuley at 2 o’clock this
application for a writ of

afternoon and made
habeas corpus in be
half of A. It. Parsons. The allegation was
that the judgment of the Supreme Court was
void, the record saying the defendant was
present when he was absent. He claimed
an order of court directing the execution of
the Anarchists on November 11 as unconstitutional and void, inasmuch as such final
process must read in the name of the people
of Illinois. He read many decisions to support his point that an order of court is not
adequate. He admitted that the order was
in accordance with the statutes, but declared
the statutes unconstitutional. He said the
statutes were not attacked before.
Grinnell says that all the records in the
case, even to the death warrant, are in the
hands of the Sheriff. In his opinion, the
application for a writ of habeas corpus is

absurd. Solomon maintained that Parsons
is held under two writs, one from the lower
court and one from the Supreme Court.
He did not claim that Parsons should be liberated but discharged from custody under
the second writ, the one under which execution was ordered, until the correct and
proper writ could be issued.
Luring Solomon’s argument, Captain Black came into
court and looked over the authorities quoted
One of Solomon’s
by the other attorney.
main points was that the Illinois Supreme
Court should have returned tho case to the
lower court where sentence should again
have been pronounced, and neglect to do
this, he argued, was a fatal error. The writ
was refused.

possession a fulminating cap, so small as to
be easily concealed from the vigilancelof the
guards who have watched the prisoner every
moment night and day, and yet of such
power that its nse, as Lingg used in his last
reckless attempt to escape the gallows, rendered the failure of the Anarchist’s deed
almost impossible. It seems that Lingg held
the cap in his mouth and lit it with the candle which was burning in his ceil.
The explosion was the first warning that the jail
people had. The guard seeing him with a
candle in his hand supposed he was lighting

cigar. The explosion was terrific. It
startled the officials who thought it was a
bomb, the noise being so great. The shell
a

was small enough to have allowed smuggling
into the jail without trouble.
All day yesterday it was thought that
Lingg acted in a strange manner. Tuesday
night he gave out bis farewell address which
was written for the Alarm, Parson’s old

paper.

Immediately after the explosion this morn,
ing Deputy O’Neil rushed into Lingg’s cell,
which was completely filled with srnoke,
Tbere he found tne young Anarchist lying
on his back, with great holes in his head,
from which blood was fast running. He was
at once carried into the jail office and placed
on a table.
Ho was still breathing faintly
and while Dr. Gray was examining him he

coughed slighfly

and blood poured forth
again from his terrible wounds.
Jailor Folze having made an examination
of Lingg’s cell fcund on the floor the shell of
the fulminating cap. The sheriff said there
had undoubtedly been dynamite in it.
A Last Defiance.
A few days ago Lingg was asked to write
a farewell letter to his fellow Anarchists. He
did so and it was secretly placed In the
hands of the publisher of the recently re-

vived Alarm, to be .printed after his death.
The letter now falls into the hands of the
reporters and is given below.
Lingg was a well-educated man in the literature of his latherland.
His manuscript
is rich in idioms difficult to anglicize. The
letter is highly interesting.
It is practi"
cally a voice from the dead and the singular
characteristics of the man are evinced by his
farewell. Lingg evidently intended to relate more of bis experiences during the
search of his cell on Sunday, but he speedily
branched off from the subject of his awful
position and launched out on a promulgation
of his revolutionary principles. The manifesto fo'lows:

Chicago Jail, Nov. 6, 1887.
To Worthy Citizen-:
You bade me yesterday to write you a letter which you could put in the Alarm. Now.
I think a review of the experiences that I
have gone through today, and my views in
regard to the same, will be just what you
want. Well, today Is Sunday.
On this day

we so-called “criminals” usually sit undisturbed in our ceils, and so, to shorten what
would otherwise be a long day, we get up
very late.
1 hus it happened that at 9 o’clock this
morning 1 still rested in the arms of Morpheus. Suddeuly the lock of my cell began
to rattle. As 1 raised my hand to rub the
sleep from my eyes I realized that another
hand had taken hold of miDe.
I beheld two
minions of the law standing before me, who,
despite the fact that, like Grinnell, I have
enmity for no one, and that 1 have done
nothing to justify such treatment, seized me
in less time than it takes to describe, and
before I knew what had happened 1 found
myself outside my cell. Next I beheld our
faithful guardian friend, Engel, who, in
view of his thin condition, was looked upon
as less dangerous than myself, and who, in
fact, was asked if lie would not be so kind
and condescending, if it were possible for
him to do so, to step into the lower cell.
Here we all had a splendid chance to see
them ransack our cells and lirst throw everything out ami then toss them back again.

Finding nothing,

they quickly provided

other cells for us on the ground floor and
arranged them for our occupancy. At 11
o’clock we took possession of them, and at
the same time Citizens Parsons and Fischer
all became tenants of our row’, with Spies,
Schwab and Fielden.
You have, my dear
friend, already seen how all this was, no
done
for
a
doubt,
grand display. It was described by your less faithful colleagues in
the leading daily papers.
The plundering
claims that se
press
should in the interests of the working
classes—not to say anything of the aristocracy—give in, so that we should not die. I,
as well as all others in the secret, know full
well that a Arm adherence to the plan laid
out would have saved us from the gallows.
Even if it should not have done so, what
then?
Now. Judge McAllister, if the report of
“Plunderer” is true, says that in the event of
our execution the aristocracy, those monopolists, Jthose powerful capitalists, will in a
few years see all they possess go up in smoke
and flame. Now. who is this Judge McAllister? A bourgeois of most noble mien?
Shall I, then, again tell you of the terrible

Thoir Fate.
Sheriff Matson received a telegram this
afternoon that the sentences of IFielden and
Schwab were commuted to life imprisonment. The other four will bang to-morrow.

Lingg died

at 2.30.
Bitter

When the news of the commutation of the
sentence of Fielden and Schwab was received
at the jail, there was an extraordinary scene
of activity. The news was sent to the relatives of all the condemned and in a short
time they began to arrive at the jail. The
first of the women was Mrs. Schwab. Soon
after Schwab was brought from his cell to
the main office. His wife quickly advanced
and throwing her arms about his neck, burst
into tea s. Schwab returned the embrace

calmly :
ly. Ai

id soon the two were chatting quiett this. Spies and Fischer were
brought from their cells and taken to the
jail library. Engel was brought to the private office of Mr. Folze.
This was done to
allow the relatives to take their last interviews. The first woman to art ive after Mrs.
Schwab, was Miss Engel, daughter of the
condemned Anarchist.
When the two met
in the private office, there was an outburst
of grief impossible to describe. The father
and daughter clung to each other ami sobbed
convulsively. The conversation, which was
in German was listened to only by Deputy
Oleson. The came Mrs. Spies, the mother of
Augustus, she had been waiting outside an
hour and a half, lifer sobs could be heard
through |the corridors of the building. She
did m
4ay long in the library wih her son.
On
r exit
from the jail, Mrs. Fischer
was
.mitted.
She went into the library
and her lamentations were heard above the
..

fpomn nf

Hom.tioc

,.>ho

»l.t

the place.
The crowning scene was the visit of Nina
Van Zandt, the 1 proxy wife of Spies. She
was conducted to the library by Deputy Oleson.
As she walked through the
main
office she betrayed no emotion, but the moment she saw Augustus, her demeanor completely changed. She looked at him and in a

trice the lovers were in each others arms. A
a
bevy of curious reporters and officers
crowded up to the door of the library, but it
was quickly shut by the deputy.
The interview between the prisoner and his faithful
devotee lasted nearly half an hour. What
actually transpired will never be known to
the world, but it was sufficient to bring a
grimmer of tears to the eyes of the old de-

puty.
Deputies

o’clock, there

on

Cuard.

influx of deputy sheriffs to the jail. Men, who for years
have been serving civil writs and not both,
ering their heads about hangings came in.
All wore heavy overcoats, and in the right
hand pockets were bulky revolvers. Oiders
were given forbidding the entrance of any
one not connected with the press or the
sheriffs’ office. Koine of the deputies went
to supper and matters quieted down until a
rumor started to the effect that Schwab and
Fielden would be removed to Joliet at ti 30
o’clock. Jailor Folze declared that he had
no orders to that effect.
Sheriff Matson, after consultation with
Jailor Folz, decided to have the big iron
gate at the north end of the jail court leadFour
ing into Illinois street barricaded.
carpenters were at work today fortifying the
gates by propping them with large, heavy
fonr inch scantling. The ropes
will be
placed across the street .at every corner of
the jail building.
Tomorrow a cordon of
police numbering 200 will be stationed about
At six

the enclosure to

keep

was an

the crowd back.

The Coroner’s

Inquest.

Coroner Henry L. Herbe was notified of
the death of Lingg early in the day. It was
almost 4.40 p. m. before he startel to hunt up
a jury.
He took with him two deputy coroners.
Each was to select two jurymen.
They made their returns from among the
merchants within a few blocks of the jail.
The coroner assembled them on the corner of
Clark and Michigan streets, within half a
block of the jail, and asked each if he could
attend the inquest Tuesday. Keveral objections were made, and it was finally resolved
to adjourn until Wednesday. As soon as
this was agreed upon, they made a movement
toward the jail. Sheriff Matson headed the

The jury, after admittance to the
jail, were shown into the bath room, where
the remains of Lingg lay. The members
simply viewed them, and then a formal adjournment of the inquest until Wednesday
was made.

party.

pngni we aie m. oumi aiou anuue iu our
former condition and how true to our revolutionary training we agitated not alone by
speech, by writing, but by deed. But, then,
you know it is a wise as well as true saying,
to trust no one. You know also that I cannot handle other subjects as well as this one.
My hatred of the system which brings about
the present condition of the working people,
and which I can well say my, (without egotism) disinterested love for the cause of freedom hasjkept me in every instance not alone
from begging for mercy, but has enabled me
to remain Arm and demand nothing but sim-

Erecting the Callows.
Parsons and Kngelt are in the office guarded by deputies. Spies and Fischer are in the
library and are similarly watched. Schwa')
and Fielded are in cells on the second floor.
The whole building is under a close guard
outside and in. The criminal court building
is in a perfect state of siege. The jail proper
is inaccessible from any other point. Sheriff
Matson issued orders this evening to begin
the erection of the scaffold. Half a dozen
carpenters and deputies are now putting the
machines in position. Jailor Folze was in
consultation with the sheriff at the jail this
evening, and it was agreed that Jailor Folze
should adjust the nooses. The First and
Second regiments are drilling in their respective armories tonight and will be under
All the men are supplied
arms tomorrow.
The arwitl) forty rounds of ammunition.
mories will be connected by telegraph with

ple justice.

It was for these reasons that I, as well as
Parsons, Engel and r ischer, was compelled
to resist even the pleadings of our amnesty
committee, and refuse to sign the petition
they presented, ltealizing that unless 1 stultify my principles I cannot escape the grim
monster, 1 now calmly face death, and in
view of the results that It will bring about
in favor of Anarchism, look on my taking off
\ou, worthy citizen, know
with no fear.
I and every other
this fully as well as I do.
true Anarchist know that we have a greater
than
death, and that is the soenemy to face
called upper class of the present day, and to

the jail. A line of police armed with rifles
will be thrown around the block immediately
surrounding the jail to prevent the approach
Ten companies of twenty-six
of crowds.
men each, bearing rifles, will be posted
about the jail and streets in the vicinity

whom we, to lie true to our trainmust be willing not only to sacriAce our
liberty but give up our lives. I have always under the command of Capt. Ueo. Hubbard.
treated the propaganda of deeds in the abSquads from the companies will do
stract. 1 realize that those who have amassguard duty at the entrances to the jail and
ed fortunes and thus become capitalists, are
criminal court building. At various police
not alone the masters of fellow workmen,
stations companies will be held in reserve.
but also their oppressors and murderers. I
Mrs. Parsons created a scene about 10
know also, that unless the laboring people
o’clock. She walked dowu Michigan street
get their rights by measures of legislation,
the main entrance of the ciimiual court,
to
that tlie day is not far distant wheu the awaccompanied by another woman, and was
ful consequences of this continuous jiersecuadmitted to the hallway by armed guards.
tion of the proletariat will be manifested,
She approached the door which leads to the
and revolution, that all know, must naturaljail yard ami demanded admittance but was
ly follow such a state of affairs, will be a re- denied. “Hut I must go in to see my husality. The continuous aggregation of capi- band,” exclaimed Mrs. Parsons. “You cantal, caused by the production of material, not,” was the firm reply. Then the dusky
does not better the condition of the working
wife of the Anarchist threw up her hands
classes. This does not require any wonderand fell to the tiled floor in a dead faint. It
ful degree of intellect to compreheud.
took over twenty minutes to bring her to
Through the propaganda of the deed only consciousness. Parsons was not informed.
can our best interests be served, and the condition of the workingman bettered.
Making Them Heroes.
This has been fully proven by the events
The Central Labor Union, 10,000 strong,
two
which
we
time
during
years,
of the past
will not work tomorrow. This is said to be
have openly taught our masters that a class
distinction, brought about by their instru- the first step toward making November 11
mentality, is not the best for all concerned. of each year a memorial day for the AuIn view of all the circumstances of the case
The movement will
archist “martyrs.”
I naturally And that, despite the facts that
trying to induce me not ! throw 10,000 idle men on the streets. They
philanthropists are
Socialists, who have speut
to invite the fate that overshadows me, that are radical
overcome

ing,

j
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Relatives of the Deceased Tell How

days.
Plotting Against a 'Juryman.
Yesterday four men, claiming to be musicians, rented a room about two block from
the corner of Sixty-third and Lake streets,

lisonian

Much She Loved Them.

the residence of James Brayton, an Anarchist juryman. A saloon keeper told the officers the men were Anarchists and had hired
the room to perfect plans to blow up Brayton’s house. Brayton has received threatening letters. Ills family are badly frightened and will go away for a few days.
At the Eleventh Hour.

Capt. Black tonignt:
Captain Black, Chicago:

New York, Nov. 10.

I hold proof showing the sentenced Anarchists
to be Innocent. The guilty men are In New York.
I have telegraphed uov. Oglesby. The proof Is
under oath, flow shall 1 communicate it?

August P. Wagkneb.
Counsellor at Law.
Second Avenue.
Capt. Black left at 9 o’clock tonight, after
wiring the New York lawyer to leaje at once
for tbe same point.

(Signed),

B‘j

The Bsmb Thrower’s Confession.
New York, Nov. 10.—An inmate of Sing
has made an affidavit that the thrower
of the bomb at Chicago confessed to him his

Sing

guilt.

Trouble in New York.
Five thousand Socialists paraded to-night
as a protest against the
Chicago executions.
Two thousand policemen accompanied the
procession and also three bands with muffied
drums playing tbe Marsellalse and the dead
march in Saul.
Red and black Hags were
carried but there was no disorder.
A force
of policemen was placed around City Hall
during the night owing to a threat of the
Anarchists to blow up the hall.
The Fiat Coes Forth.

Springfield, III., Nov. 10.—Gov. Oglesby
announced his decision through bis son,
who was sent to the front door of the executive mansion, where scores of reporters were
waiting. None of the Anarchists’ friends
were present.
They were all waiting at 8
o'clock when it was supposed the fiat would
go forth.
George Schilling. E. A. Stevens
and Senator Burke were at supper at the
St. Nicholas, when a reporter told them. All
were affected.
Schilling rallied first and
said: “I felt yesterday that this would be
the way it would turn out.” Neither of the
others made any comments. A labor representative from Cleveland, was sitting with
them, and leaned bis head on his hand while
tlie tears rolled down his cheeks.
S. O.
Oliver and three of Snies’s brothers, Christian, Ferdinand and Ernest, were on their
way to the Governor’s mansion, when they
met the reporters w ho broke the news. The
brothers looked pitiable and tears rolled
from their eyes.

briefly reviews

the history of the case in the courts, and
says- “It the letters of Parsons Fisher, Engell and Lingg, demanding unconstitutional
release or ‘liberty or death,’ and protesting
in the strongest language against mercy or
commutation of the sentenced pronounced
against them, can be considered, petitions
for their pardon, could it be granted, which
might imply any guilt whatever upon the
part of either, would not be such a vindication as they demand. The Executive inter
vention, upon the grounds insisted upon by
the four above named, could in no proper
sense be deemed an exercise of constitutional
power to grant reprieves, commutations or
pordous, unless based upon the belief on my
part of their entire innocence of crime. A
careful consideration of the evidence at the
trial, and also the evidence alleged to be
claimed for them outside the record, failed
to produce upon my mind any impression
tending to impeach the verdict of the jury
or the
judgement of the trial court or
supreme court, affirming the guilt of all
these parties.
1 am satisfied, therefore, of their guilt and
aiu candidly considering the question of the
commutation of the sentences.
Parsons,
Fischer, Engel and Lingg, as they emphatically declared, will not accept such commutation. Fielden, Michael Schwab and August Spies write in petition for Executive
clemency. Fielden and Schwab, in addition,
present a separate and supplementary petitions for a commutation of their sentences.
While satisfied of the guilt of all the parties,
as found by the verdict of the jury and sustained by the judgment of the court, a most
careful consideration of the whole subject
leads me to the conclusion that the sentence
of law as to Fielden and Schwab may be
modified in the interest of humanity without
ivivuvc

ku

puum, jtisiux

auu,

ns

w

kuc

eaiu

Ftelden and Schwab, the sentence ia commuted to imprisonment in the penitentiary lor
life. As to all others of the above named
defendants, I do not feel justified in interfering with the sentence of the court. I
would gladly come to a different conclusion
in regard to the sentence uf the other defendants but see that under the circumstances, and with a solemn sense of the obligations of my office, 1 have been unable to
do so.”

(Signed.)

Richard J. Ogi.esby,
Governor.

The Last Faint Hope.
Schilling received a despatch from Capt.
Black this evening to the effect that the

bomb thrower was located in New York.
He asked the Governor to grant a respite of
a few days for investigation.
The Governor
said he had already received a similar telefrom
New York. Capt. Black wired
gram

Schilling he would arrive at Springfield at
4.10 a. m. to make another appeal for a
respite for Parsons. Schilling will remain
to meet Black.
Crlnnell Reported Shot.

(Bulletin.)
County Jail, Chicago, Nov. 10.—12.40
m.—It Is rumored that State’s Attorney
Grinnel has been shot.
The rumor lacks
confirmation.
a.

Capt. Samuel Munson.
The triends of Capt. Munson, who was
buried at
Evergreen Cemetery about a
month since, will be Interested in the following testimonial:
Headquarters 9th Inkantry, |
Whipple Barracks, Ari., Oct. 22, 1887. j
67.
It becomes the 9ad duty of the regimental commander to announce to the regiment the death of
Capt. Sainul Munson, on tbe 2d day of October, at
Farmington, Me.
Capt. Munson entered the 6th Kegliuent of
Maine Infantry, ou the 0th day of May, 1861. On
the 20th uf that mouth he was appointed a 2d
lieutenant in the same regiment. On the 6th
day of August, 1861, be was appoiuted a 2d
lieutenant In the Dth U. 8. Infantry, which apDointment he accepted on the 5th day of September, 1861. having b*-eu honorably mustered out
of the volunteer service the day previous. He
was promoted to a 1st lieutenant the 31st day ot
December, 1862, to a captaincy tbe 28th day of
He was quartermaster of the
September, 1805.
regiment from the Oth day of May, 1864. to the
7tn day of July 1865, and In addition to the foregoing served as captain and A. Q. 51. of Volunteers, from the 27th day of February, 1865, until
he was honorably mustered out ou the 27th day of
June, 1866.
Captain 51unson's frontier service on the Pacific
coast and on the Plaius was lonu and arduous,
slid earned him a high repute fur the faithful
inanuer In which
it was performed, creditable
alike to himself and to the regiment. A genial
firm
a
and
generous friend, an officer
companion,
of deservedly high standing, hts memory will
be
cherished
his
comrades In the 9th Inby
long
Orders -Vo.

As a mark of respect to the memory of Captain
Munson the regimental colors will he draped, and
the (officers of the regiment will wear the usual
badges of mourning (or thirty days.

By order of

[Signed]

Lieutenant Colonel Bkayton,
J Me. B. Stkmukl.
1st Clement !>th Infantry. Adjutant.
J. Me. B. Stembbl, 1st Lieutenant

Official:
Utti Infantry. Adjutaut.

Colby University.
The secondlgeneral catalogue, uow in press,
gives the following statistics of the alumni
of

Colby University:
whole numbkk.

Alumni.882

Honorary graduates.170
Medical graduates. 55

Theological graduates.

....

15

Total.1102
DECEASED.

Alumni...263

Honorary graduates.
Medical graduates.
Theological graduates.

88
5

7

Total.363
ntESENT NUMBER.

Alunml. .809
Houorary graduates. 82
Medical graduates. 60
Theological graduates. 8
Total.749
OTHER STATISTICS

OF

THE OKADUTES.

Clergymen.228

Governors. 2
In business. 72
Journalists
39
Judges. 14

Lawyers.188

Members of Osngress.
8
Missionaries. 14

Physicians.

Presidents of Colleges.
Professors.
Superintendents ot Schools.
U. S. Vols., 1801415.

Women.

<>2
8
37
9
65
21

Tile Uiddpford Times says that Audrew
Goodrich, of that city, who had had a dispute with Messrs. Jordau and Uryant, the
owners of Meeds block, respecting the price
lie was to be paid for removing rubbish from
tlie premises, has threatened Mr. llryaut
witli personal violence and that the latter,
in one instance, was obliged to appeal to the

police to

rid him of Goodrich’s
Goodrich was reported to be

Uryant with

a

knife.

Reverend Centlemen Clve Testimony
for the Proponents.
Mrs. Belcher’s Friendliness to Bates
aj

Expiessed

to

the

Clergymen.

In the Belcher will case, the testimony for
contestants was continued yesterday
morning. Frank Besse testified: “I reside
in Lowell. Mrs. Belcher was my aunt.
My
mother was her sister. My mother died in
August, 1878. I never resided in Farmington.
I visited my aunt in 1870, remaining
two weeks, and again in 1880, staving only
four or five days. My aunt had Invited me a
great many times to visit her. She always
received me wall and treated me very kindly.
She always spoke of her relatives very kindly to me; I never heard her speak of them
otherwise."
Witness identified two letters from Mrs.
Belcher, addressed to his mother in 1805 and
1875, respectively, and six or seven letters
addressed to himself after bis mother’s
death, by Mrs. Belcher, in the years 1878,
the

An extra edition of an evening paper says
the following despatch was received by

The Governor’s opinion

Partings.

MRS. BELCHER’S WILL.

$40,000 in the defence of the eight Anarchists, and who followed the red Hag in processions through the streets in the Ilar-

attentions.
for

waiting

1879, 1880 anu 1881. The letters were then
read In evidence, as showing the existence
of the most kindly and friendly relations beAn account book, which
tween the pirtles.
was admitted to be the account book of Mrs.

then produced and put in eviby either side, as desired.
John II. Backus, a son of John Backus,
and nephew of Mrs. Belcher, testified that
he had called upon Mrs. Belcher frequently
in her life-time, and that she was always upShe
on the most friendly terms with him.
always spoke of her relatives kindly. During her sickness, in 1883, he was invited by
Mrs. Belcher to come and see her, and
he went to the house, but Miss Higgins re-

Belcher,

was

dence for use

Nathan F. Backus testified: “My lather,
Francis Bacbus, was a brother to Mrs.
Belcher. My father died in 1863 or 1861. I
I have known
am his only child now living.
Mrs. Belcher as far back as my recollection

dates. She and my father lived in the same
house from my iirst remembrance until she
X left
moved to the house where she died.
I have
home when fourteen years of age.
since resided four years In Khode Island, a
portion of the time in Massachusetts and for
the last ten years in Brooklyn, X. Y. I have
usually spent my vacations at X'armiugton,
I used to
being there about once a year.
stop with my grandfather, John Backus, but
after IXiram Backus died Aunt Sally told mo
that she wished me to spend as much time
X have
as possible with her and I did so.
every reason to believe she was glad to have
me come there; she always received me very
and invited me to come again. I
new the fact that a will had been made at
had heard talk
the time it was made.
1
Mrs.
about that will for a good while.
Belcher told me that she had been apThat a certain
proached to make a will.
man kept coming there.
She told me in the
summer following the death of Hiram, I
think, that one evening in the early part of
the winter, the door bell rang soon after the
train came in, she went to the door and Mr.
Butler stood there with a gentleman. Mr.
Butler said to her that Dr. Cheuev wished
Sue asked
to call upon her that eveuing.
Mr. Butler who Dr. Cheney was, and he reand
call
that
he
to
that
wished
eveuing
plied
see her, and she said very well, and they
went away. A little later the gentleman
presented himself and asked her if she kucw
him, and unon her saying that she had never
seen him before, he introduced himself as
Dr. Cheney, saying that he had formerly
lived in Farmington and
taught school
there, and had been acquainted with her
brothers and the members of her family, and
that he had called to see her.
During the
talk he told her about the work in which he
was engag 'd at f.ewlston, and said to her,
‘we understand that you are left with a
large property, and that your family and
friends are all well off and won’t need it
and we want you to make us a donation.’
I)r. Cheney spent a portion of the evening
there, and then went away, leaving one of
his catalogues. Mrs. Belcher said she never
read it; she showed it to me; it was a blue
thing. Dr. Cheney promised to call again,
and he did. How soon 1 do not know, fori
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what Mrs. Belcher told me.
Subsequently I
met Dr. Cheney there and was Introduced to
him. I mean subsequently to the time she
told me about his calling, the summer following the time he called* 1 think. I cannot
He came
tell the first time I met him there.
to the house a great many times after he
first called, she said he wanted her to make
him a donation.
I think It was one or two
summers after Mrs. Belcher told me about
Dr. Dr. Cheney's calling with Mr. Butler
that I first met him there. He did not then
make his business known in my presence.
He never said anything about Bates College
in my presence, except ts invite me to take
my aunt and go down there and stop at his
house.
“In a conversation I had with Mrs. Belcher
she alluded to the fart that Dr. Cheney haj
made a proposition that if she would give
them a sufficient sum, they would build a
hall and name it Belcher llall; he said lie
was doing that for the purpose of aiding
poor young men to prepare for the ministry,
it would do him no good, and that he had
tried to picture to her how laudable such a
work would be. She never told Die that Dr.
Cheney hud said anything to her about appropriating Hiram's money to build a Belcher
Hall. It would simply be all named Belcher

Hall.

“I bad been accustomed when at Farmington to visit the old cemetery, and l observed
that along the side next to the street it was
covered with bushes. Mrs. Belcher referred
to something having been said alxmt the
strewing of l flowers over iher grave. I
asked her why she didn’t ask him it they
had strewn flowers over Judge Parker’s
grave, as I understood he had given them
$5,01 J, and she said she asked him about it
aud he said no, he was sorry to say they bud
not, but had always intended to; that afterwards he came and said that he had visited
the grave. Mrs. Belcher told roe what Dr.
Cheney had said about her meeting her son
in heaven. His allusion was that she was
like him, that she had lost her all, and he
asked, ‘Is not that so?’ aud she said, ‘Yes,’
and he told her that be expected to meet his
own son in heaven and shake the trlendly
hand, and asked her If she did not expect to
meet her son there. I don’t think she had
much opinion about It. Mrs Belcher never
said she would give me a store; I would like
to have one. She frequently said I could
have a store there. Dr. Cheuey came there
in company with some one else only once. 1
did not know the man, but Dr. Cheney told
1 was
me his name was Burke of Kangeley.
near the house, and a wagon drove up and a
gentleman got out, took out a valise and
went in. It proved to be Dr. Cheney. He
remained that night, all the next day, and
I
went away on the morning following.
think l>r. Cheney was accustomed to ask a
blessing at the table when there. He did not
make his business known in my presence
that evening after he arrived. Mrs. Belcher
sum
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would approve of her giving to the
college if he were here. On the morning after
he came l>r. Cheney went into the front room
and remained there, occasionally coming out,
nearly all day; think he remained there
until about four in the afternoon. This was
in August if the date on that Instrument is
correct. Aunt Bally and l talked about a
will that day; she said she was making her
will. She mentioned to me the disposition
of her property only in one instance; she
asked me if I thought she could leave something to Nathan YV. Young by leaving It to
the selectmen and have them give it to him
as he needed it; I told her 1 thought so.
After Dr. Cheney had left she said a person
could make half a dozen wills, if they chose,
I am not
and the last one only would hold.
positive if she said what became of the instrument, but 1 think she said Dr. Cheney
took It; I am not sure. It Is my recollection
she said he had taken it. She told me that
she intended to give up her property before
she died; she said that at this same time Dr.
Cheney was there. She also told mu that a
I don't know
great many other times.
whether she said this while Dr. Cheney was
in the house or not.
“I purchased ttie two monuments. One
cost about #800 and the other about #7u).
She purchaser! one for Hiram. She had had
another son die before Hiram died; Judge
Belcher told her he thought one was as likely
as the other, and she ought to have something for Bonnie, and so she directed me to
buy another one. Thu two monuments are
perhaps four feet apart at the base. I purchased for Mrs. Belcher the book produced
here. 1 examined it repeatedly while it was
I understood she kept an
in her possession.
account of Dr. Cheney’s visits; she told me
shudidof mine, when 1 came and when I
went away, i am not positive if l saw the
record; she told me she kept it in that
Hiram

book.”

The witness was not cross-examined.
The contestants rested here, with the understanding that, at a later stage, they
might introduce the testimony of Mrs. HolThe court intiley, who had not arrived.
mated that, as the case was already upon its
third day, the rule regarding the introduction of testimony in rebuttal must be observed.

TESTIMONY IN HEBirrTAI,.

liev. Charles K. Blake, galled in rebuttal,
testified: “I reside in Madison. N. II. I
a clergyman.
1 resided in Farmington from
1851* to 1807, except that In 1801 I entered
the army and returned in the latter part of

THREE

CENTS.

1883.
J then remained there until 1887.
While pastor of the church In 18A0 1 was acquainted with Mrs. Sarah S. belcher. She
was a member of my church,
(called upon
her occasionally at first, more frequently
perhaps after two or three months. I lived
1
on the other side of the street from her.
had a conversation with her In the spring of
1880.
i had an erraud down town one uay,
and as 1 came from my honse to go down 1
noticed Mrs. belcher In her front yard, and
I crossed the street to speak with her. After
we had passed the time of
day she said to
me, ‘I have been hearing some criticisms in
to
the
course
of
regard
Judge barker and
the donation which he made to the school at
Lewiston.
What do you think of it Mr.
Blake?’ I told her I had heard but little of
it and knew but little about it. She said, ‘I
would like to talk with you, will yon not
come in?' X went into the house with her,
and we conversed some ten or fifteen minutes,
1.should say.
My recollection Is quite definite, I think, in relation to the Import of
that conversation, but the language I cannot
give. She said, 'What do you think uf Judge
barker's course?’I said toner, 'Mrs. Belcher,
I think he was wise,’ and I turned the question and said, ‘What do you think of it Mrs.
Belcher?’ ‘Well, I have been thinking of It,'
she said, ‘and Judge barker is a man whose
judgment 1 have the most perfect confidence
In,’ and she said, ‘I think Judge barker is
to-day very well pleased with the course he
has taken, and 1 am of the
opinion that if I
should outlive my son I should do very mnch
as he has done.’
That is the import of that
conversation. I may, perhaps, be reminded
of other things that I do not recall at this
moment.
It was understood that Judge
1’arker had given SAC JO to the Maine .State
Seminary, f remember that she asked me
in that conversation if 1 thought it would tie
wise for her to consider that matter, particularly under the circumstances, and in the
event that her son should die before she and
the property come under her control, would
it be a good investment where it would lie
doing good, an enduring good, to give it
where the Judge bad given his, it being a
new school just foundeu.and without reputation especially; she asked me about that
particularly. 1 remember nojotber conversation with Mrs. belcher in regard to that
(natter before I entered the service.
“1 saw Mrs. Belcher after I returned in the
last months of 1883, but not to have any ;conversation with her, for two or three months.
I then called upon her, and she opened the
conversation upon this subject herself, by
saying, ‘Do you kuow how the judge's propcibj
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squandered?’ 1 said that 1 had been absent
a good deal of the time and I had not heard
much about it, and she told me some things
that I had not heard, and then I said, ‘Mrs.
Belcher, do you think your decision that you
named to me in cur conversation years ago—
do you think that decision was a wise one?’
and she said, ‘I am more than ever convinced
of it.’ She said ‘the Maine State Seminary
has grown to be a college, I have seen some
accounts in relation to It, and she referred
to one. 1 cannot now recall in what paper
ft was; it may have been the village paper,
and she said, in connection
with other
things, that they needed help, and she had
made up her mind to give to that school
what she had if she ever had it to give.
I
remember of remarking to her In relation to
the
health
of
Hiram
that
I
had
seen

him

on

the

street

very

busi-

engaged in business, as 1 took. It,
be, driving hither and thither wlthoutany
regard to the weather or season of the year,
and saving, ‘You must feel as though it is
exceedingly doubtful whether you ever have
the privilege of doing what you say you
would now do if it was your privilege,’ and
she said: ‘The time was when we thought
Hiram was going very soon to his grave, lie
and my other son were both quite sick at
that time in the same way, and we thought
Beniamin would live and Hiraui would die,
but Benjamin died and Hiram lived, but
still be has never been what you call a well
man since.’ She said that he was subject to
the fruits of consumptive seed at any time.
That was her reply to me in substance. I
said to her, ‘You think you would have a
right to dispose of this property if it should
come into your hands without any regard to
relatives,’ and her reply to me was, ‘The
relatives have more money now than they
can use well, and I should feel under no
obligation to them.' 1 remember she said
that she thought It would be altogether better to give the property as a whole, that it
might be of benefit to the institution, rather
than to divide it up for different individuals,
or different parties or different schools.”
Cross-examined—‘‘In 1800 and 1808 1 supposed that Mrs. Belcher had no property, at
ly

to

that time.”
Kev. James Boyd testified:
“I reside in
Newport, Me. 1 am a clergyman of the
Free Baptist denomination.
For a number
of years 1 have devoted my time to destitute
cnurches, and am now at Amesbury for a
short time. I am occupied as a State missionary for that denomination the most of
the time.
In that capacity I called dpon
Mrs. Sarah S. Belcher, at Farmington, In
May, 1*W2. My visit was after Mr. Davis
had closed his pastorate there, aud l- was —_
looking after the Farmington churcb^*^
called upon Mrs. Belcher, hoping to induce
her to
be
specially liberal with her
own

church,

so
a

they might supply

a

pastor-

donation for the State mission work.
That was my object In calling.
1 informed the woman who came th the door
who 1 was, and she took me in where Mrs.
Belcher was and I bad some conversation
with her. 1 told her wbat my work was.
After some religions conversation and devotions, she invited me to stay to tea. I
was glad to do so, because I wanted further
conversation with her. I bail further conversation with Mrs. Belcher, In
which I
urged the importance of a pastorate there,
and also tried to have her see what we were
trying to do as a State mission, aud related
to her what others had doue for us aud
sought to interest her in our work. That
was my object.
She said that some seemed
to choose to do that way, to contribute to
various causes, but she said it seemed to her
at least to be more satisfactory to keep the
I urged a little the Improperty together.
portance of our work, mentioning what #KV
ooo would do, that it would keep one in the
held continually.
While the table was being got ready she made this remark, ‘for myself, 1 have decided not to scatter my
substance,’ and she rose from her chair
and
told me to be seated at the
table, and said it in such a way that it ended
my conversation upon that subject. We had
no further conversation relatiug to it at that
Before 1 left
time. This was on Saturday.
on Monday, I called upon Mrs. Belcher again.
Saturday’s visit revealed what she would not
do, that she would not scatter her substance,
and I wanted, if I could, to interest her in
ttie State mission, and I went and laid the
matter before her agalu.
She did not say
very much until, finally, after I had told her
wnat we were doing, and related some Instances where we were much blessed in our
work, rescuing several churches aud helping the work, when she said, "1 think Dr.
Chenev is doing a good work, and I know of
no more worthy object of charity than Bates
College,’ and she rose from her chair and
went to a drawer and got a
bill and told
me I might add that to the Sabbath collection. She did it in a way that ended the conversation.
I never saw Mrs. Beleher after
that time.”
On cross-examination witness stated that
he nad called upon Mrs. Belcher
upon the
occasions referred to because it was his business to solicit funds, and he had understood
from members of the church that she was

ate, if 1 could

wealthy.

At this point the court
ternoon.

adjourned

until af-

AribRSWS SESSION.

Court came in at 3 o'clock.

Key. Osro Roys, testified:
“I am a clerand reside at Canton,
i became
acquainted with Mrs. Sarah S. Belcher
In the spring of 1872. I went to Farmington
at that time, from Bates Theological School,
to supply the Free Baptist pulpit. In endeavoring to raise money to support the gospel for a year, I called upon Mrs. Belcher. I
asked her if she desired to have me established there iu the church, as there had not
been any services for some time, and she
said she did desire it very much. She said
she thought they were very negligent in allowing tlie meetings to go down, in not supporting the meetings. I told her that I had
called upon that business, that I bad seen
Brother Smart, and he had promised me that
if she would give $23 for the support of the
preaching he would see that the balance of
$300 was raised to furnish a supply from the
Theological School.
1 asked her if she
would give the $23.
I told her that I had
come to be honest with her, and that if she
did not give the $23 I should try no further,
and that if ?he did that settled the matter—
Hi&t we should have preaching. I said, ’Will
yon promise?’ ‘Well,’ she said, ’May I not
give more if I want to?’ Said I, ‘Yes, bio.-s
yon, give all you want to; it won’t hurt you;
but 1 want your pledge that
you will do that
much. I waited awhile, and she talked the
matter over, and I asked her if she would
promise, ami she said she would. 1 said
that I would stop for a season of prayer if
she would like; she said she would, and 1
did, and then she said, 'wait a minute,’ aud
she went out and returned with a $3 hill and
said, ‘you need not reckon that on the $25
I thanked her and went away to
pledge.
attend meeting. She paid the $25, and also
made me presents during the year that
amounted to $70, including the $25.
"While 1 was at the divinity school, Mrs.
Belcher sent $100 to Bates College by me.
At one time after l)r. Cheney had been
there she sent word to ine that she wanted
went
me to call on Monday morning as I
down to tlie theological school.
My habit
to
was to go
Farmington Saturday and return ou Monday. I called and was shown
into tho parlor. Mrs. Belcher came In and
said that she had a little errand she wished
me to do and wanted me to keep it secret,
[CO.Vn.Nl KD ON rOl'HTM VAllt.J
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Parliament is” dissolved, but this ordinarily
nbout once in four years. Recently
these elections have been more frequent, the

piukss

FRIDAY MORNING, NOV. 11.
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. 'idle name and address of the writer
are in ail cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not

used._
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PROCLAMATION.

A

Acknowledging with sincere gratitude the sigrevelations of the impartial goodness of Almighty tied, lire creator of ail and the giver of
every preseut good, which have been vouchsafed
to us in the .inestimable blesssings He has bestowed upon us throughout the past year, and iu
nal

accordance with a venerated custom, and the
recommendation of the President of the United
States, with the advice ol the Executive Council,

hereby appoint
ThuiMlay, November ilih, 1M7,
as H day of public Thanksgiving aiid
praise.
Tor lltecontinuance of
plenty; lor prosperity
in all our
1 do

material resources; for freedom from
the
destroying pestilence; for the marked progress of religion, education and the great temperance ana other moral
reforms; for the growing
strength of the principles of civil and religious
liberty established by the Fathers: for alF the
causes for individual
gratitude, let all the people
of this State, abstaining from their usual secular
employments and assembling in .Uielr places of
public worship or around their family hearthstones, offer heartfelt thanks to the Heavenly
Eather.
Remembering: also that losses and sorrows are
the common lot of
humanity, let the people
elierish thoughts of tenderness and charity and
make glad the hearts of the poor and suffering by
sympathy and generous gifts of material aid.
Given at the Council Chamber in Augusta this
eighth day of November, in Hie year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyseven, and of the independence of the
States of America, the one hundred and

By the Governor.

United

tweftb.
JOSEPH R. BODWELL.

Okamamial Smith, Secretary of State.

The latest advices say that the condition
of the German crown prince is not serious
and that there is no immediate danger. But
the doctors are no doubt putting the best
face possible upon the situation.
jib sciieme or

air.

uiaasione 10 aisestan-

lish the Welsh church is alarming the English
It will be remembered that the
Tories made a recent campaign on the cry:
“The church is in danger.” Gut they and
everyone else forgot it soon after election.

clergy.

The New York Evening Post thinks that
the election of Fellows will have the effect
to allow the escape pi the “boodlers” of the

Sharp gang who yet remain to be tried; and
declares its belief “that Fellows was nominated for that very purpose at the instigation
of the boodlers and their friends."
The evidence against Gen. Carrafel, who
is accused of selling decorations in France,
is conclusive, but it appears that the stories

that he

but one of many prominent men
in the business is likely to be shown

was

engaged

to be unfounded. The charge of this against
if. Wilson, Grevy’s son-in-law, has been

withdrawn, and there
plicate anybody else.

is no evidence to im-

was

claims the credit of the defeat of the
George
party for himself and the Catholic church.
There is no doubt that the teachings of the

Catholic church

as voiced by Archbishop
Corrigan, were very potent against George
in drawing away followers led into the
United Labor camp by Dr. McGlynn a year

Whether Mr. Ford was anywhere near
potent an inluence may well be doubted.

ago.

lork limes s predictions are
verified dire things will happen in New York
in consequence of the defeat of Nicoll and
the election of Fellows. The Times declares
that the latter’s success is certain to put an
end to the “boodle” trials, and to produce a
il

tue New

deplorable lapse from vigor, courage and
Integrity in the prosecution of offenders
against the laws." When these things happen it is to be hoped the Times will not fail
to point out that this ultimate
responsibility
is upon two

distinguished

rcform-

ers—Grover Cleveland and Abram S. Hewitt.
Some people in Boston are quite sure that
Leif Ericsson discovered America before
Columbus, but they are not wholly happy
over the garments which are put upon the
old navigator’s statue just erected.
One
critic, bearing in mind that Leif is represented in the “Saga of Erik the Red,” as “a
great and strong man, grave and well favored, therewith sensible and moderate in all
things,” writes to the Transcript to ask if it
would be “sensible and moderate in all
things” to go on a sea voyage bare-armed
and in tights, and with nothing to speak of
on his head.
The artist proDably thought
that a foreigner arriving in Boston about
election time would be expected to “pull off
his coat.”

Not long ago there was a Republican revolt in Rhode Island led by the Providence Journal. The revolt was successful
and seated a Democratic Governor. Here
is what the Journal now says of the results of its performance: “The conduct of
the Democratic party since it came into
power In the State has been so violent, inconsiderate and injudicious as to alienate
the element of good citizenship, which gave
it the victory last spring, and the management of the present campaign has been con-

spicuous

for the presence of tiie disreputable
element upon the platform and in the caucus.” The moral is that the Democratic
party is not a reform party, and can never

its worst passions beyond
ited time.

repress

a

lim-

The reception which John L. Sullivan is
meeting in England must be quite overpowdhng, even to a man who has borne up
under the adulation of hundreds of boisterous

Americans.

At the

railway station in
London he was greeted by such crowds that
the police were utterly unable to clear a way
for him to his carriage; and on Wednesday
night his first appearance at St. James Hall
drew a tremendous audience in spite of the
fact that it was raining and that it was Lord
Mayor’s day. It is interesting to note that
in the audience were the Marquis of Queensberry, ttie Marquis of Ailesbury, Lord Mandeville, Lord DeClifford, Sir John Astley
and many other members of the nobility and
gentry. The Marquis of Ailesbury has just
been disgraced as thoroughly as it Is possible for an English nobleman to be disgraced
by being warned off Newmarket Heath for
directing bis jockey to “pull” a favorite racing horse. Queensberry and Astley are also
names that have been heard in America*
though not in connection with such disreputable practices as have disgraced Ailesbury.
None of the nobles, however, of the coterie
that took the best seats to see Slugger Sulliyan, were probably much above the crowd
that was gathered with them in qualities of
statesmanship. One certainly is an outcast
from English society because he is a sneak,
even

in

his

gambling.

Yet these men are

hereditary legislators each, except Astley,

entitled or in a position at some time to be
entitled, to a vote in the House of Lords

equal in iuflueuce to the vote of
or

a

ltoseherry.

a

Sal'sbury

Mr. Chamberlain, who witnessed the
election in New York city Tuesday, has
given
an

In many cases, however, constituents
pay
every penny of the expense. The ccmimittee
which waited on Johu Bright to ask him to
stand for Parliament would not allow him to

subscribo anything (or the expenses of the
canvass, and since that day Mr. Bright has
never subscribed anything to campaign
funds,
At the last election Mr. Chamberlain’s constituents paid bis expenses. But all candidates are not so fortunate. The law requires that an itemized schedule of his campaign expenses shall be published by a candidate within a certain time after election,
and these published statements show that it
is often very costly to stand, as the Euglish
express it, for Parliament. Sir G. O. Trevelyan’s expenses at a recent by-election
amounted to several thousand dollars. Mr.
Chamberlain also says that in the eleven
years that tie lias represented Birmingham
in Parliament he has not been asked for a
position by one of his constituents.

interesting description of the differences

in the English and American methods of
voting. In all English elections,
for

except
school trustees, electors vote for one of two
men, whose names are put on the tickot together, with blank spaces on which the voter
may put a pencil maik over against the
name of the candidate for whom he wishes
to vote. In the election for school trustees
the parish authorities select thirty names
from each parish and send a printed list of
the same to every voter. The latter checks
off fifteen names out of the thirty names and
votes this ballot. Anyone may send his
name to the authorities
announcing that he
is a candidate for election to the office of
trustee. In England elections do not occur
so frequently as in this
country. In Mr.
Chamberlain’s city of Birmingham there are

forty-eight town committeemen

SOUS.

■ISCKLLANBOim.

NOT INAPPROPRIATE

and sixteen
aldermen. The latter are elected by the former, whose term of office is for three years.
National elections of course come whenever

Pere

[Peoria Transcript.]
The Canadian
papers are calling Mr.
Chamberlain a “Jonah.” Well, Jonah pera
made
more
exreusive
haps
investigation of

the inside of the fish
man that ever lived.

question

than any other

A MISTAKEN CALL FOB MERCY.

[Boston Advertiser.]
In the overstrained and partly timorous
call for mercy in behaif of the condemned
anarchists, the mad wolf-like attack upon
tile police led or incited by all seven Is forgotten or glossed over. But should the just
verdict of the courts be set aside by misjudged executive citmency, wlio will warrant that the police will sacrifice their lives
in the uext encounter for the sake of citizens who would treat assassins like misunderstood brethren ?
A

PRACTICAL

Hyacinths

DIFFICULTY.

[8t. John Sun.]
the prerogative of
the Canadian
House of Commons to make laws affecting
the collection or disposal of the revenue of
Canada. The United States Congressjis the
ruling power in all matters affecting the
revenue of the United States.
It is proposed
by a few politicians that a new system be
devised under which one authority shall arrange these matters for both countries.
This cannot be done without taking from
the Canadian Parliament its authority to
enact tariff laws. For whatever the taxing
authority may be it is evident that it cannot
be responsible at the same time to the Parliaments of two countries.
One country
would unquestionably be subject to the will
of the other. Canada has one-tenth the population of the United States.
It is

WATER MILL OR WIND MILL.

[Boston Transcript.]
Another of the surprises which deserves
especial notice is the smallness of the Prohibitory vote, after the loud boastings which
had been indulged in by the third-party
leaders. It is true that the prohibitionists
have vaunted themselves overmuch before
this, and this is by no means the first time
that their performance has failed to come up

promise; but this year seemed to be
ceptional. It looked as though a large

ex-

pro-

portion of the Independent vote would go to
swell the figures of the third party, but if
any considerable number of the mugwumps
did vote for Earle, what were the Prohibitionists
themselves doing?
One hardly

knows whether to characterize the Prohibition party as a watermill or a windmill.
Tlie Labor vote was so small as hardly to be

worth mentioning.

EMINENT RIDERS.

Ceorge Bancroft, Secretary Bayard)

Philadelphians

told some

and to raise additional funds for the religious movement that lie lias undertaken in

numerous,

and

DRESS GOODS SALE!

UNNECESSARY.

COHIifl ENT

awaits them for a cruise in the Mediterranean and Bosphorus. They intend to
visit Egypt, Athens, Constantinople and

Palestine."

Vermont has opened a State home for dependent veterans of the war, The State of
Connecticut has a Soldiers’ Home for this
purpose, and for years has made provision
for the care of old soldiers who are unable
to care for themselves. New York has a
home of thejsamesort where PresidentCleveland’s substitute recently found a place to
die. “But there are,” says the Hartford

Courant, "many self-iespectiug
soldiers,
physically broken down because of their experiences in the field, who would almost as
soon

go into the town poor houses as become

inmates of these State institutions.”

Sleeping

A red room may have bronze green woodwork liued with scarlet and pale green walls,
and still be distinctively a red room from the
appointments and the cherry furniture.
Yellow rooms shading to brown are effective,
and green rooms are improved by pale pink
trimmings. The wood-work should in all
cases be darker than the walls, and, if there
be a picture moulding, let it underline the
frieze. Flat tints, stars and constellations
make appropriate ceilings.
Avoid stripes

produce optical delusions that become maddening when one must gaze at them for a
protracted period. Quilted satin of the prevailing color of the room may be let iuto the
walls, but it is of questionable taste unless it
can be renewed as soon as soiled.
In the
same category is a white room which must
be constantly renewed to be even preseutible

multiplicity

of rooms, one

—

OF

—

Black and Colored Dress Goods,
THIS

CONTINUED

WEEK.

Silk Corduretfs 94 inches wide 37 1*3 cents,

(in short lengths) reguprice $1.35.
Gents’ line Imported Cashmere llose 37 1-3 ceuts, worth SO cents.
Extra Bargains in Underwear.
Seal Flush just received in a Higher Grade than previously showu
in this market, claimed to be the highest manufactured. All desiring
Cloaks made from this quality should give orders as early as possible, as it cauol be duplicated this season.
Sole Agents for the Famous Ceiitcmeri Kids, 3 to 30 button leugth.
Agents for the Dcmorest Sewing Machine at $19.50. Large number being sold.
lar

TURNER

impossible position

a woman

ever

made a frieze and the lambrequins
were
straw splashers. Do not have toilet articles
too nice for use, hair-brush so frail that it
can never be cleaned, and pin-cushions too
nice to stick pins in, nor the pillow shams so
delicate that they become a cause of contention. JLarge ornamental bags may be made
for soiled clothes; round pockets, shirred to
a fancy centre pieee.for stockings; and shoes
may be concealed in an ottoman.
Closets
may be improvised by stretching
wire
across a corner of the room just below the
ceiling and banging from it a curtain. An
esthetic young woman who found it necessary to combine dressing room, bedroom and
boudoir in one. covered the walls of her
sanctum with manilla|paper and splashed it
with gold paint. She ebonized the
woodwork and procured a folding bedstead that
when closed resembled an ebony cabinet;
unbleached curtains were held back by gilt
chains and gay rugs dotted the black floor.

BEHOLD!

into the mountain country of Virginia to
look at a horse. It is satisfactory to know
that although he didn’t get the Republican
nomination for President, begot an excellent
horse, which he rides to this day.
Senator Don Cameron is a great jhorseman
and of the seven daughters with which fate
has blessed him, at least four are accomplished riders. The Senator is not very regular in taking his galop, but there is
nothing
lie likes so well as a riding tour. Sometimes
he ridos from Harrisburg to
Washington.
East year Ills eldest unmarried daughter accompanied him.
Nearly every spring he
makes an excursion ou horseback of a week
or two iu the valley of Virginia.
The Senator does not go in for style in either his
methods or his accoutrements, aud jogs along
very much like a Pennsylvania farmer returning from market, with his wife’s butter
money in one pocket and a note for tho rest
due on the brindle cow in the other.
Our own Evarts occasionally mounts a decorous and well-broken beast and ambles
along contentedly, but if he has a companion, he is apt to become involved iu disquisi
tions, and the first thing lie knows his horse
head lias brought right up against the side of
a barn, or else the Senator finds himself
wedged in the corner of a worm fence while
the steed endeavors to poke his head through
the rails In search of clover and timothy.
Perry Belmout rides a good deal.
It is
scarcely necessary to say that in style and
accoutrements. Mr. Belmont represents one
extremity of the arc of a circle, while Sena
tor Catneron represents the other. Mr. Belmont might have been taken up bodily from
Rotton Row and transplanted to Washington.
Mr. Gregor, of the Russian Legation, who
has left town for good, was regarded as the
best Rider in the Diplomatic Corps, and Mrs.
Helyar, also gone, the best rider among the
women.
Mrs. Kate Chase is superb ou
horseback and her daughter, Miss Ethel,
looks charming and daring in the saddle.
She lias an admirable figure, and is
postively

handsome
'Ihe

on

horseback.

uin'J'hH10” Vse<*
Eiha.Lm.akM,.tl,llu*s fashionable
English

a

Nevada has scored an imiu “Sounnmbula” at Lisbon,
having been recalled three times at the close
of the performance.
i
Emma

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Our immense sale of Fine Overcoats and Fine
Suits for $15.00, $20.00 and $25.00, has never had
its equal in the history of our business.
Anticipating a demand for High Grade Clothing
at moderate prices we have bought largely of the
prominent fabrics in popular styles and take pleasure in showing a choice
stock, ’.which for excellence in workmanship and perfection in fit is unsur-

passed.

Particular attention of the Young Men is called
to our Nobby Styles of Kersey, Milton and Rough
Overcoats, made Extremely Fashionable, with Velvet Collars,Welted Seams,Silk Sleeve Linings, with
Cloth, Serge and Silk Body Linings.
These garments are handsomely made and any
ordinary figure can befitted as well as in the best
custom make, and at much less price.
Children’s Overcoats, sizes 4 to 14, in prices from
$4.00 to $15.00.
Boys’ Blue Chinchilla Reefers, size 6 to 14 years,

25c

42c
50c
50c
50c
75c
75c
1.00
62c
1.00
1.50

30c

180 Middle Street,
OCtt

.

(ltf

Building.

8lKlt (

—

3.00

OFF F.KH

TO INVKMTORM

Dwellings.

CO.,

BOSTON.

)y4

d6mcM

CONNOR, PmMnl.
.VlAltMTON, Mccrrlary.
eodtf

II. JW. PAYSOI & C O.,

low rates

as

1888, in exchange (or the 4s, on favorable terms.
Wa also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

WOODBURY &

MOULTON,

Cor. Middle &. Exchange

Sty.

PULLEN CROCKER k CO.
Bankers and Brokers,

I take pleasure iu again presenting to the public the Aunual Statements of the Insurance companies represented In this Agency.
They are

SOUM, SOLID AM SUCCESSFUL.
Companies.

OF LONDON.
ORGANIZED 182 1.

ORGANIZED 1824.
Nnbweribed Capital.
Ca.h Capital.
Net Murplun
a.
rrg rdn
Faliey Holders

930,000,OOO
1,414.>33

triumphs of this age. It not only
radically cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
and a Torpid Liver, but is
positively one
of the finest System Tonics ever discovered. Price, $1.00 per bottle.

paid

$25,603,323.

Manufactured only by

R. C. Flower Medical

Co.,

monials from ladies who have worn

HERMAJESTT’S
CORSET.
|

BEST, because

length of the waist of Flesht Ladies
without injurious tight lacing.
IT IS THE BEST SPINAL SUPPORTER
/11 ever made, and it supports equally weU the
abdomen and all other parts of the body.
AT IT IS PROOF AGAINST PERSPIRATION
■ill and moisture. Will neither corrode or
soil the underwear, stretch or break at the
waist. The bones never move or come out in wear.
I XL. IT NEVER CHANGES ITS FORM,

|)J

4in

ttlways retaining its original shape; it Is
invaluable to young ladles, because it removes and prevents
stooping and round shoulders.
IF THE PROPER MEASUREMENT IS
ill
VI TAKEN, no Corset maker can make one
v
to order (at any
price) that will fit as well,
x

wiij

or wear

such

a

with

as

much

Member* of the IV. Y. M toe It ti\% linage.
Private Wire to New York akd Boston

LWESTMEST SECURITIES FOR SALE.
CHARLES HEAD& CO.
BOSTON,

CHARLES

(Quotations

HEAD & CO.
constantly displayed.

Stanlky T. Pullbn,
decl

Frank C. Crockkr.
eodtf

ro„
ORGANIZED 1808.

as

CASH CAPITA!

K.IKTD.

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in

Every Instance.

H°WES’

PAD,
PENFIELD’S CELLULOID,
MA '8H

STANDARD'
H°WE8’ PATENT>

FRE"CH

PATENT,

GEORGE
Corner ol*

C.

stock and

MOORE
OWEN,
»ep9

&

BUFFALO,

no

■»

New

States

Bonds.

Hampshire Fire Ins. Co.,

CASH CAPITAL,

|

TOTAL

Reserve for U npaid Premiums, unpaid
Losses and oilier Claims. 101.140
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 434,444

nov7

ASSETS,

$416,545

ME.
CO., PORTLAND,
dlawFSm

ASSETS,

$1,191,863

Two

over

Million

ALLEN, JR.,

as EXCIIAN GIG S T K E TG ’X'
eodSw

Old Orctiard, le„ Water Co.

Life

Principal

and Interest

We offer il»r above*

YOU
—

ARE

THINKING

OF HAVING A

Size

—

Crayon

or

Colored Picture

are

unques-

THE

a

ace

NOVEMBER 7th.

ia Irw

Kaglaarf.

The LONDON

AETHESCOPE C9.

great sensation, direct from Loudon, England.

A

Admission 16 cents. Reserved Scats 10and20
cents extra. Children’s 10-cent Matinee, Saturday
at 2.30. Ladies 20 cento. Every lady and child attending will be glveu a reserved seat without extra
uov7dtf

charge._
MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS
will give eight Beading* from

Robert Browning’s Poems,
At If

onm 3« o, Strewn Block,
TsMilsfl
A..TO p IM., beginaiag Nor. 8, ISS7,
Tickets for the course 83.00. Mingle tickets
docents; fur sale at fairing,Short A llaruiun's.
novlO
d5t
in

(IILBEIT’S ASSEMBLIES,
COMMENCING

Thursday Evening, Nov.

3.

Admission (or Gentlemen 6(>e. Gentlemen
Laities 75c. Ladles unaccompanied t>y (i»ntlenien 25c. Class in Waltzing Monday Evenings,
nova
du
with

Rev. C. A. Derebey
OF ATHKHm, (.KtHK,
*

devote a lew hours each day this winter to
the Instruction of pupils In the Greek langauage,
ancient and modern. Mr. Derebey Is a graduate
of the schools In Athens and of Amherst College,
and will be pleased to employ some lime, if desired, In the private schools of this city, or to private pupils. Mr. Derebey will be found at
MO. 778 EOMOKE88 8TEET.
will

novl_dlwtsodtw

Elocution! Literature
Graduate of the Bnua w.h.ol •( Oralary.and now employed In the Portland schools,
will receive private pupils or form classes for Evenings end Saturdays. Veeal Caltare and Delsarie expression
specialties. A class In American l.iirratare, with Illustrative readings, will
be orgaized as soon as possible.
Kekicke>cb—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston,
Mass.
For terms and particulars call at 3 Deerlng
Place. «to 7 p.m.
ncUeodtf

Fsrtluad Mchaal al Stenography.

Pnpils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he Ciiligrap h.

Miss A. L. Sawyer. 537
jytt_

Congress

St.. Portland, Me.
I
com

.I.

W.

COLCORD,

143 PE4KI. 8TKEET.
JH144ftf

O. M. A.

M.
FREE

DRAWING

SCHOOL

FOR

MECHANICS.

I4lh IKilt.
This school will be opened oil Tuesday Evening,
Nov. 22d, at 7.15 o'clock, at Vlrchaaie’. Hall,
and will he continued four mouths free of charge
to mechanics. Journeymen, apprentices, or those
Intending to follow mechanical pursuits, from any
Wirt of the State; two classes will be formed; one
inArchltectuial and the other In Mechanical drawing; pupils will De required to furulsh themselves
with all necessary Implements and stationery; applications will be received until the day of opening by W. 8. LOWELL, Sec. of School Com.. 313
Congress street.
novMUi

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall bo glad to furnish full Information lu regard to the Company
and its plans.

THE

THE

at

payable

the

An old

VEGETABLE.

Quaker Remedy, composed of Roots, Herbs and Knrks,

Most Complete

Spring

Tonic Ever Used.

MACEE FURNACE CO’S

WILLIAMS,

novo

and examine those

Opp.

the

on

mer.t.

SINKINSON
City Agency,

Portland.
eodlf

exhibition.

BOSTO^I E AT E RM

This Furnace is of recent construction,
baring been used with unparalleled success the past two seasons. The reputation
of the .Magee goods being second to none,
so there is uo discount hut they hare put
on the market the best heating Furnace.
This Furnace has the wrought iron lire
pot and the brick linings are brought

uear the radiator so there is a great improvement made and increasing the power—the surface being at all times kept
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can give the most satisfactory tefercnees of a number that have used the
Boston Heater. He sure and see the Boston heater before you purchase.

TENNEY & DUNHAM,

Hotel.

Falmouth

“

tep28_dly

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

Jy2C.

Ag8"U

,C'

1,3860

FUrn306 C° *

G°Cd*VoUtl_

LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowprices from our stock «»n th* wharf, or
our

Southern

Flue Mills, and in the

quickest possible time.
DKKItniJ, WINMI.OW

.And will Cure Dyspcpsiu, Jaundice. Liver Complaints, Headaches,
Loss of Appetite, Bilious Attacks, Nervousness, Summer Complaints, Piles. Lassitude,Low Spirits, General Debility and. hi fact.
Everything Caused by an Impure Mate of the Blood or Deranged
Condition of the Stomach or Liver.
The Aged iind in QIIAKEK BITTERS a Gentle, Soothing Sli ulunt
so Desirable in their Declining Vcars.

QUAKER RITTERS have been in the market 25 years, and have been thoroughly tested; and to
prove that they possess the merits we claim tor them, any one purchasing a bottle of Quaker Bllterrs
and after using two-tblrds of It can show that they have receive 1 no benefit from Its use, can have tlielr
money refunded,—and we hereby authorize all dealers to return the amount paid je20M W&Kdin-cw

BEN

Man ago i for

est market
direct from

Well Known and in Use the last 24 Years.

Scud to QUAKER MEDICINE CO., Providence, R. L, for Circular and Cards.

ARTHUR L. BATES. Secretary.
J. FRANK LAND, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. I).. Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH II. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

JAMES

IOO nail accrued

CHEW FOREE’S

JOHN E. DcWITT, President

Supsrintanaan! of Agencies. Eastern Ccpar

in Boston.

BREWSTER, COBB & ESTABROOK,
3,fmCon«ress st- Bo»

QUAKER BITTERS,

Pa.

Its

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Forfeiture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this Company, and uuder Its workings extended
Insurance is provided for in case of lapse.

of yoursell, your friends, or your children, call at
the

interest, and ufter careful examination
recommcud them for investment.

THIS is the top of the genuine
“Pearl Top”
Lamp
Chimney, all others similar
are imitations.
,

Pittsburgh,

IT

(Ft 111'.( TOKW.
Hou. Josiah 11. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John K. DkWitt. Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston. Mass.
Hon. Pkritvai. Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D„ Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. K. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Oeorok L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Ei>waki> A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Fkkdkkick Rorik, Durham, Me.
Prank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

l>uc 1007.

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DO I,
LAitS IN ASSETS,and over THREE I1UNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

PA.

Dollars.

W VI.

ARE

UN ION MUTUA L appeals to residents of
Maine for tbeii especial patronage, because
It is a HOME COMPANY, amlbecause of its age,
experience, stroug. nuaucial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

PHILADELPHIA,
Assets

that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
you aware

Safety

Is Represented at this Agency.

Total

ISO

whose integrity and ability
tioned.

Insurance Co.,
OF

IF

6 PER CENT BONOS,

think he has as
not.
has
he
but
good,
Insist upon the exact label
and top.

COMMENCING

Appro■

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

ha3 liberal

$500,000.00.

The Delaware Mutual

$60,000
FIRST MORTGAGE SINICN6 FUNO

is

Pins!

UFPICKB9.

recommended by

1 his

WEEK,

THIS

you realize that tills old and sterling company Is a HUMK INSTITUTION.chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

affairs are carefully
rT managed byplans.
its Boaru of Directors and Offi-

MARINE.

Statement Jan. I, 1887.

$200,000.00

OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.

Doors open at 2.00 p. m.; Performances at 2.30
and 8.00 p. m.

WSTKUCTIOSH ENGLISH AID CLASS

cers,

paid Losses aud other Claims.9434,104
Net Surplus as regards Pulley Holders 737,730

ORGANIZED 1873.

CASH CAPITAL,

Di:^

or POUT LAND, ME!

TT pays Its losses promptly. Its policies are in
A contestable after three years.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Un-

$704,788

J

$1,304,126

ORGANIZED 1809,

ORGANIZED 184-0.

„

ASSETS,

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

Reserve for unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims. $401,410
Net Surplus as regards l'olley Holders JO.'!, low

dlw

ICAL STUDIES

OF MANCHESTER. N. II.

co.:

TOTAL

comfort, or give
“Her Majesty’s.”

All Invested in United

$1,194,289,

cash capital, $300,000.00.

Ci A R

Opp. Lincoln Park.
C. H. Knowltov,.Masaoub.

CAPITAL, $500,000.00

TOTAL

eodtf

Quaker
Contain

CASH

lleserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.£.‘f rj,SN7
Net Surplus vs regards Policy Holders £SI ,400

TOTAL ASSETS

tests!
[ It stands all
Bibbers

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

All invested in United States Bonds.

TOTAL ASSETS,

P A Hk

OF THE 9

Union Mutual

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

$200,000.00.

Congress and CrankHn Streets.

mar3u_

$1,258,891

OF NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

FRYE,

ASSETS,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Utsses and other Claims.9003.010
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders 010,310

CURE,

We would call special attention to our Water Pad and Radical Cure Truss.
By their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be retained.

—

ORGANIZED 1838.

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

REVERS.BLE,

RADICAL

$400,000,00.

$1,357,468

CASH CAPITAL,

RUBBER,

PATENT WATER

TOTAL

ORGANIZED 18d7.

Among the largevariety may bo found

SEELEY’S HARD

Unand other claims.* I.U,V)J
regards Policy Holders VO J,1S3

as

BUFFALO GERMAN INS. CO,

PRINCESS OF WALES CO., H. Y., MF’fiS.
In
Kept

t*Warned premiums,

OF

Are You Foinir wllli ilia Plans

1, 18 7.

n.

Reserve tor Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.9433,033
Net .Surplus as retards Pulley Holders >43,43a

$300,000.00

TOTAL ASSETS,

and

ease

magnificent form

3E5VE!EiY

EftOLISH CROSS BODY.

1118 1ILE OI<LY CORSET EVER MADE
that will reduce the size and increase the

Aar
ST

OP

to call your attention to the fire follow-

ing reasons why you should buy this Corset In
preference to all others. None of the five advantages have ever been accomplished In any other
Corset. Wo have thousands of voluntary testi-

Its the

stock may be found

Our long experience enables us to furnish Trusses practically constructed of the best material.

LADIES!
beg

our

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

Boston.

For Sale by all Druggists.

We

In

Course Admission only $1.00.

nov7_Tlclgts at Stockbrldge's,

a recent

Statenwnt Jan. 1, 1887.

losses

Dec. 8th. Dh. Jusevh Pamkkii, D. D.—Reserv
il.iH); to be followed by Mol
(.'mithoiil’s Matinee and the
Marilaua Opera Co., In"Pinafore.” Reserved seats
to the last three 86 and 50 cents.
Note-Course tickets to the live “Populars,"
only 81.25, 81.45, $1.05, according to location.
This Includes Dr. Parker. Course tickets now on
sale; also eveulng tickets to all the populars."
Only halt the bouse reserved (or Course tickets;
balance left open for evening sale.

eil seats 75 cents and
Smith Russell. Jessie

$45,520,138

Statement J

Net Surplus

special Invitations for Presidents Grant, Hayes.
Garfleld and Arthur.
■r»erved Menu 35 hmi! 50 Cents.

30,043.070

ASSETS,

ORGANIZED 1853.

Reserve for

tific

to
two
and
sung

KDUCATIONAI..

new vokh I'OKKKMi’onuKnrN,

OF EDINBURGH SCOTLAND.

CASH CAPITAL,

com-

over

NO.33 EXCHANCE STREET.

S OTTISH mm & NATIONAL INS. CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dr. R. C.
Important Note.
Flower’s River and Stomach
Sanative is one of the greatest scien-

and
sale that have been
an“

__

OF NEWARK, N. J.

—

now on

SECOND POPULAR,

BANKERS,;

MARINE INSURANCE ON HULLS AND CARGOES TO AND FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

TOTAL

dtf

Canal Naiional Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.

Settled and Paid at This Office.

Statement Jan. 1, 1887.

Street.

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, duo 1927.
We will receive Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1,

PORTLAND, ME.

and American

Exchange

—ALSO—

ALLEN, JR.,

Leading English

32

WEwm mi! sill.

AGENCY.

Excliang’e Street
Utl

FOR SALE

Which may be registered If desired. Also many
other desirable Investment securities, yielding
from 4 to c per cent. Interest.
City of Portland Bom,a, maturing within six
months, ami Portland Water Co. Bonds, maturing
April 1st, 1888, received In exchange at rates
that will make It to the
ADVANTAGE OK HOLDERS TO EXCH ANGE
THEM NOW.

..

Fire and Marine Insurance

PROMPT, POPULAR AM PROGRESSIVE;

_

pany

POKTLAND WATEIt CO.,
40 VEAH OOLD 4»,
SINKING FUND BONOS,

octn

INSURANCES

as

..

Jubilee Singers

Hu.iucM Solicited.

in this agency at
any agency In Portland.

BAND.

—

NELDKN

placed

KINDEKUAKDEN

2H Musical Gems distributed Iwtween laughs.
The best Singing Comedy Company
ever organized.
1 rices: 78. BO aud 35 els. Sale of seats to commence Tuesday.
novSdlw

tours

£. VAN NOORDEN &

he

lO Minute* with ihr Miu.irel*.

is

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

can

COMEDIANS.

2 BABY

seats

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

Promptly

n«r Ibr

ThreeStoddard Lectures.
35c
**Jullu* Ci*?*ar,” “Lord Byron,”
“Constantinople. Splendid
aud
aud
Railroad
Roods,
City, Couuty
*,"°
30c other First'CTuss Securities.
*‘v%lwA‘
»Y&BRi^rrtckeu
50c INTEREST VJ.LOWED ON DEPOSITS
JwlO
50c
al City Hall. Saturday Evening, December 3d.
NORTHERN BANKING COMPANY,
The Original VlnH
65c No. 53
Exchange St., Portland, Me.,
45c
62c 5 PER GENT DEBENTURE BONDS
7 per ct. and 8 per ct. Guaranteed Mortgages.
Organized Oct. 0, <871. This the original
50c Town of Brunswick 4ttecuritiec.
per cent. Bonds
that devoted
f180,000 of Its earnings
good
the building of Kl.sk University; that made
successful
abroad the guests of Klugs
1.50 INTEREST FAIR ON DEPOSITS. Queens
and Prime Ministers,-and that
by

ME TALTsKY LIGHTS

Losses

to

The Funav Hiooui Drill.
The Kinderynrdea Hair Bull Niar,
Widow Hagrt nl the But. Fsul.

TRUST COMPANY
Pint National Bank

AND NOVEL SURPRISES.
Itou’i Full

THE

U3t

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

presen cl over 80 consecutive night* lu
New York City to crowded bouses.

too NEW

I’ORTLA m D

WE OFFER

Insurance

FARRINGTON,

Portland, Me.

nuv7__

-

Kindergarden
As

nad other

.

THES

BANKERS,

CHAM. I,.

WM.

a

SWAN & BARRETT,

SEE SHOW WINDOW.

TOTAL ASSETS,

travesty

arm/

Mine.

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

Mubarribril 4 iipilul.SID 000,000
4 h«K 4'upilul.
A,000,000
Nrl Nui-plu. a* regard* policy
bolder*. I I.SOI JO'J

the

call the
H«ln*inas
rihiijg
jp the hiulUta, to distiuuuisii it from
the military seat which soldiers
on the
parade ground For practical adopt
the
English virtually admit that purposes
the military
seat is the best, as they use it in the
where if anywhere a good seat is essential
aud under the only circumstances where ii
man has anything to do on horseback.

mense success

Lot

THEMAN INTHEM00N1
Q^B.C.FLOVVff,<<& 'itOtAACH Sai, -S/t.

Il0w®ver, considerably

1 ofte" “mounts to

.

.

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO.,
I

the Diplomatic Corps,
in

.

Robert (lilfllo Morris’ Musical Comedy,

Bonds,

TO

Mwrfhon Avans*

nov5

are

*5?

.

_

English

exaavarntjl?’
nn^luf Im.no

1-38 inch Mixed Suitings,
2-40 inch All Wool Serges,
3-38 inch All Wool Heavy Tricot,
4-42 inch All Wool Gray De Baige,
5-50 inch All Wool Dress Plaids,
6-50 inch All Wool Dress Tricot,
7-50 inch All Wool French Serge,
8-40 inch All Wool Black Cashmere,
9-Full line Colored Plushes,
10-Full line Fancy Velvets,
11-Full line Fancy Velvets,

RELIABLE CLOTHING!

1ST ear

and American methods of
about equally adopted here.
The
English is perhaps more
fashionable, as It is

riding

great

Fine Dress Goods, just
reduction from former prices.

Thursday and Friday, Nov. 10 and II.

—

choice line of securities.

_

et

Theodore ltoosevelt was figuratively taking
off his coat for Edmunds at Chicago, the Senator took an early train and went
away off

large line of

liovlO

180—MIDDLE STREET-182

suuieu on

AND

maturing April 1,1888.
We offer in exchange,

EASTMAN BROS.* BANCROFT

C. J.

as-

City Bonds, maturing November, 1887,
—

N It; UTS,

TWO

Portland

dtf

nov4

at lowest nrices.

in

horseback. I be original owner of
the bide ol the stuffed horse was a Derby
winner—and a very handsome fellow he
must have been, if the taxidermist has not
beautified him.
The nearness of t^e West End to green
and country lanes has helped to popuriding, It is not twenty minutes from
the most fashionable part of the town to
charming suburban roads—and although the
Soldier's Home Park is a little further, yet
it is near eueugh to make it available for
riders. The riding people of Washington
are historic.
First always comes Mr. George
Bancroft, who, mounted on a stout cob, with
his
valet, following him on another
Herman,
is one of the regular afternoon pictures of
Washington. Mr. Bancroft rides in the
American style—the West Point style, the
cowboy style, the style that all men assume
when fighting on horseback.
Mr. Bancroft
was once a very graceful rider—but now he
is bowed by age, and leans over in his saddle
like a tired old man.
Secretary Bayard is devoted to horseback
exercise, although he has not ridden so
much since the death of his daughter.
She
was his constant companion in his rides
about Washington, and nearly every afternoon the two could be seen starting out from
their Highland Place house. The Secretary
rides a well-broken horse, with a strain of
good blood, and is thoroughly at home on
horseback. He rode almost before he walked,
and he taught liis daughters to ride, superintending that part of their education himself.
His daughter, Miss NannieBayard.it perhaps
the best of all the girl riders in Washington.
She generally accompanies her father when
he goes for an afternoon canter. She is perfectly insensible to fear, and daring to the
verge of recklessness.
Senator Edmunds is as devoted to the cult
of the horse as if he had been brought up in
the Blue Grass region of Kentucky instead
of the Green Mountains of Vermont.
He
has an only daughter to whom he is entirely
and
he
thinks much of her health
devoted,
depends much upon her horseback exercises.
So every pleasant afternoon the horses are
brought up to his door on Massachusetts avenue and the Senator and his daughter go for
a canter in the country lanes about
Washington. In winter weather he does not ride
much, but on a soft spring afternoon nrtliiug short of tying him could keep him at the
Capitol. Nor does this Vermont mau care
about bestriding a screw, either.
He is a
good judge of horseflesh and something of a
horse fancier, and when he wants a horse he
doesn’t mind oavinp for if.
(in tiw> v,.™ a.,,.
Of the last Presidential convention, when Mr

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

per-

can,

haps, keep a white room spotless, but let a
footprint show on the white velvet carpet, or
a linger mark on the satin
walls, and the
room is no longer pretty.
Oscar Wilde has a
white dining room which is, no doubt, as he
intended it, a restful place for tired eyes,
but such surroundings would degenerate in
homes wher&the lily au naturel is suspended by a mess of pottage and the idol for
whom this offering is prepared has feet of
clay. An Anglo-Japanese bed room had a
brass bedstead canopied with silk hanging
from a suspended Japanese umbrella; parasols deprived of their sticks shaded the lamps,
candles and gas fixtures; out-spread fans

at a

BROS.

the window of the finest ladies’ shop here
may be seen a stuffed horse, with a wax figure in riding dress perched upon it in the
mo«t

received,

a

KKDl'C'KD Fit0*1

Rooms.

[Albany Journal.]
Here individual taste asserts itsels and the
room may be furnished according to one’s
fancy. Monoeromatic effects are the most
frequeutljgsought after, and, if properly relieved by contrasting colors are very satisfactory. Oak furniture in a blue room will
deprive it of that cold, insipid look, as will
a terra cotta frieze, or Indian
red matting.

with a

SPECIAL MARK-DOWN SALE

We offer to-day

PORTLAND THEATRE

WANTED.
Portland Water Co.

yacht

[New York Mail and Express.]
Hiding—not “horseback riding,” whicli is
un-English in form and is therefore most intolerable and not to be endured—is extremely popular in Washington. Not to be a whit
behind New York, a large riding academy
has been built near Mr. Blaine’s superb Dupont circle house, and here the gilded youth
may disport, and occasionally fail of and get
shaken up, to be afterwards carried home in
the patrol wagon,
Ladies’ liabit-makers

comparatively

.

France.
The Paris Gaulois has this news item
about an American family abroad: “Mr.
and Mrs. Vanderbilt, the American millionaires. after having their portraits painted by
Carolus Duran, and their daughters’ by
Chaplin, are about to leave Paris. They
will go to Vienna, where they will remain
some time, and then to Trieste, where their

Senator Bayard and the Horses
they Bestride.

have been

B. & B.

who met him in Paris that he hopes to come
to this country again next year, to lecture

Adornment of

AFTER ALL.

AnUMfcraKHTM.

VIXANOUI.

-—-------

CURRENT COMMENT.

supreme.

Patrick Ford, editor of the Irish World,

so

condition of political sentiment being more
disturbed. As regards election expenses.
Mr. Chamberlain says that some candidates
are assessed to pay their election
expenses.

to

The wreck of the Fifth National Bank of
St. Louis, which is the most complete since
the wreck of the Fidelity Bank in Cincinnati, is another instance of the peril of letting the cashier manage the whole concern.
The President of the Fifth National is a
sick man who has not been inside the bank
for six years, while the vice president is
travelling in Europe. The cashier, mean-

while,

MIMCEM.AN

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR

occurs

Commercial street,

Ac

CO.,

Portion «,

Ylf.

leodiim

oetlO

~C^TJTNfsT
Ret ol*

erw

nud

We know that liner leaf and sweetening than is
used ill Koree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Koree’s Ralnoow.
we will, on application, for. a limited time, send
free of charge a do -cent plug for examination.
A. K. Mitc hell & Co., Boston, Mass.
oct!9
eod3m

“Club”

Eioi«* Portrait

Ammunition. Wholesale
nuil

Paper Shells,

0. L. DAILEY, 263 Middle St.
Septa

raphy.

Ketnil.

$0.05 per Theusaud.
eodtl

Photog-

Dressing

Cases In Plush and Leather, for presentation or travellers' use. Nothing so
compact, neat
anti convenient, ('heap at
L.msO^I'S Jewelry Mtere,
I n middle Mlreet.
0Ct25iltf

NO. 514 CONCRES8 STREET.
POBTi.asn, vise.
Personal atteutlon given to all sittings.
eodi

cept for Reading and Missouri Pacific, which were
actlvo
Became again Heavy to weak, declines
extending % per cent; market closed very dull at
lowest prices.

FBES6.

i'MK

noui imuOt nov. u.

transactions at the stock Exchange : KK
ggre284.«*«;shares.
uc (ouowing are
to-day’s quotations of Govern-

me

securities:
United States bonds, 8s.
New 4s, ...
New 4s, coup.
127
New4%s, rcg.. ....107%
New *%s, coup.. 108%
Central; Pacific lsts.116 %
Denver & It. Gr. lsts.117%

oient

Young Mr. Sissy-Just got back from Europe,
Gone two mouths; had a boss time.
Jack—You show signs of age.
Sissy—Age?
Jack—Yes, steerage.

Jack

2ds." gyV*

Erie
Kansas

Pacific; Consols.

To bo free from sick headache, biliousness, constipation, etc., use Carter’s l.lttle
Liver Pills. Strictly vegetable. They gently stint
ulate the liver and free the stomach from bile.

Oregon Nav, 1st*.

“Oh, by tho way, Job,” said Mrs. Shuttle, the
Thanksgiving proclamation is out. Whom shall

P.rtlaud, Me.:

100
no
05

Union raciflc 1st.
no Land Grants
do Slnkins Funds..
The

following quotations of stocks are received
N. Pinkham, No. 9
Exchange street,

by.H;

Nov. 10.

invite?”
“I guess, my dear, that we’ll wait a few days
and see if the Invitations won't come tills way.
I’ve got about tired of driving turkeys to oven for
all the relatives. It Is about time there was a re-

Nov. 9

we

"open-

Clos-

Open-

Ing

ing

Closing
bid

ing

bid.
107% 107% 108
96%
H4%
96%
116%
28V*
28
27%
28%
67%
66%
67%
66%
Northwestern„ ....109% 1088% 108% 109%
St. Paul. 74
73%
73%
748S
Omaha common.... 40Vi
40
39%
3M%
Union Pacific. 60%
49
60%
60%
Western Union. 78%
78%
78V*
77%
Oregon Iran scon
18%
18%
18%
18%
Delaware. L. * W. 129
128%
128% 128%
Delaware all.103
102
108%
102%
75
74%
76%
.lersey Central. 76%
Phila & Reading.
67
65
65%
66%
24
28%
Hockey Valley.28% 23%
46
45
North. Pacific, pref 44
44
Missouri Pacific
88% 89
88%
87%
Kansas Texas. 19
18%
19%
19%
6 >
J.ousisvme * N_ 69%
68%
69%
N. Y. & N. E..
40%
39%
4<‘%
40%
Richmond Terminal 26%
24%
25%
24%
Stocks uy Associated Press:
E. Venn, new.
11%
East Teuii. 1st nref.
eo
Alton;* Terre Haute. 34
do pref. 70
Canton.
Wells. Fargo Express.127
American Express.108
Chesapeake * Ohio. 2.
2

N.Y.Ceutrai.107%

Lake Shore.
Erie common.
cauaoasouthern.

ciprocity.”
‘•Look here,” said the lecturer to a boy who
disturbing him by constant coughing, “here’s
25 cents to get a bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough
was

Syrup.”
No remedy equals Salvation Oil for euro ol
bruises, cuts, hums, frostbites and chilblains.
Tommy, what do you think you would like
best for a birthday present?”
"Well, I’ll tell you, grandpa. I think I would
like one of your wigs. Then It wouldn’t bun to
have my hair combed."

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Oct 26th, sell Victor Pu g,
Blossom, Portland.
Sid fm Rotterdam 8th lust, ship Anna Camp.
Larsen,tlew York.
Ar at Havre 7th Inst, ship Norris, Barstow, fill
FROM

Philadelphia.

Sid lm Liverpool 9th Inst, ship Manuel Llaguna,
Smalley. New York.
Ar at Rio Jauelro Oct 17, barque Carrie E Lone
Park, Rosario.
Ar at Barbailoes Oct 28tli, brig J F
Merry,Bradley, Boston; Auiy A Lane, Emerson, do; sch Lizzie B Willey, Willey, Philadelphia.
Arat St Thomas 26tli, brig L F Munson, Me
Kown, New York; sch C R Flint, Dukesliire, from
J acksonville.
Ar at Baracoa Oct 25, sch George Bird, Gray,
New York.

...

hardly realize that It Is modi
when taking Carter's Little Liver Pills:
they arc very small; no bad effects; all troubles
from torpid liver are relieved by their use.
You

Cine,

Memoranda.
Vineyard-Haven, Nov 9—Sch July Fourth, before reported off Cape Pogue with loss of bow;
sprit and headgear, has been brought in here for
repairs.
st John, NF, Nov 9 —Steamer Ontario, from
Montreal for Liverpool, has arrived here leaking
badly.

..

“What flavor?" Inquired the waiter cf the lee
saloon, as the bridal couple sat down In all
the pride of their Skowhegan youth and beauty.
"What’s yourn, Mari?" the bridegroom asked;
“mine's plain old verneller.”
"Verueller!” said the bride, with a nasal asperity in her tones. “Iteub, I don't somehow s’pose
flavor
you’ll ever get reel refiued—some varneel
for me,
mau, with jist a spoonful of straw!)
cream

..

Chicago
Chicago

&
&

Alton.136

Alton preferred..
Illinois Centra!.
117
Lake Erie dr. West.
15%
Chicago, Burlington *i;yulucy.127%
OregousNav
89%

Domestic Ports.
TACOMA—Sid 2d, ship R P Buck, Carver, for

San Pedro.

SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 9th, ship Elizabeth, Colcord, Liverpool.
Northwestern.108%
SEATTLE—Ar
1st, ship Edw O'Brien,Oliver,
Northwestern preferred.
! San E'rancisco.
142
Louisville;* Nasn. 68%
DARIEN—Ar 7th, sell Satilla, Scofield, from
Michigan Central....
89%
New York; Ella M Watts, Stevens. Savannah.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 5th, sch F M McGee, from

young

If you wish to eat well, sleep well, and be happy, take Quaker Bitters, the purest and best
medicine ever prepared. It keeps the bowels iu
a natural aud healthy condition, and cleanses all
Impurities from the blood. The curative properties of Quaker Bittci s are truly wonderful. Thousands testify to speedy and permanent cures.
Quaker Bitters purify the blood and Invigorate
the whole system, and effect a permanent cure.
Quaker Kye Lotion cures when all other reme
dies fail.

j

now

urn

mm nv.

ouiw/.b.

neuueuec.

SAVANNAH—Ar 9th, sell Ella M Slorer, Slud-

[By Telegrapo.]

ley, New Bedford.

NSW YORK, Nov. 10 1887.The tallowing a.,
closing qaotaiions for mining stocks to-day.
Brunswick...
too
Amador...
I 60
El Cristo.. 2 6.)
Deadwoud..2 76

ROYAL, SC—Sid Utli Inst, sell Alfaretta
Campbell, Campbell, Darien.
NORFOLK—Ar 0111. seh Isaac Carlton, Scars,
Providence.
Oh.ORGKTOWN.-DC—Ar 9th, sell S P Illtelicoek, Reed, Kennebec.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 7tli, seb Norman, Smith,
Clieverle, Ns
BALTIMORE—Ar Stb, barque Maltbew Baird,
Williams, Turks Island.
BALTIMORE—Cld 9th, sells Eleanor, Poole, for
Providence; Helen O Moseley, Holt, and B R
Wooodside. Reed, Somerset.
Sid 9th. barque A C Wade, for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar util, sell RLTay.Hlbbord, Calais.
Cld inn, sell Annie T Bailey, Matson. Bath.
Ar 10th, brig Arcot, oates, Windsor, NS.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 9th, sen G.aco Wedstcr,
Jewett, and Anita, from New York.
Ar 9th, sell Uranus, Clark, New York.
Pa-sed by 7tb, sell David Torrey, Orne, Woodbride for Port land.
NEW YORK
Ar 8th. brig
Daisy Boynton,
Harding, Port Johnson : sell M T Truudy. Yoazie,
Laguna; Oliver S liarrett, Roberts, Satflla River.
NEW YORK—Ar sub, barque Formosa, Pierce.
Boston; sens Vulcan, from Kennebec; Maggie
Bell, aud Belle Brown, Rockland; Catawamleak,
Allie Oakes, Y'ankee Maid, and Thomas lfix, do;
Kobt Dority, Bluelilil; Motile Rhodes, Vinalbaveu
Fred Snow, Providence; Governor, fm Sedgwick;
Victor. Nova Scotia; Kolon, do; Setli M Todd,
and R L E.coti, Calais; Keystone, do; Ruth Darling, and Marion Hill, Raugor; WF Green, and
Webster Bernard, do; James Young, Tboinaslon;
Georgietta, Ellsworth; E E Leonard, Warcbani,
Nancy J Day, Augusla; E 8 Gandy. Rockport:
J Nickerson. Tiiomastoii; Eva May, Bangor; G M
llrainard,Clark’s Island; Adam Bowlby.fm Hancock; S S Bickmore,St George; VloD Mav, and
Ulrica R Smith, St John, NB.
Cld Util, brig C S Packard, Vanslow. for Sagua;
sells Alcoa Covert, Perry, Portland; H T Townsend, Smith, Bosi u.
Passed tlie (fate bib, schs Ella, McVaue, from
New York for Saco; David Faust, Rondout lor
Boston; Kit Carson, Elizabellipoi; for Bangor;
Maggie J Chadwick. Elizabetbport for Richmond.
NEW LONDON— Ar 9tli, sells Keuduskeag, fill
Port Johnson for Bangor; Flora Sawyer, Baritan
for Providence; J Baker, New York for Midi las.
PROVIDENCE—Sid ml), sells Helen G King,
Brown. New York; P s Lindsay, Kennedy, do;
lien j F Poole, Davis, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Sid 9th, sens Victory, Chandler,
from Rangor for Norwich: Ohio, Pendleton, Providence for do; C W May, Williams, Kennebec for
PORT

..

Bodie Con.
Hale & Niorcross.
Gould Ss Curry

2 00

Uncle Peter—You're llxed pretty well here

4j3o
4 60
Mexican.
D|5o
Best & Bolelier. 7 Vi

Uncle Peter—How?
did you graduate?
Uncle Peter—Frankfort, Kentucky. Veterrary

BOSTON. Nov. 1<>,1B87.—The following
day’s quotations or Provisions, fio.:

’88:

Slggy. Things lies changed senco I left college.
Sigtsinund—What w as your Alma Mater, uncle'

—.

Boston Produce MArkot.

Sigtsinund—Where
Forty-seven.

—e

Pork—Long cut Id 60® 17 OOjsliort cuts 17 00®
17 6u: backs 17 50® 1* oO; light hacks 10 60;
pork tongues Id 00.
lard—Choice 714®7Vic ** lb In tcs; 78d @8c in
10-jb pails; 8Vic in 6-lb pails.
Hams 10V4@llc. according to size and cure;

Mrs. Moses Abbot, Hammondsport, N
Y., was in consumption for twenty years, becami
so w eak as to be unable to sit up, and supposei
her case Incurable. She was cured by usiui
WisTxn’s Balsam or Wild i.'iikukv.

pressed hams lKgllVic.
Hogs -Choice city dressed hogs 0% c

—

fo

;coun-

try do 6c
butter—Western extra fresh made creatuerv at
20®27c; do extra firsts 22.™34\d,c; do firsts 20,™
21 Vic.
Cheese—Northern choice] 2gl 2Vic ;Ohio choice
11V4 all%c; Northern sage at 12«.13c. Jobbing
prices Vic higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh *6c: some fancy higher; do
firsts 22(®24c; extra Vt and N 11 24c; choice to
good Western 21.«,22e:Mirlucan choice 23e;Nova
Scotia 23 c 24c; choice Canada 22c. dubbing price

Mr. Sissy (to his pretty
matrimonial llshing, Mauue, if you should
catch like me, what would you do?
Maude—Throw it back in, Charley.

Youug

Sch Regulator, Wescott, Cape Kozler—ore to
Smelting Works.
Sch Cabinet, Robbins, Rockland.
Sch Iaiuisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to C 8 Chase.
Sch Hattie Maud, Innis, Jeffreys Bank, with
25,000 lbs flsli. A man named Fred Clark, was
lost by the upsetting of a dory.
Sch Ariel, (Br) Theall, St John, NB, for Now
York.
Sch Annie L McKeen, Bangor for New York.
Sch S 8 Kendall, Kendall, Bangor for New York
Sell Kabboni, Bangor for New York.
Sch J W Fish.eastern port for New York.
Sch Raven, Bangor for New York.
Sch J B Stinson, Stinson, Bangor for Bingham
Sch Olive Elizabeth. Kangor for Boston.
Sch Abby Thaxter, Bangor for New York.
Cleared.
Sch Stella Lee, Treat, Wiscasset, to load for
Boston—J H Blake.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta—
N Blake.
Sell Franklin Pierce, Holmes, S W Harbor—N
Blake.
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, for Bootlibay—D
Choate.

KMod

WIT AND WISDOM.

Harvard,

Sch Commerce, Ladd,Cape Kozler—ore to Smelt-

youi
cousin)—Iu
make

Vi@lc higher.;

Beaus—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 50@2 56
hush; choice New York largo hand
ed do 2 40 ™ 2 45: small VermonL hand picked do
at 2 55<ffi2 GO
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 001&I8 00; lair to
good at *15 00®* Id oo; Eastern line *12™ *15;
door tu ordinary *12 ™.$] 4 : East swale 10(n|l l.
live straw, choice, l70O®tl8 00, some fancy old
higher; oat straw *H®8 6b.
Potatoes—Houlton ltose at 73'a76c *» bush; do
Hebrons 78c; Aroostook ltose 7tic; de hellions at

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Nov. 10.1887.
■The following are to-day’s closing quotations o
ilrain. Provisions,
Mttitr.

«»ru*0.

Bo^eniri and
68®6i
rttMxdConu
•ow
i'-»UeK.S 76^.’> 76 Com, bag lots.... (i(Ka.6J
X
Mc;ti. baa lots.. .67®f>i
j*r*nK and
XX Spring..* lo d* 35 Jai ». car ids
88® 'M
Patent Spring
V«Um, bap lots
40®4S
Wheat..*.. 'j XO.nfi 351 Cotton Seed,
Mb 1:. straight
{ car lots..25 25®25 6(
roller .4 50«£-»75
ilobap...2ft 00®27 C<
4 25§4 60 btck'dKru
clear
Stone ground* 25&4 36j car lots. 20 OOij/ 21 IX.
i\t L«u»» efgt
do bap. 21 00®22 Oi
rolter..4 7'x®6 00 j diddiinps. 22 Oo®26 Gi
clear
475®4%l< lo bap lobs,21 oo®26 0<
iVInter Wheat
Pr»vi«ion».
Patciir.*.... 6 00^5 251 V»rk—
t«

hh.

76c.
_

Chicago Cattle market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. Nov. 10, 1887—Cattle mantel—receipts 8,000;shipments4000: stronger; extraat
6 15 ™6 26; shipping steers 3 00® n Oo; sloe sets
and feeders at 1 70@3 15; cows, nulls and mixed
1 00®2 60; Texans I 25(®3 26; Western rangers
2 25® J 35,
Hogs,receipts 24,000; shipments 6000; market
slrongand higher; mixed at 4 35™4 65: heavy at
4 50(d4 80; light at 4 30™,4 65 ; skips 3 16®4 2<’.
Sheep—receipts 1,000; shipments 6000; market
steady: natives at 2 5u<t3 00; Western at 3 i.O®
3 60; Texans 2 60@8 40.' Lambs at 3 75!®5 20.

76® 18 2.!
25® 17 5C
Mess.14|5G(st 16 OC

»7
tiacks
Clear —17
...

Cod. P qtl—l^argc Shorn 4Vs&4 2«V;

Uvire Banks 76 a/4 (K)i Beet—
Smell.3 00l3 601 Kx Mess. 7 76® 8 2E
8 76®9
Pollock.2 25$l3 26 j Plate...
Kx Plate
Haddock.1 60&2 00
»25;ay*r
Hake.1 76&2 001 Caro.
»i erring
Tubs p if..7 ®7y*c
Scaled U> Lx 16 d 20c j Tierces.... 7 ®7Vic
1.
No
I Pails.7Vi®8yic
Mackerel $> bbi—■
foms p 1L....11®! 1 Vs
Shore la. 10 OOfglBUO. do covered. .12® 13
Oil.
Shore 2s. 14 0Oft) o oo|
Med. '8 11 00fel8 00f, ter* s«jm-~
Kef. Pei.
Large ..12 00«14 001] *<>
Produce.
j1 Vakr White. 7Vi
‘rate Ast l.l^bbl. lov*
Oranoerries—
«
7
60®
0011 levne’s Jirilliaut. 10V4
Maine....
8 r»o a 9 oo j l .iponfa. 8
Cape (kid
Pea Beans...2 50&2 051C asco White. 7Vi
2 45(*2 801C ebiennial. 8
dlnm
IlllINfBfr.
< .itgui md2 2f>;«2 40|
Vtu.v. l ves.1 76(i£l HP'TV Insc&vei.... 2 60.® 3 f>0
L
ondcu
rotators, bush 76ct&80c!
Lay’r 2 6o®3 oo
86c (i ndiira Lay.. 111®1V»C
do Houlton.
8 i.i «»
50
4
PQd4
;a»ent*iA.
M
M Potrtoes
Huyai.
Onions V bbl 3 60^3 761
ran
Mated
it.7
Vi
Turkeys.20,*24ii
Chickens.16.&17I extra C.6%
Hero*.
.12&14
Fowls
.00 a 00 te«l Ton....*2
G»iese
rinioLliy 8een 2 75®2%
mppitm.
Clover. 8 Vs g, 12Vs(
I 7>r» i»«*.
:t
3
oo«
50
Choice eating
1 7bvft2 00! Portnonr.... lo 64*^Vi
Common
S.Y.
Victory lo ®13V4
Fancy Baldwins
13r 1
Jfivapoiauu kf lb i

NEW YORK. Nov. 10 1887.—Flour market—
receipis 22,260 packages; exporta 6435 hhls and
2018 sacks; moderately active, mainly on home
trade accounts, Winter Wheat weak;»aies 17,000
hhls.
Eloui quotations—Elm; at 2 00®2 76; superfine
Western anu Btate 2 60® 3 10 ;l common to good
sxu a Western and .State at 3 90A8 40; good to
eiioiee do at S OO™ 4 90; conuuuulo choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 40,a 4 00; fancy do at
at 4 65®4 90; comioou to good extra Ohio atf3 OO
0,4,90, common to choice extra St Louis at 8 oo®
4,90; f atein Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 i,i)u 4 7s; choice,to fancy do at 4 80™ 5 00. inciiiaug loiK* puis cuy mm extra at 4 zb®* 40;
1100 ol*ls line do 2 00@2 75; 1000 olds »uperfiue
2 3iX&3 10; 1100 bbls extra No 2 at 3 00^3 40;
4900 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 00^4 90; 6,900 bbl* Minnesota extra at 3 0045 00. Southern
flour steady; trading light; common to fair extra
8 26@4 00; good to choice do 4 10(3,4 85.
ltye

flourquiet. Wheat—receipts 326,650 bush; exports 16,806 bush; sales 342,000 bush spot and
arrive; firm and fall ly active, iu good part for
shipment, No 2 Bed at 83Vi&84c store and elev,
86Vi'*5*®654e delivered. 84ft8*V*c f o b;No 1 Red
nominal 89Vic; No 1 White nominal at 8«c. Rye
rein light demand. Hurley is firm.
ceipts 120,700 bush; exports 86,069 bush; sales
180.000 bush spot; higher and fairly active, closing firm; No 3 at 52Vac for old, 61VaC for new;
No 2 at 63c store, 63Vfe@64V4c delivered. Ohis
—receipts 121,900 bush, exports 227 bush; sales
129.000 bush; higher but less active—No 3 at 33;
No 3 White at 33V4®3354c; No 2 at 3354®33Vi ;
No 2 White 34%(a3oe; No 1 nominal;No 1 White
37c ; Mixed Western at 32&34C; do White at 35
®40c. t.offee—spot fair Rio nominal 18c. *uunr
stronger; refined quiet; C at 6®&y«c; Extra C at
f» 6-16(0,5 7-16c; white Extra C 6 66-109(0,5 69lO,.’c;\ellow 4Vfc®4%c; oft A 6%(&6c; standard
A at 6 6-16c; Coulee A at 6%@G 69-100c ;eut loaf
and crushed 7Vic: powdered 6(4@7c; granulated
Meirolenui steadyat 654c: Cubes at 6%c.
united 72Uc. Pork is strong and more active;
mess quoted at 13 50 fori old.
Beef quiet. l.ard
higher, strong and more active; Western steam
6 96® 7 00: late yesterday 6 87Vi ; city steam at
6 87Vs; refined 7 00 for Continent; 8 A at 7 4u.
Muller is firm and quiet; State 17®28c ;Westeru
14®27c. 4’brc«« quiet and unchanged; State at
10(ftll54c; Wastern at 9.^11Vic.

Hotter.

I1 Creamery IP |h...28&2i
Palermo.4 60;«6 CO* }in Kdpe ver....2'@2';
Choice.20®2]
Messina.
Glood...18® 21
Malagers.
...

Store.16® It

fc‘-*cp*.
Rastern extras...24®2f
Can & Western..22®23

Palenr.o *>bx.5 00®6 001 Limed.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Not. 10,1887.
Received be Maine central Railroad—4or For!
ami 41 on s miscellaneous nwrenaurttte: for cor
uncling roads 122 cars miscellaneous merchan
,'tlie*.
__

Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by 11. N I'Ink
bam, lirokcr. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:

frrtchui to

CHICAGO HOARD OF TRADE.
Wednesday’s Quotations,
WHEAT.

Nov.
Opening. 72%
72%
Highest.
Lowest.72%
closing ..72%

Jan.
73%
73%
73%
73%

Dec.

72%
73%
72%
73%

May

78V

79V
78 V

79%

1

DORK.

Nov.
Opening. 41%
Highest. 4■ Is
Lowest. 41%
Closing. 41%

Jau.

Dec.

|4IV«

May
46V 1
46V
46V 1
468/

■

41%
41V*

41%
41%
41%

41%

41%

OATH.

Nov.

Opening....
Hitt! est.

I..m,s!.
Closing.
Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.
Dec

Opening....

lligliesi....
Lowes.
('losing.

Nov
7 212
72%
72%
72%

May

Dee.
26%
26%
26%
26%

29V

73%
73%
731/4
78%

1

29V 1
29V
29V

Jau.
73%
73%
73-’/*
73*/»

Mar

79V
79V
79

73V

OOKN.
Nov

Opening....
Highest....

41V.
42

Dec.
41%,
1%
41 S/s
41 Vs
4

Igiwesl.

41%

Closing!.

42

May

Jau.
41 S/s
41%
4

4/v
4.4*4

46*/
46V

S's

41%
Dec
26%
26%

Nov.
26%
26%
25%
26%

!ieutng...«

Closing.

va.v

29V

Portland Dally Proas Stock Lest.
Oorreor-ed by swan a Haukktt.
Brokers, isu Middle street.
ST o<

Bankers

!<:2
62

128
142
b*»
100
70
104
1 lf>
125
105
103
11*
'25

<*ug Mini.123
Belfast.(’ity Os, K. K. aid. 104
And. 6 Ken. K. K. 8s, various... 104
Portland A Ken. it. It. Os, 1825 110
Leeds A FanningTn H. K. 8s.110
Maine Cut rat K. K. 1st mtg 7*.. 121
Maine Central it. It. C< usol 7s— 133
Maine CeuUa! it. It. Skg Fund 8s. lo*
Co. 1st mtg 8s —1(0
Portland Water
*•
2d mtg 8s
108
**
•
3d mtg 8s.... 111
8s,

The

106

rfew \nrk and

135
108
103

107
(12

receive*

39$ *

do nref

*»<»'/ *
Jopeaa aud.Banta Ee.itailroan.
Kell ..
Wisconsin icen-ral...J5*
40

Ateh'

vvi nor sin < emral 2d series.
Mexican Central K ..
Mexican Central 4.— ..

Mexieae Central..
P'Hit Si Pere

Marquette Kallrosd

•••

r‘/

1

cutt.

i

coin

Calilunba Bout Item Uallroad. ,f;’v 1
Koslou k Albany. .1 ■"*
Boston & Maine Railroad.ii'1
Eastern ltallroad lire!.
llostou & l.owell ltallroad.16j
*Ex-dlvlUend.
New York Stock and Money Market
(By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE, Nov. 10 1887,-Money on cal 1
has been easy,ranging from 4 to Obi per cent; las L
loan 4, closing ollered at 4. Prime paper at C@H
Bterlin" Exchange is dull aud steady, (iuverumen t
bonds dull and steady. Uallroad bonds quiet am 1
heavy. The slock market w as dull alter 2 16, ex

...

CONSUMPTION,

'/VTHLOPHOROS
f

Srra,ns>Pa"Tbac/f,sicfeorr^4

Girl'’

——•

LIVER COMPLAINT
>10 DYSPEPSIA
which will be mailed FREE to all
who want it.
If you are, or know
of any one who is, afflicted with, or
liable to any of these diseases, send
name and address (plainly written) to
Dr. J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
(Name this paper.)
Philadelphia, Pa.
*9d&wGmurm-ce2wM

17
19
19
19
24
25

..

••••

...

sT

PORT OF PORTLAND.

THURSDAY, Nov. 10.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St Jolm, NR.
via Kastport for Boston.
Sell M S Ayer, King, Gloucester.
Scb Florida, Hall, Blueliill—atone to 1’ & O lty.
Sell Brilliant, Hooper, Port Clyde-canned goods
to Burnham & Morrill.

toe, opera,

sense lasts, at BROWN’S, 461 Coustreet-_9-1

common

HI ES’atteutiou is Invited to our Satlne Cov
ered Bustles, variety of colors, 6 vertical
coils, 25 inches long, most desirable according to
tlie latest fashion plates of 1887 ; price no cents.
Selling fast by C. E
Slum Bustles 25 cents.
BEAN, 549 Congress St.5-1

flTHLOPHORO S

slreet._

»-i

CENTN—One lot fine kid opera slippers,
i O hand made, to be closed nut at 76 cents per
pair; this Is a lot of remnants from goods selling
regularly at $1.75 per pair. BROWN, 401 Con9-1
gress slreet.

mo LET—No. 4 Park Place; tills house Is in
X good repair, with a new drain and addition,
wit-, nine rooms, central ami convenient, with
l»o cellars and entrauce from iear; rent $20.
a month and water rate.
Enquire at No. 6, or
CHAS. T. OUPEN. Clifton St., Wuodfords. 8-1

TO

Sufferers
FROM

Severe

Coughs

change

LUNGS, SPITTING of
BLOOD, and the early stage of
BEAK

CONS UMPTION should

use

family

■V

Medical

THE

Profession.

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless as a Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.
At druggiatf, ‘Skin-Success’
25c. A 76c. •Skin-SucoeriHSoap’
26c. PadmerChemlualCo.'N.Y.

Ilrnlthy Mliiu may be obtained through
using Palmer’s Skin-Success ointment and soap.
Mr*. -, a lady at 11 rand Kapids, Mich.,
sured of a hereditary disease by Palmer’s SkinA

eodly-cMnrm

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Dotanic Physician.

Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
all cases that are given up as inallopathic and homeopathic phyby
sicians, I will take their esse to treat and euro
them. 1 Hud that about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance liy letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 ExConsultation free.
ammallon at the ofllce, $1 00.
Ufllcc hours 9 a. in. to 9 p. ni.
sepl4tf
is heir to;
DR.
the
curable

QUARANTINE

N OTICE7

VTVHE quarantine against the States of MassaJ. chusetts and New York, which has been in
force for some months, is hereby declared off, and
there will be no restrictions against bringing cattle Into Maine for milk, beef or breeding purposes
GEO. II. HA I LltY; V. 8.,
until further notice.
W. W. HARRIS,
F. O. BEAL8,
ol
Maine Cattle Commission
nov2d2w
State

Soft,White

good rent of 8 rooms, 2nd story
flat; with bath room. No. 130 Emery street
suitable fora small family. N. S. GARDINER,
40 Exchange street.5-1
GUT—House No. 022 Congress St., for 0
partly furnished if desired.

TIO H mouths;
JAMES
or

A.fLNNY._4-tf

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam.

It lias astonished most of the
skilled, Physicians.
lfTiile it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
Price 1« -., 35 c., and 75 c.
inb21

eod&wlynrmcm

i.U T—A cottage
six rooms; terms

IlO

NORTH ST.

DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.80 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buekfield 8.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
ami Turner: Cauton A27 p. m.j arriving al Peru
5.30; Dlxfield 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also lor
Hrettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Hemming, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dlxfield 7.00 a. m.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN Sum
land 12.05 p. m.
oetBdtf
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.

|

Portland and

1<>1

•”■■■.

very nice
Enquire of
A. K. 1*. EORD, West Buxton, Me.
I>OR
10-1
oxen.

VATIC REEL men’s whole stock kip boots, douTT ble sole and tap, at $2.25 ner pair. BROWN,
461 Congress street ; these boots are not split,
but solid kip stock aud worth $3.00.
0-1

Canadian Pad lie Westbound Train*
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT AS VELVET,

1IATEKIAG EOB RALK.
a job
press (foot power, self-inking) in excellent condition, and 25 or 30 fonts of type,
stands, casts, rule, Ic-ds, icglct, furniture, etc.;
good opportunity for a man. Address, H. C.,
Press Office.
8-1

PHINTING

free from all

small Baxter engine. Inquire
WILSON, Cumberland, Centre. 7-1

MAGE—A

Commencing MONDAY, Del. IO. IH**.
and until further notice, Passenger trains will
_leave Cortland as follows N ,T3 a.
m. for Brldgtou,
Kryeburg, No. Cou-

f

fptfESSS^OllGjfKESS.

I£'TTEEJ>TAL

EXTERNAL

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with
pump, inspirator and all llttings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEE’ORD STOVE E'OUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.oc6tf

FIRM FOR SALE.

The

—

MAKE

HE homestead of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Gray, Maine; house new and mod; commodious bam and out buildings, all in
good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central It. R. Station; the farm
contains about loo acres, nearly equally divided
between wood, pasture and tillage; all excellent
would make a splendid
for hay aud farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in tlie city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
R. R. give rapid andfrequeut communication with
Lewiston, Auburn aud Portland, aud all poiuts
east and west.

11

h£Ns

SHERIDAN'S^MOOTER

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
is worth a pound of
any other kind. It is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hena lay like it It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth Its weight in gold. Illustrated book by mail free. 8old everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents in stamps. 2*-lb. tin cans, $1:
by
mall, $1.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for $5.00.
DR. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Poston, Maas.

I

or ou

Two

[umvuitus

auu ictuis

uiqmie

ul

AKA (T’MH.nAH, Auburn, Hie.,
theipremi3es.
aug22eod&wU
Ilouwea

For

Hale

Frnradra

an

Je21dtf

FE.HALE IIEI.P.

WANTED—Eight
tabular work;

copyists for

ten lady
must write
or

plain figures.
Address in own handwriting, with references,
F. H. C., Press Ofilcc.8-1

girl to do housework for two in
WANTED—A
a family.
Apply to No. 10 Gray street or
47

Brackett street.

7-1

I
D-On Congress street. Monday,
FOUN
have
parcel of dry goods;

a small
same by

owner can

proving property and paying for this advertlsemeut; apply at THIS OFFICE.9-1

A4IENTN

$6

WANTED.

CITY A D VRKTINR IVIEftTN.

CITY OF PORTLAND,

Day—A Gold Aline

A

Tw<

Notice.

Thomas has been admitted

M.

Citv Marshal's Office, i
Portland. Nov. 7, 1887.)
REWARD of twenty-live dollars will bo paid
for Information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of aoy person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or cliureh in
this City.
EZRA HAWKKS,
aovSdtf
City Marshal.

A

undersigned have this day formed
General Eire
THE
partnership (or transacting
under the firm
of D.w
Insurance

a co-

a

name
business,
4'humpliu. at office formerly occupied by
CO
Sterling Dow, No.
Exchange street, opposite
the First National Bank, Portland.
STERLING DOW,
AUGUSTU8 CHAMPUN
Nov.
nov2-3w
Portland,
1,1287.

A

This

TRADE

to

BROKER,

Nhip Aluntrr’n AuftiMtant nail ( oiutui<**iou
Alerrhnnt,

193 COMMERCIAL STREET,
eodlm

Medical Science for

10-1

t D

TT7 ANTED —A

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Mo.

live young

man

with some
Ad8-1

geaeral workman
about house or stable; capable, trustworthy, neat, adaptable, orderly. Enquire of
KKV. F. SOUTH WORTH, 108 Newbury Ml., by
5-1
postal or otherwise.

WANTED—A

place

as

_

TIT ANTED—A young gentleman possessing a
v T
small fortune, residing in Portland, desires
the acquaintance of a refilled young lady. Object,
5-1
matrimony. Address, M, L. B„ Tills Ontce.

octlo_

eodGm

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

MKOPEAN? PLAN.
I? oms all large and comfortable', elegant suites,
win baths attached;ample public parlors; gentlemen’s cafe and billiard-room added, and lirst-elass
In every respect.
BOOHS Ficon *1.00 A DAir I P.
oct27

a

warranted to give satisfaction at the
WHEELER & WILSON ROOMS, 545 Cougress
SL0-1

eod3m

W RIGHT’ tS
Best $0.00 Cabinet Photographs at

$3.75 PER

DOZEN,

Have taken the lead and the opportunity to secure
these rates will continue until Dec. 1st. We employ the most skilful workmen that can he secured. esrc and attention being given to every detail of the work. Our skylight is one of the best
in the city, and our instruments and accessories
are

entirely

new.

finished d,100 Cabinets during August and
Septen ber. This we consider a very creditable
showing for n new firm.
Every visiter Is assured of polite and courteous
attention at
We

5181-2 CongressSt.
WRIGHT'S,
Jel
1

eodGm

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS
liought an/l sold
amt upwards.
Orders by mall

on

or

a

margin of 2 iter cent

telegraph

a

Specialty,

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE
JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,
24 CongressSt., Boston, Mass.
Join
sep22

M.

C.

WANTED-Tlie

and Life Reader has returned to her Parlor No. 4,
Be FREE STREET, where she may be consulted from U a. in. until y p. m.
Examinations

SMITH,

■god, Job

410

V

T

care

BOX

horse for keeping through
warm stall, good feed and best of
of references. Address
best
guaranteed;
8-1
13, So. Freeport, Me.

wilder;

a

Executrix of

Charles W. Goddard
lias removed his Law Office to
MI'IIEET.

_______codim*
\vn. 11. 11AUKS

octlO

—

to

8-1

hoisting wheel,
to
WANTED—Wooden
feet in diameter. Apply to LYMAN
8

WALKER, Can Shop, Long Wharf.

12
H.
5-1

for the

United States
WANTED—Recruits
Army; aide bodied, unmarried men, between
of 21 ami 35 years,

are wanted for
the ages
the Cavalry, Artilhry anti Infantry; good pay,
rations, clothes and medical attendance; hearty
young men are especially wanted for the cavalry
regiments, both White and colored. Apply at
4 4
42Va EXCHANGE ST- Portland, Me.

cash prices paid for cast
oftclotfilng, ladies’ or gents’; or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal to
M, DKG ROOT, H4*A Middle St., Portlamf 12

WANTED—Highest

-I wish to Inform llie Ladles of
Portland that 1 liave nice rooms, nod am
and make dresses In hi st-class
cut
to
prepared
manner.
Icutby Prof J. W. Livingston's im-

WANTED

proved method and guarantee

a perfect lit.
J, PRAY, 5iliVii Congress St.

MRS.
1-4

TED—Twenty-live

salesmen to select
territory in Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode island and Connecticut, for the sale of file Excelsior-Self WringingMop, improved Aug. 1st, 1887. Call or write to
ALLEN K. BANGS, taetory and salesrooms 2(57

WAN

—

Job Printer

know that tills Is
ED—Everybody
Annual Gift Sale at FISHER’S

A.

AND

Middle street, Portland, Me.
Booms.

Bulterlck Pattern
104

*1'

97 »-2

IIXTNIMM EXCUANOE,

LxchanRc 8t., Portland,

FINK .1011 PRINTING A
All orders By mail

tended to.

or

Me.

without the use of knife
ligature, or detention Iron
business. All diseases of til*
Rectum successfully treate,

cured

IN VIGORAT0R
IS A 8P11E CERE FOR

INTEMPERANCE.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
cod

iter on

| tho
1

Ur.

C. T.

M*k,

portrayal
vast wonder

laud

west

of the Missouri

la one VoL. comprising
L{.
Marvel*of Race. Marvel* of

River,

it.

For SELECT LIST of 1.000 NEWSPAPERS.
Will be sent V UIt it on application.
nov4

eod.twlm

■■11V

wrnnrcnAV

^ATitcn/iv

,’YjCyfo;.

start Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston,;
u. m.
From Fine Street Wbarl

Philadelphia,

at 12

in.

Insurance one-half the rate c
;
•Fh.
sailing vessel.
Freights (or the West by the Penn. K. K., an ,
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of eon
mission.
Bvasd Trip SIS
Mump
Meals and Kooru included.
For freight rr passage apply to
It. SI. StMFSUV, *«eol.
to 1.VU1 \\ bai l, lu-ioo
Sld-.t

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPMV’I I
—link run—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.

«*

il’tfcjfe-s.

001""™*'.sails Thursday,

WESDDIKrG
Invitations engraved or printed. W.W. Ill VI*
A CO., Enrarrra, 4 4Wrm Ml., Ho.ua
Send for samples aud estimates.
sepl2eod2n

>

N’ov. 10, Noon

(treat reduction lu rates to sat Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Hraunau Sts
For Jnpioi nod Chinn.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Nov. Ill
2 p. in.

df

eio

STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.1)0
WINTBK ABBINfiBtllMNTN.
rim

riKMT-ciaA»s btkahk.hm

JOHN BROOKS and TREM0N1
FRANKLIN WHARF, Foriiam >
every week day eveulng at 7 o’clock; arriving I
season for connection with earliest train* In r
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, ■.•well
Worremler, Neve York. Ar.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston et
ery week day eveulng at 5 o'clock,
J. B. CD VLB. Manager.
uovltl
alternately leave

TRAINS

at I.IMI p. ua.
For Hnchcsirr.Mpriagealr, Alfred, Wmicas
bora, and Mara Hirer at 7.JO a. aa., 1.00
and (mixed) at M.JO p. aa.
Par tiarhaa at 7.30 a. as., 1.00. 3.00,
0.119, »■ d (mixed) at 0.30 p. ns.
Par Msrrarspps, Cumberland Mills, Wash
laraak Jaartiaa and Woodford’s at 7,30
and 10.00 a. aa., 1.00, 1.00, 0.40 ar.d

(mixed) eO..YOp.ua.

Por Porrsl 1 raar iDeeriog) 10.00 a. as..
iliOOand 0.40 p. ua.
The 1.00 p. an, train from Portland connects al
Aarr Juan, with lloosar Taattel Itosir for
the West, aud at I'aioa Orsal, Worcester, (cl
New Vork via Norwich f.inr, and all rail,
Tin SprisaSrld. also With N. W. A N, K. K. H
(“Strainer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
rliitliaaaorr, Washington, and the *ouah,xnd
With Koslou A Albany H, K. (or the Wests.
Close connection made at W estbrook J me.
lion with through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all poluts West and Sooth
may he hail of S. H. HKl.LKN,Ticket Agent, Portland m Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
octaadtf
J W PETERS 8not.

Railway.

--

From New YorK, pier hot o( Canal St., Nortl
Klver. lor s»a Cninri.ra via The l»ihw«u« a:

six

Marvel*
Nature,
Enterprise, .Marvel*
of Mitring, Marvel* of Stock ItuNing. Marvel* of

_

ADVERTISE US should ad-

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

OF

On and after Monday, October 1M, 1**7,
Passenger Trains will lean Portlaadi
For Worcester, 4'liniea, Ayer Junction.
Nashua, Windham and tipping at 7.30
a. m. and f (Ml p
ss.
Par Manchester, t onrord, and polata North

from PHILADELPHIA

Mupcmlou* marvel* In

Agriculture
Over 350 original tine Knurio.
I1TAXTED-1. UIIES for our Kail ami
Picture Uallery.
It bus more
TV
Christmas Trade, intake light, pV.iaant [ log*. A perfect than
Helling utialitie*
any other book.
work at their own homes, glin sa per day c an
\\ ANTED. A rare chance for live
AOK.Vrft
he quietly made. Work sent hy mail any disto make money. Apply at unco. Terms ve ry
So canvassing.
Adjs^cntM
tance. Particulars free.
THIS HENRY BILL PUBLISHING CO.. Noawicu, O*
dress at once. CBE8CKNT ART CO., 147 Milk St.,
Boston, Mass. Box B17Q.
oco
UOw
XL

tiostoiiSFliiladelpliia

MARVELS OF THE NEW WEST.
V*T*<A
of tho

|

dress
IXTEMII
CEO. P KOWfU & CO.
ID Murure Hind, New X ork I

ARRANGEMENT

OSTON

by

Portluml & Rochester R. R»

eutl3m

MS

atuovlleodtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINL

from New York

IMen.ntit Ml., Aaburn.illr
Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland, Komi
Refer
I8,every Saturday from 9 a. ill to 4 p. m.
ences given.
Consultation free. Send for parnpb
let. 6 years experience. Hundreds cured,
seppeodtf

or

telephone promptly

the Steamer City »f Hichn..4, Cape. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather perimumx. will make tw«
rouml trips per week on the route between Portamt Maolnasport. via usual
Ituul, Bar HarborPortland
at 11 p. in. every Tueslandings, leaving
day and Friday, and Machlasport at 4.no a. m.
and
every Monday
Thursday.
FA YSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen’l Paee. and Ticket A*l.
Portlam.. Oet.30,1887.
ocWldt.

NAIPAOIN, N. K. licmt,
201 Wnihinglou iHlrrrl.

For Freight, Passage, or goueial tnformatloi
apply to or address the (ieneral Eastern Agents
COK. A. Al>A,VIM A
llh Mlare Wired, Car. Hrond SI., Ha-tan

SPECIALTY.

PR. HAM’S

mv2;>

ihven, that
duly appointed

upon hlutself the trust of Administrator ol
the estate of
MARY ANN SARGENT, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, anil
given bonds as Itlie law directs.
All persons
havtng demand* upon the estate of said deceased
are required to exhibit the same, anil all persons
Indebted to said estate are called upou to make
payment to
EDWARD II. SARGENT, Administrator.
nov4dlaw ESw*
Portland, Oct. 18.1887.

vu

A UK W

DIRECT

in hehkby lives, that th*
Notice
subscriber lias lawn duly appointed ami
taken

Book, Card

BOAT CO.
UNTIl. I'l KTIII II KIOTIIK.

VIA

Ocean Steamship Co.

Mncrnu

LINDSEY FRYE, late of Deerlng,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon herself that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of sain deceased, are
required to
exhibit the same: and all persons Indebted to
are called upon to make paymeut to
saiip-stato
SARAH J. FRYE. Executrix.
oct28dlawF4w*
Deerlng, Oct. 4.1887.

Rooms No. 19 and 20 Oxford Block,
1M MIDDLE

of

PORTLAND, ST. DESERT & MACH'AS STEAM-

RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savan
nab Pier, A. l>e W. SAMPSON, Agent, Centra
PEARSON
R. R.. ‘Jill Washington St.. O. U.
Agent, S. F. & W. R’y, 211 Washington St.,

1IOV2

<1U

tlujWill

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

Street..

im
hkkkiiy
Notice
tile subscriber lias been

LAW NOTICE.

know that Men’s
▼ T
Rubber Coats, Ladles’ Ruhh.-r Gossamers
and Ladles’50 cent Rubbers are given away tills
week, at FISHER’S Shoe Store.8-1
TT 7 A NT
»»
the 3rd
Shoe Store.

STOUT,

Original Package by

Fore

a. m.

A,io4itrd Tickets, first aad secaad riass, fat
all paiatsia tk« Prona rs
sale at reduced rates.

SAVANNAH

Oil

nov24

No. 87 most Btntt.

sleeping

I*,.VI., (ram stVt.OlUI 1*1 KM
Conger.. siren. Ho.ton.

IHIPUK I tKS,

(qqmI ffltnbetj

<md

points Fast and West. (The night express wit*
car attached .runs every night Sundays
included, through to Bangor but out to Hkowhegau oti Monday morulugs of to BeltaH and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The rum*
lug train from Watervllle. Augusta and Bath
4.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.45 p.m.
Thf ilifi'iioou trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath, Augusta and Kocklaud at 5.40 p. re.,
Lewiston, 5.50p. m. Night Pullman at 1.50

The new Steamers nl this Line will leave Itae
roail Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
WEDNESDAY ami FRIDAY at 5.00 e. M„ loi
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above i-onntc
tious.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
destination. »y Freight received up to l.iai r. v
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Tub r
Ticket Oftice, 40 Exchange St., or for other Into.mallou at Company’s OBlce, Railroad Wharf, In,
J. h. COYLE,
of State street.
Hen’l Manager
novaodtf

CI I X
Mlenut.bip. "BATE IT FV" hu.I
UF UUOV’Mrr) THt HNIItY.al II

R. STANLEY & SON,
,

CONGKCS* »T.«TATION.
eight miuiitrs later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained (or principal

STEAMSHIP CO.

—AND—

Per Sale In the

—

NEW ENGLAND 1\D SAVANNAH

eoUtl

GUINNESS'

BERRY,

in.
and 12.55 p. m. .Vlauaaauth. Wlu
He<i«l field, Oaklnud aad Norik
4o.«u, 12.60 p. in., Watrreille aad *kaw•*r«aa, ria l.ewistaa. 12.50, ria Augusta,
7.05 a. ID., 12.55 and {11.15 p. in., and ivuter
eille Saturdays only 4.65 p. m.
Belfast
uad
Dealer, 12.50 and tll.15 p. ta.
Hit a koi via l.ewistoa, 12.60 p.
m., via
Augusta, 7.05 a. m., 12.56 and *1 1.16 p. ia.
Hnagar ft Piscataquis K. K., 7.06 a. m.,
and
Kllvwaith
aad
Bar
(11.16 p. m.
tll.15 and
Ac.
12.56
rn.
Harkar,
p.
Ntephra (f'alaisj, ArwMMlt
C-auuty,
Nt. John. Ualifaa, ho.i the
Prariaces,
12.50, 12.56 and *11.16 P- m
£ fir-All trains timed as above from Commercial
Btieei Station, stop at

ISruaawirk,N»rn Nroiia, I’ttocr K«l<
wauls IbIhikI, and Cape MrHoa.

on

Bass’ English Ale

WANIIIIHIton.d. e.
will carefnllv prepare claims for arrears of | ay
bounty and itensions. Superior facilities (or speedy
settlement of claims.
je22dCm

50 & 75 cts.8-1

1T7ANTED-Good

treatise

aujrB

U. S. Claim Agent,

Vapor
\\7ANTED—Conant'sCompound
from
11

_8-1

a

APOPLEXY!

feb9**odtf

271

TE7ANTED—Everybody

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.

PRINTERS,

STEPHEN

to know that all kinds of
WANTED—People
sewing machines are repaired in
superior

manner and

REVERE

monials and

TITANTKD—By a young man, 20 years of age
M
a situation as bookkeeper, or to tend in a
store, or work on a farm. Call or address H.
CAMPBELL, 95 India St.
61
WANTED.

CO., Boston, Mass.

PRACTICAL

00.,

fallow*:

fhrap,

—

AND ALL FAKT8 OF

as

■A

SPUING ARRANGEMENT.

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint. Kidney and* Bladder trouble. Dyspepsia. Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Price 81 & bottle .six
bottles for 85. Send to Da. F. 8. Hutchinsoh A Co,
Enoeburgh Falls, Vt., U. 8. A., for circulars, testi-

WE WILL 1*0 IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL UO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL

B. THURSTON &

•

—

New

eikiAh.

Poriluad

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX. N. S

PREVENTS

our

ro»

Moutlawrol.

For Aal am aad Lrwistsa, 8.30 A. ■„
12.60 4.50 p. m.; l.rwisiau ria Hruai
wick, 7.05*. m., 12.66 lll.16p.ra. For Bath,
7.06 a. in., 12.65 and 4.55 p. in., and on rtaturKoeklaad aad
drys only at 11.16 p. m.
Ku«i uad I.iacala H. H., 7.06 a. m. find
Oordiurr
Hullo■
Mruaswiek,
P
well, nad Augusta, 7.05 a. ni
12.55, 4.66
and {11.15 p. in. Paratlaataa ria l.rwistan, 12.50
p. m.; ria Hruaswlck. 7.06

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

Qoool Foot of India Strut

MONDAY, Oct 24, 1*87.
Passcafcr Traias will tears

MAIM STEAMSHIP COMPATJ

ilQl

and

SAM CEVIRAL RAILROAD—”*

Hair, of Fnaangr:
Cabin.*50. *00, *75 .Return *100,$126,»16<
.Return..60
Intermediate ...30,
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,
For freight or passage, apply ti.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
uov4dtt
Foot ol India Street.

£’^£2u2®E|

8.30

On aad after

M Internationa!

potent remedies known
preserving the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness or
Pressure in Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation, Ringing Sound In Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
the Arm, Pain between 8houldera and in Side, Dry
Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or If suffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, pro
cure a bottle of Anti-Apoplectine, It not only

CHARLES BARTLETT, JR„

-Situation as coachman or butler,
by a no n who is used to the care of horses.
Address G. It ribs Office.
8-1
"

MARK.

Is a combination of the most

1,18
an

MWKFU HI CKSoN.C ieuarai Mauagar.
wm.
u. p. a..
J. STEPHENSON. Sup*.
10. 1887.

May

Wtiarlou Wednesdays
Returning, leave Piet
3H, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. H. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Getieral A geo'1
sept21-dtf

CARDS.

PORTLAND, AIK.

1

Eishango St., and

\Vr*» uud

For MEW YORK.

8-1

Office._

TIT AN

IMS*,

Urtr«ii, 4 hirR|«, .Hilwaabe«,
Ciacmuall, Pit. l.anU, Uu»hn, Nh^iiiw,
Ml FitMl, PialiLikhr City* Or«m, Mna
Fraaciw*. and all potuta Ut til* Nuriiowrat,

Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.

C. WAY & CO. have it at

ledger clerk who understands
WANTED—A
double eutry bookkeeping. Address Y.,

>fnr MONDAY, Mny 10,
trnin* will rnn a* fnllaw*

I'tioudik,

ville and Ualitai.

:

D—A

IIEI.P

AltKA^UEMEYTk.

Ticket* Mold at Reduced Rate* to

j

a

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

nov7

1NN7-N

__

$33.00 REWARD.

nuvlodlwII. HAMLEN & SOX.

IltJNiNBSS

—

Hailing between Liverpool and Portland, via Mo-

THE

rebel from Kheumatis’u and Neuj^Ol'H
ralgia, in Newell’s Mixture,
mauy of

MAI.E

and

35

DOMINION LINE.

City Clerk’s Ofkice, 1
I. IV ■: K ro o I. m r: ic v ■ (' K, (vla Londonderry)
November 7,1887.1
Muiling Dalle
bearing before the committee on layiiiK
out new streets, appointed to be held at
irum Portland,
8TE*MK*tSPonce’s Wharf, Look Island, on Thursday, No| via Halifax,
Liverpool. I
vember 10,1887, at 3 o’clock p. m., Is hereby
Vancouver
; November 24.
postponed until the next day, KltlDAY, Nov. j November 3d.
11th, at the same h jur.
BIt 1MT«l L »I tltll E, (Avoumoutli Dock
By order of the Chairman.
Prom Portland
From Avomn'lh, STEAMERS.
novSdtd
(1EO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

COPARTAGRNHIP RSTIMAl

George
MILmember
of our firm.

MAINE.

Hearing Postponed.

For A rents. Grandest Money Ala king Kuaiver offered.
A golden harvest for the next
iuths. 875 Per Alonth and expenses to
aen to sell our goods.
No capital reactiquL J. No peddling. Sample case of goods and
valuable information and full particulars KKKK
No humbug; we mean ]ust what wo say.
Address at once. STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.
oct:ueod&w2m
Boston, Mass.
neHM

Copartnership

MTEA.UKKs.

ISSr-N— WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

4, from 105 State street; suitable reward for
8-1
recovery. E. SMITH.
as

oet7dU

AUBIVAM.
Cram l.rwiHtnn and Auburn, b.2c a. ii.
12."5. 3.15 and 5.35 p. on
Prom Uarknu, 8.33a m., 12.06and 6.46 p. in,
Cram Chicago Had Montreal, 12.06 and
3146 p. III.
k- rnna Quebec, 13.06 p. n*.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

eodlm

LOST-lied and white setter puppy, feDOG
male, 5 months old; strayed Friday night,
Nov.

citizens will testify.
50 cents per bottle.

and West.

Vi / Auburn and L«*i*Ms,7.10a m„
and 5.37 p. in.
Cor Stnroaat, M.Sn a. Du, 1.80 and 5.37 pI'm Uvrkaa, Moan ru! and C'hlCMgn,
a. ni. and 1.30 p. in.
Ivor darbre, 1.30 p. Dt
Cur liurkOrld and 4'anlon, 7.10 a. DU
1.30 p m.

BOSTON CEREAL MFG. CO., Potter & Wrightington, Gen. Agts., 125 Atlantio Avo.. Boston.

oc!2

SHIP

HOUND—Sum of money. Call on GEO. H.
_DAVIS, hook-binder. 45 Exchange St. 10-1

A. P. BUSH &

On

T■ To eve,T lady In this Mtutr who will write her KAMS, NffKBIB and 8TIIIT, TOWN or CIT7 on a postal card,
■
with the like FULL ADDRESS of her UKOCER, and forward the card to us on or before Nov. 1, 18B7, wo
will send a package of tbe Original and only kenuiue Hooton Brown llrrud .VIixiurc. which can be made ready for cooking In two
minutes, and will produce a two and one half pound loaf of light, rich flavored Oldrn Time H«M»to» Brown Hrrnd. sure to tickl*- the palate
of every member of the family. Don't git the idea that this Is CWruhnnt Bread. Ilakerw’ Brown Hrrnd, Ityr and Indinn Hrrnd, or
hist like some other bread you may have seen or tasted, and eo neglect to avail yourself of this offer, which, by the way, Is made to those ladles onto
*
who have never used the Original and CWrnninr Howton Browu Hrmd Jlliturr.

I.O»T AND FOUND.

Palatable, Nutritious, and Easily Assimilated
by the Most Debilitated Dlgostlve Organs. If
your Druggist does not keep BOVININE. we will
wend a 12-oz. bottle, express paid, on
receipt of
On*» TVt'lnr

FEMMEK

GENU IN E PALRTE T!CKLER FREE

A

ON

land.

way stations.

Burlington

GRAM) TRUNK RAILWAY 9 F CtlAIA

THE WORST COMPLEXION IS IMPROVED BY ITS DAILY USE.

Street, Oakdale, Herring.
E of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
hath room, is steam heated; piped tor hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and in arrangement and style ot finish
Is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mild of Market
Square, l'ort laud, and convenient to the horse cars
and are among the most desirable houses ou
Decline Land Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
HOLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
F. O. liAJLEY & CO., No. IS Exchange St., Port-

*

DKl’tKTI IIKS,

ern

rui

Sher-

J. HAMILTON, Supt.

FOYE, O. T. A.
Oct. 7,1887.

1NOK

TTSE-

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
Oir CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenr.a, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles,
Spinal Diseases, 8ciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and 8oreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars Tree.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

RECOMMENDED BY-«s-.

MdmeADELINA PATTI,MRSLANGTRY,MissFORTESCUE&

one

MORRILL.9-1

-AJXTD

a. m. from Bartlett and
m. trom Montreal,

N.33 p.

OH AS. H.

RALK-1

UNIMENT
FOR

-STRONCLY

2-2

RALE
Cattle to arrive Nov. 10, 1887;
we shall be at John Smith’s, Alieu’s Corner,
:
Thursday, Nov. 10th, with one hundred head of
cattle, including beef, working oxen, matched
steers, and store cattle; all in want please call;
shall be there from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
DEAN &

Johnsbury, Newport,

Train* Arrive in Pnrtlnad.

10.33

physician having a well
Font
esiablished business is compelled to dispose
of same, (owing to ill health) together with his
house aud land, situated in the western part of
the city in a good neighborhood.
Apply to
RALE—A

Ft»It
engine, and
heated

8t.

brooke, St.Johns. Montreal. Burlington, Swan ton,
Ogdeusburg and West.
:1.13 p.m. laical, Portland to Bartlett and la
teruiedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham, Blandish, Llmlngtou, Bebago, Naples, Parsousfleld, Kezar Palls, lien mark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgtou, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgtou.

years
FOic
160, chestnut; perfectly 3onnd and kind

ANODYNE

Montpelier,

er,

a

BENJAMIN SHAW, 481,8 Exchange St,

I

I

1

ter, Whiteflelil, Littleton. Wells’ Kiv-

& THE HANDS IN NICE CONDITION.

RALE—1 horse 8
old weighs 1,for
lady to drive; has a record of .40. Also harness
and a Zenas Thompson sleigh and phaeton.
E'or
b-I
particulars address "Z.” Press Office.

ugdensourg H. H.

PORTLANO and MONTREAUINE.
Only Hue making direct connection* with

It is matchless
Complexion,'''^

EOB RAM.

W. E.
FOt*

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.15 A in.,
at Portland 8.25 A m„ 12.06 p. m.

arriving

Beautiful Hands

and

in rear of 51 North St.,
reasonable. Apply to 51
1-2

(RAGE—18

1*97

NTAME CONN ACTION*.

street^5-1

LRT- A

110

I,

Wcl.

Leave Portland, via O. T. Kaliway, 7.10 a m.i
Lewiston 8.00; Mechanic Palls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; K. llebrou 9.30;
Buekfield 9.46;
E. Sumner
10.36; Hartford,
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; l.ewlston 2.00,
Mechanic Palls 3.15: arriving at W. Minot 3.80;
K. Hebron 3.40; Buekfield 3.60: K. Sumner 4.08;
Hart lord 4.12; Canton 4.27; UtlbertvtUe 4.3» p.

Produces ;

a

party witli

Arraageateai-la Affect

Pall

I.KT -Furnished house, owner to occupy
few rooms, and hoard with the family. To
a favorable
a small
arrangements will he made. Well aud pleasantly loeati d
on a nice street.
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Ex-

TO

a

people of Portland and vicinity, to know that Madame Johnson, the
well-known Botanic and Clairvoyant Physician

HIQHLYENDORSED

Buiuford Fails k Buekfield Bailniad

FOR

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

use

BcdtOA

D. J. FLANDERS, Oen. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Ageol,
oct21dtf
Portland.

—

Skin-Success soap aud oint-

vanish when you

ment.

Through Tickets to all points Wesi and South
for ale al Pai Haad Mialiaa l it hr uaer and
at 1 BlauTicket 9*rt, 40 Klthnaic Mlreel
JAS. T. KUltHEH, Den i Manager.

No. 2 Remington typewriter, with
knee-shift and copy bolder complete. In gu<«i
condition; capitals and small letters: apply to W.
K. ULMER. 188 Middle street, Caual Bank Build7-1
ing, Portland, Me.
LET

Cleauniug ami Healing. Palmer’s Skin-Success
soap aud ointment. Perfect for all skin diseases.

TboM*

__eod&wlynrmcF

Crorslng.

TO

Pimple* and Skin disorders will rapidly

_sep9

(Connects wtrhRall Lines for New Ynrv.
Sound ljnes for New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to Scarboro

(Connects with

LET-Two new first-class brick houses,
all modern improvements, eleven rooms
each, Nos. 505, 607 Cumherlan 8t. Apply 135
Commercial Street, .1- S- W1 N81.0W.
M l

Near Boston ami Maine. Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business and places
of amusement.

walls

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par llo.loa al 12.00 a.in., dally, 19.00 Am.,II.00.
18.00 p. III.
Haalaa far Parllaud 7.30, 9.IX) a.
m„ 12.80 p. in. (“7.00 p.m. dally), t ape Elian
bnh, 1M0 a. III. (6.30 p. ill. Vvest. Dlv. Pass.)
Mara tl.(X) a.in., 1.00 p.m. Hiddrfard 2.UO, Slid
AIII., l.iXt, 8.00 p. III. Parlaoiaulh. Newbarrpo.l, Mnlru,, Aran 2.00,0.00 Am., 1.IX), 8.00
p. in. kimruburr d.(,0a.m.. 1.00, 8.00p. in.

ITT.

TO

Kaths
liave been removed
Federal St., to
Vi Middle St., over Warren’s furnishing store,
where Baths are administered day and evening
(Sunday by appointment) and apparatus for family use for sale by J. M. FROST, sole agent for
Portland.

,,2

y<fwySs

i

cabbieks can buy high cut,
Letter
waterproof, double sole, grain W’k’t’st bals
for $3.60 per pair; no dampness; no cold feet.
BROWN, 461 Congress

Palls,
*5.30 p.m.
Barter, Haverhill,
a.uwreatr, l.owcll, 7.30. 8.40 A m., 18.40,
8.30 p. in.
H•cheater P«triala*t*a. Altaa
Huj, 8.40 A in.. 12.40, 3.30 p. in. tlaaeheuirr
and tluucard (via Lawrence) 8.40 Am., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. lu.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scartioro Crossing.
MONDAY TRAIN*
for Hoaiau 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to .Scarboro Crossing.

12.40,3.30,

RENT—At No. 639 Congress street, a
suite of rooms, oil first floor above the parlias
the sun ait day, hot and cold water, heatlorst
ed by steam,open fire place; the best suit of rooms
ill the house, having been occupied by C. P. Brown
Esq., for the past 6 years. The appointments oj
the house makes it one of the best family homes
in the city. Excellent bath room accommodations:
6-1
drainage perfect. Call at house.

■

forweafcness.colds 5c.
they are worth the'irweijM
idnqcldyidyouf’
-^nasj.if fcr ffjem.

£80,

___

“Sirur tie Notre Dame.”

oct3

j.
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the Treatment and Cure of

sepl2

011

rrsr

Philadelphia,
We have used a great deal of your Fluid Food,
ltovinine, for our delicate children, and cannot
speak too highly of it, for its results with us have
been most beneficial. Ihlicate and sickly children
and those recovering from severe illnesses,
gain
most rapidly from its use.
Mary Regina,

Success.

Bun rises.6 32
i7 23
water
rtuu sets. 4 lyiHign
7 51
9
1.
9 ft 6 in
Length of (lav
ht
Moon rises
(
8 ft 9In
1.321

46|H

BOOK

1W7.

16

MINIATURE ALMANAC, NOVEMBER 11.

..

Dr. J*. H. SCHENCK has published
A NEW AND ELABOBATE

£UU},

?M5T£R5.”
*-■

P.m.
Par lloulaa 7.30, 8.40 A no, 18.40
a. ni.
1.00.
Haalaa far P.rllaad 7.80.
4.00 p. III. (5.00 p. m. arriving Na- Herwiet. at
lr*Ul*ur
in.
8.00 p. ia., connecting with 0.35 p.
PlH
Parlluad
Hearer* Reach
Mur*. Hiddrfard 7.30. 8.40, 10 85 A ®., 3.30,
ttld Orchard, 7.80, 8.40.
•5.80.8.16 p.m.
1(1.25 a. m 12.40.8.80, *5.30,8.15 p.m. "a***
Her wick,fa real
Davai 7.30. 8.40

LA

SE^MJfeTOH
on

th*

gress

•‘St. Vincent Orphan Asylum,

10
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
17

WESTERN DIVISION.

T?
business in him, as local reporter.
dress, TIMES Biddeford.

FOK

Toronto.Quebec ....Liverpool.. Nov
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..Nov
Niagara.New York..Havana.Nov
Caracas.New Y’ork..Laguayra ...' ov
Ohio. New York..Liverpool...Nov
Devonia. ..New York..Glasgow—Noa
Elder.New Yyrk..Bremen.Nov
La Normandie....New York..Havre.Nov
Edam.New York..Amsterdam Nov
Arizona.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Germanic.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Trave.New York..Bremen.Nov
Allianca.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov
Manhattan.New York..Havana.Nov
Rhatea.New York..Hamburg...Nov
Saratoga.New York..li«vaua.Nov
Aurunia.New Yolk..Liverpool...Nov
Purncssla.New York..Glasgow....Nov
Valencia.New York.. Laguayra...Nov
Cienfuegos.New York..Havana.....Nov

Wb^TH

and

Philadelphia.

colored

I* effect Muaday, Ocl.AJ, 1*917.

examined the flue

Sld fm Turns Island Oct 27,barque Agate, Powu s. Boston.
Cld at St Join:, NB, 9tli, sell Hattie E King, Collins, New York.

fora
beautiful

BOSTON AND MAINE It. It.

Ap*)-1

you
assortLABIES—Have
ment of kid and goat $2 boots at BROWN’S?
low v«mp, box
All
latest styles

Foreign Ports.
Sld fill Madeira Oct 27, barque DouJusto, Or

"Woonsli

City of Atlanta... New York.. Havana.Nov

123

New England:K*i!ro**t.

BIUBC3

HYANN1S—Sld 9tb.|scbs Lavinia Bell. Kendall,
Bangor for New London; Lady Ellen, Clark, from
John, NB for New York; Robt Byron, Willard,
Rockland for do; N Ii Skinner, Nickerson, Konuebeclor do.
Also sld, sclilWIllle Martin, Holbrook, Randolph
for Green purl; Fannie Film, Warren, Hillsbsro
for New York; Wm Mitchell. Gates, Hover for do
Ar »tb, schs Lottie, Creighton, South Amboy ior
Thomasteu; M G Hart, Williams, Brunswick for
Boston; lianl Webster, Ellzabctliporl for Boston;
Everett, Eaton, Hobokeu for Saco.
BOSTON— Ar 9th, schs llobt G Dunn, Crowell,
Philadelphia ; Nellie Bowers, Pascal, Philadelphia, (cargo shitted); J P Wymau, Hodgdou, Tiverton; New Zealand, Rich, Calais; Native American, Sprague, do: hasleru Light, Kelley, Machias
Susan Stetson, Frlsbee, Bangor;
Frank, Crediford.do; Game Cock, Nutter. Steuben; Odell,
Wade. Wiiiterport: W H DeWilt, Elliott, Dainaiiscotta; Peerless. Thompson, lioekport; Winslow
Morse, McDonough, Kenuebcc; Emily A Cutting,
lieed, Bam.
Cld 9th. sell A K Bentley, Baker, Kennebec, to
load for New York.
Ar 10th, sclis Smith Tuttle, Feltis, Damarlscotta; War Steed, Gookin, Kennebec; D L Sturgis. Pritchard, Dresden.
Sid loin, sch Win T Donnell.
GLOUCESTEK—Ar Util, sells Gen Grant, from
Boothbay for New York; Sarah L Davis,fin New
York for Newburyport.
k Sailed 8tli. sells Absie If Hodgmau, New Y'ork
for Hallowed; Susan Stetson, Bangor fur Boston;
Gamecock, Steuben for Boston; Kattler, Kastport
for New York; Native American, Calais 1 r Boston ; J W Woodruff, New York for Bangor.
SALEM—Ar bill,schs Addie ESnow. New York
for ltocklaud; Ada S Allen, do for Eastport: Ida.
do for CLierryfield; Peiro, Gloucester for Calais;
T A Stewart. Marblehead for Sullivan.
NEWBUKYPOKT-Ar Sth, sell Henry, Falkingbain, Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 91b, sell Nellie E Gray,
Piukliam, New York; L J Clark, Thurston, Itockport for Dover.
sld 9th, sell Jaeliln, French, Belfast.
CALAIS—Ar Utli, barque J G Marsh, Whittier,
Port land.
HATH—Ar Sth. brig Jennie Hulbert. Norton,
Baltimore for Gardiner; sell Kimna McAdam,
Young. New York, (and proceeded up.)
Ar Utli, barque Investigator, New York.
Sld Utli, sch Maud H Dudley, Oliver, for Richmond.

picture,ffe

1887.—tMUou Is film:
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Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

1U1

ensuite, furnished

ply

is

fcuQiiOiSR i^larKcii.
By T sir graph.]
LONDON, Nov. 10. 1887.—Consuls at lt»3 1-16
for money amJ 103 5 16 for the account.
LONDON.Nov. 10, 1887.—U. 8. 4s. 130V* ;J4%8
111%.
LIVE UP .AIL, Nov. 10, 1887.-Cottou market—
activejupianas 6 7-1 Od; Orleans at 6 9-16d: sales
15,000 hales; speculation and export 3000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 10. 1887—Quotations— Winter
Wheat Osbda.osOd; Spring wheat 6s 6d;
Club wheat at 6s6d£8s7d.
Corn—mixed Western at 4s 7d; peas at 6s 6^d. Provisions. ^—
Pork at 68s 9a: bacon at 40s od for short • iear.
Clieese.at 68s. Tallow at 23s Cd. Lard 33s Od.

!d;t
I u2

—

Bangor4'ity

viOLiJ.L, Nov. 10
: in
UVfcC.

-iakei

Portland Company.
#6
do
Portland Gas Company. 60
BOND 8.
State of Maine 8s, due 188U ...io3
Portland City 8#,Muulcip’l various 1 no
Poll land City 8s, If. K. aid 1&U7...123
Bath i ity 8s, Men. various.102
iol
lialli City 8*» ii. H. aid various
Bangor Cli> 8s, long B. Jt. a"*.... J13

Lii/.awuijiuu

Koudout lor do.

•ii jg 9 15-16^.

#«*i

h s.

jx :,erii‘ib-iiH.
Far Value. Hid.
Cana' vatiou»i Bunk.!«»<♦ 1*‘*2
t'asci•
at. iUuk.l<x) 160
120
Firs' Natloiud Bunk.loo
61
Jum-HMlauu atiormi Bank.. 40
Merchant#’ National Bank.. 75
124
National Traders’Bank.100 140
Ocean Insurance Co.100
75

2d<

uicrumn,

SAVANNAH, Nov. lo, 1587.—Cot tou Is dull;
lUMdiing 9 16 16c.
('H ul.KfctTUM,Nov. 10, 1887.—Cation is firm!
middihn* 9ViC.C
MEMPHIS, Nov. 10, 1887.—Colton firm, m-d-

2WV
29V

26%

steam

LET—Rooms, single

or

RAILROAD*.

HISCKLLAIVKOIIS.

or
or without

with
TOat No.unfurnished,
G TOLMAN PEACE.

Darien for Bath.
Sailed, sells Everett. Paragon. S G Hart, Lottie,
Cbas E Sears, Catawamteak, Race Horse, 11 A
DeWltt. Y'ineyard, Sandy Point, Quoddy, Beta, E
Gerry. Saarbruck, A E Russell. Maggie Mulvey,
J Wliltehouse, Lizzie Cochraie. Kate YValker,
Mark Pendleton, Vandalia, N glningale, Vandalta,
Storm Petrel, Iflrani, J G Nash, Python, Maieellus. Python. M B Mahoney.
EDGAKTOWN—Sid 9th, sells Addle Wussels,
Miller, N ew York for Rockland; anlel Webster,

..

29%

{25%

Liverpool dull; grain

CHICAGO, Nov. 10. 1887.--Flour is quiet and
steady. Wheat dull; No 2 Spring 72Vi®7 254c;
No 2 Red —. Corn firmer and more active; No 2
at 42 Vic. Oats are quiet; No 2 at 26V4&25V4C.
No 2 Rye 61 Vic. Barley—No 2 at 76c. Provisions active and stronger—Mess Pork at 13 00®
13 25. Lard at 0 66; Dry salted shoulders at 5 oO
Whiskey I 10.
(uo 20; short cleai at 6 80® t> 86.
Receipts—Flour, 61,'Jun bbts; wheat. 202. an)
bush; orn 359,000 busli; oals 407,00u6u,.r>e
20,lo0 Mhtltrimne), 164,000 bush.:
Mupn ents-Flour. 67,000 bbis; wheat, 78 00O
bush:£coin, 401,000 bush; oais. 28,000 busli. rye
7.0* 0 uitsii. bariej 125,Ooo bush
ST. LOU IS,Nov. 10, 1887.—The Flour market is
steady ;XX at 2 I0tt2 25;XXX 2 30@2 40; family
2 60(ft5 66; fancy 3 30(d3 46; patents at 3 7b(u
4 00.
Wheat—No 2 Red 71 Vi®71 Vic. Corn firm
and higher at 38y*c. Oats steady. Whiskey steady
at 1 05. Provisions firmer. Pork—summer cured
ai 12Vi.
Laid at 6 25®0 30.
Dry salted meats
—Shoulders 4 87Vi00; long ^clears 6 67 Vi®
6 76; clear ribs at 6 87 Vi 46 7o; short clear at
6 87Vi(o>7 00, Bacon-shoulders at 6 87V*; long
clear 7 60®7 67Vi ; clear libs 7 67 Vi&7 76; short
clears 7 87Vi&9 00. Hams are at 11 00® 12 <h*.
u't octpi»-• Flour, 2,000 bbls, wheat 29.000 bu,
<*«nu 14,000'hush.loabt 25,OOo
sh.narle> 21,Out:
bus;-, rve 100<< bush.
8h;ptiieibs—Flour 7,300 bbls, wheat 20,000
bush, orn 29,000 bush, oats 2,000 bush, ;n try
0.1 00 bush, rye 0,000 bush
•
EliOhT.Nov. 10 1 hs7.—Wimai —No 1 White.
at .4; c
Corn—No
80Vic; No 2 lt d at 77 Vic.
bid. Oats 2854c.
.(<-«
—W heat. 1 ,Gt 0 bush.
V v\
.‘ LEANS,
Nov. 10 ic67.—C'llon
toi>inltn;
954 c.
strong;

I/ATS.

I idlest...
lamest.

Torry, Rondout for Boston.
Ar 9tli, schs W 11 Allison, Rondout for Boston;
Douglass Hovey, Feruandina for Bostou; Silver
Heels, Amboy for do; Olive, Amboy for Lynn; E
M Sawyer, do for Ipswich; Georgle L Drake, fm

tby Telegraph.]

£.rm«»n«.

00;

Also
sens Vulcan, Lewis, from Rockland for
New York; Duroc, Anderson, Bristol for do; Geo
A Mills, Pillsliury, Plymouth for do.
V1NEYARD-HAV EN—Ar Stli, sell FT Diion.

Domestic Marxetb.

—

OlRIlflk*
Florida. 4 60*5
Valencia
Messina and ra-

Philadelphia.

Boomti.

MI8CEU.AIVEOCN.

ing Works.

1*1.AND*

TRAMS K*

Ilarpswell Steamboat Co.
On and after September loth 1887. steamer
Gordon, Capt. Janies L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Islaud for Portland at 0.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.(M>; llarpswell, 7.15; Fast Knd,
Ureat Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeaguo, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In l’ortlauu at 9.15 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplUdtf

FiSTULAim

or detention from badness, also all other disCure guaranteed.
S
of the Ruetem.
WM.
HEAD (M. D. Harvard 1<42) and ROBERT M.
READ (M. D Harvard 1870), Evans It.y0.
178 Tromout street, tloston. References given.
Send for pamphlet.
Cuncuttatton free.
Office
hours. 11 AM. to 4 I*. M. (Sundays and holiday a
*
excepted.)

knife

cos*
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IWITH BLACKENED FACES.

FRIDAY MORNING, NOT. 11.
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Stillwell Talks of the
Affair at Edes Falls.

V

uovlleodSw

CouglCandColds is
Pulmonary Balsam.”

egetable
uov11

the old Boston
eod&wGme

__

Advice

.VIothers.

io

—

MltS.

shall
get only about 250,000.
We expended
fourteed hundred dollars last year in establishing the works, and expected to do a
great deal this year towards stocking Sebago

Lake. This will be a great set-back for
us.”
I see it is reported in
despatches from
the vicinity of Edes Fails that the
operations
of the Fish Commissioners on

Crooked
lliver have to a certain extent
deprived the
inhabitants of food,” said the Pkkss man.
“That,” said Commissioner Stillwell emphatically, “is all nonsense. How many fish
in all, do you suppose went into
Crooked
liiver last year? We know, because
they all

eod&w

mind goes very seldom without a sound

went

ronif*

_

dSwlw

You think It Is a
Into catarrh. Or Into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia
isdangerous.
Consumption Is death itself.
Tlic breathing apparatus must be be
kept
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there is trouble ahead.
All the diseases of these parts,
head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes and lungs, caii be delightand
fully
entirely cured by the use of Boschee’s
Herman Syrup. If you don’t know tills already,
thousands and thousands of people can tell
you,
They have been cured by It, and “know how It Is
themselves.” Bottle only 75 cents. Ask
any

druggist.

on.

run

___

Sebago

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.

“I

Strout.

Thubsday—
Nellie T. Pearson

—i

auuu,

auu

Indicated 45° at noon.
The last of the series of three vesper
vices in the Congress square will be

ser-

given

Sunday evening.

The Washburn Union meets this evening
in the vestry of the Church of the Messiah.
A pleasing programme has been
provided.
The Little Women will meet on
Saturday
afternoon next, with Miss Carrie
Chandler,
No. 11 Congress place.
The November meeting of the Y. P. S. C.
E. local union will be held Nov.
21st, at the
Pine street church.
Mrs. John A. Bellows’s second
reading
from Robert Browning’s poems will be
given
next Tuesday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.
The Vincent Chautauqua Circle will
meet
this evening, at the house of Miss
Higgins
No. 146 Franklin street.
There were about a dozen ai rivals of fishermen yesterday, and about
150,000 pounds of
cod and haddock were landed. The
harbor
was calm and tliij other arrivals
were few.
»■»

m.

it
.1
nuiiwii

Service” at Williston church next SunSubject of the first service,
“The Anarchists.”
The two day trains between Bangor and
Portland are fully equipped with the Sewall
heating apparatus, and in this warm weather
no difficulty whatever is found in
controlling
and regulating the heat.
The Clearing House statistics indicate that
Portland’s total of exchanges for the current
year ending Oct. 31, 1887, exceed the exchanges for the previous year by 552,921,298,
and the exchanges for 1885
by.$4,802,105.
One of the largest shipments of soap ever
received in this city, is en route from Chicago to W. & C. K. Milliken of this city.
The
shipment consists of 14 car loads of James
S. Kirk’s soap, all of which left Chicago on
one train, Oct. 26th.
Iiev. A. K. P. Small, I). D., will conduct
the Bible class for the study of the International Sunday School Lessons at the Y. M.
C. A. rooms, this afternoon, at 4.30 o'clock.
Subject: “Christ’s witness to John.” Matt.
11,2:13. All interested in Bible study are
cordially invited to attend.
For the present, at least, the
people of
Portland need not want for potatoes, There
is a schooner at
Long wharf with a cargo of
3000 bushels of Prince Edward
Island potatoes, and another schooner at the elevator
wdiarf, with a cargo from Nova Scotia. Besides this, there is a car load at
Franklin
wharf from New Brunswick.
pie

Seen in Saco.
The horse which was stolen
stable of R. E. Anderson, of

issisted by an able corps of ladies of the
:hurch. The fair will continue for two
weeks.
Killed
I.

by

the Cars.

Yesterday morning between2and 3o’clock
Davidson, a freight brakeinan on the

1 fraud

Trunk road, was run over at Gorham
| ind killed.
Both legs were cut off near the
• ody, and the unfortunate man lived but a
j ew moments after the accident. Mr. David, on had been
in the employ of the Grand
'runk road only about six weeks, and was
,

ngaged

in making up the train when he was
He fell while crossing the track in
ront of the train which ran ever him. It

illed.

thought that he caught his foot in the
rack and was then thrown under the wheels.
le was a native of Vermont aud unmarried,
)

Eastern Railroad Finances.

Mr. Anderson’s stable.
strangers to Mr. Ridlon.

The annual statement of the trustees of
lie Eastern Railroad to the Massachusetts
j tail road Commissioners in regard to their
inking fund shows that Nov. 27, 188ii, it
mounted to $440,223; received during the
ear, $155,904, making the total, Sept. 30,
j H87, $590,127. Of this amount $323,135 was
j
railroad bonds, $38,447 in city
I
,^90,°001U secured notes, and $144,KtDds’
1 or
was on on deposit at 4
per cent, interest,

True & Co.

Will Contest Further.

last Tuesday evening, is thought to have
passed through Saco and Biddeford Wednesday morning. M. M. Ridlon. dealer in fisli,
Elm

in
Saco, was
morning and noticed two
on

street

Wednesday
driving in the
direction of the west and leading a mare
that answered perfectly the description of
men

the one stolen from
men were

are

The different tables,
arranged around the hall, are

ng. The tables are all very tastefully dec•rated and give the hall a very pretty ap•earance.
The following are the names of
I he different tables and the persons who
lave charge of them:
8t. Dominic’s Choir—Miss Eagan.
Children of Mary (Catliedral)-Miss Burke.
Children of Mary (St. Dominic’s)—Miss Black.
Ladies’ Sodality (St. Dominic’s)—Mrs. A. M.
; tafferty.
School Table—Miss E. Flaherty.
Independent Table—Mrs. J. K. Welch.
Bt. Dominic’s Parish—Mrs. Murren.
Ladles’ Sodality (Cathedral)—Mrs.
Gallagher.
A throng of admiring spectators stood in
front of each tableland the persons in
charge
were kept busy until a late hour.
Reception
[fall was converted into a refreshment room,
which was in charge of Caterer Robinson,

from the

Cumberland]

the rain the

oaded with all manner of fancy and useful
irticles. which found a rcariv stnln Invt ovnn.

s

day evening.

The

vliich

xne i'eo-

Woodman,

The committee appointed by the creditors
of Woodman, True &
Co., consisting of Hon
W. 6. Davis, Hon.
B.
Moses

Henry

Cleaves,

W. Richardson and Howard T.
Dickson,
have been in session in
thislcity. They will
make their report at an
adjourned meeting
of the creditors to be held in Boston next
week.

Ihe Bangor Commercial is
informed, on
f ood authority, that parties holding bonds
the consolidated European & North
tf

imerican railway company in and out of
I laine will further contest their rights,claimi lg that the real issue and merits of the
c tse have not been reached or even considere 1 by the courts.
1

nor reason’’
soap but the Index.

you

don’t

bottle and you would refund the
money I
baid for it. 1 bought the stuff and told
you
f it did cure me and I ever returned to Portand, I would make you a present.*
“Oh, yes,” said Stone, “I remember you
now.
(These chaps always do when they
see a good thing in prospective.)
“Well,
,vhat luck did you have?”
“1 tell you,” said the man, “that stuff was
ust immense. It did the business. It cured
he cough, and 1 recommended it to a messuate on a trip to the West Indies, and it
ured him, too. I did lots of good with it.
bn the way home from Cuba several of the
uen, after passing llatteras and getting out
f the Gulf Stream, were taken with severe
olds in this beastly October, chilly weather,
had bought a parrot in Cuba, a splendid
drd, who had already acquired quite a quanity of catch phrases. He is a boss parrot,
hat bird is. Well, he heard me talking
lillakotf and giving it to the sick men, and
ne
day he cried out, to our astonshment, ‘Killakoff’s the stuff! Killa:off’s
the
Great
;stuff!’
Scott, sir,
ou could have knocked
us
all down
vith a handspike when we heard that and
fhat’s more that bird has got that catch
hi rase so put that he is constantly
repeatug it. Now I promised you a present and I
iave decided to give you that parrot.”
“By George,” said Stone trembling with
< xcitement, “that’s the
best thing I ever
1 tcard. Why I wouldn’t take a thousand

I

1

HMiupnuui!.
see

WUk

WIIC1U

1

rant to
him.”
“He’s ou board the vessel,” said the
man,
aud I can’t bring him up to the store until
* veiling.
By the way we shan’t be paid off
t ill 3 o’clock this afternoon and I do want a
1 ittle beer awfully. You couldn’t give a fel1 iw a dollar could you and let me
pay you
vlien I bring the parrot.”
“Why of course 1 could,” replied Stone,
there’s your dollar. There isn’t anything
t lse I can do for you is there ?”
“Well I would like a bottle of this
perume.
said the man. “and when 1
the
) iird I want you to give me three or bring
four hotI
°f
for I couln’t be without it.”
killakpff,
All right, said Stone,, “here’s the
perume, and as the man lighted one of his
] test straight Havanas and walked
out. Stone
ung after him, “1II be here at 8 p. m. sharp
1
1 0 receive the parrot.”
the
and
he
•I'an,
siHd
leisurely
trolled down Congress street.
Well Stone was on hand at 8 p.
in., but the
lanwasn t.
Neither lias Stone seen that
vonderful parrot that
continually ejaculates
•
Killakoff is the stuff,” but he would like to
i uterview his sailor friend for about
five

!?5®’

itreet.

[The funeral service

the late Mrs. Isabella
Watson will take place on Saturday afternoon
it 2 o’clock, at No. 77 Anderson street.
of

roved, and I

<

1 lass.

jam

A

iVMfll K.I\Q
inm V

l\
3I w

j rofitablc one. In the absence of the presit ent, I)r. Warren, -the vice president
pres ided.
After the opening exercises, Mrs. Fernald
r ead Lowell's “Interview with Miles Standj sh.” A paper on “Witchcraft,” very ably

EmBv

SIB
I R
■
Hip®*

written, and read by Mrs. Warren, was fol>wed by an interesting discussion. Miss
Uice Fernald delighted all with a piano
^ ilo, and Miss Haley read Hawthorne’s ac_
aunt of the expedition of Captain I’hipps

a

ONLY FAMILY

gratefully received.
of much interest

THE

HANDS

SOFT

SMOOTH.

octlO

1

Col-

$I.(Ml per dozen
All Wool

2‘Je

all Wool Scarlet Shirts and Drawers
at only

case

$1

74e

We have just put in stock a tine
line of Neck wear, Underwear, Men's

6.50

Ulsters, Ac.,

at rock bottom

4-Ply Linen Cuffs,

CALL and EXAMINE.

6

for

prices.

pairs
75c

Opp. Preble House.

PORTLAND,

ME.

NEW DEPARTMENT.
Sale of Woodworth’s
Fine Perfume at 35c Per Ounce.

Special

Old Time
5c yard
37 1-2
621-2

2
2

THE FOLLOWING ARE OUR SPECIAL
ODORS:

Wild

Olive, Slipnanatis, Lily of the Valley, Ylang
Blossoms,White Rose, Nilsson Bouquet,Violet.

FRANK B.
SIS

CLARK,

Congress Street.

novll

tot
Aliriu.M mi

PROF. BROWN,

F. 0. BAILEY t CO.

AUCTIONEERS.

_

FURNITURE

pairs for 28c
pairs for 38c

CARPETS,
AUCTION.

BY

SATURDAY, Nov. 13th, at
ON Salesroom,
Exchange St.,

store, by

EXCURSIONS.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

The

OPTICIAN,

IN

CALIFORNIA.

turtles.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8, in
New and Hngniaccut Train.of Tr.tibulrd
Pullman Pnlare Car., wiiti Pullman
Palace Dining-Car. Atlarhe«l.

lo

Call

or

Exchange 8t.

to riuht
A CO.,
11-1

address l>. APl’l.ETON

Houle,

al

—

'I'OI'IIS TUKOl'liB
MEXICO.
party of limited numbers will leave Boston
Monday, January 16, for a grand tour of 82 Days
11rough the Southern States, Mexico, and Callforlia, and another, also limited in size,Monday, Mar.
a similar tour
through the Southern States
■ ,/
ind Mexico, omitting California. The
round-of
ravel through Mexico will be
very oomprelienilve, and the Journeys will be made in A MagIIKICENT I It A IN OK PULLMAN PALACE VE8TIHLKD Cabs (Including Pullman Palace
llNINO-CAKS.
lt.o
W. KAYMOND.
I. A. WHITCOMB.

, n the greatest varieties ever
shown in the United States.
Stores for wood, Stores for coal,
And Ranges that will not worry the soul;
Ranges that make life worth the living,
Ranges that make a hard heart forgiving.

*

used, a
half
Congress

B

large coal stove, will be sold
FORMAI.K—A
cheap, apply at W. C. Sawyer A CO. 6 Preble
treet.
111

TAILORING

Wo have received and

,

■louse Furnish-

l or.

Pearl and Middle

]

branches,
*

IOO dozen Knotted Fringe Col*
•red Border Damask Towels 25
ents; worth 50 cens.
20. 2ft, 30 inch Umbrellas, with
1 lickcl handles, $1.25,worth $2.00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Merino Un>
lerwear From 50 cents to $3.00;

uburn, Biddeford, Bangor
and

Rockland.

t

I! !AAC C. ATKINSON, Gen. Manager
tovll

HASKELLS JONES,
LANCASTER

170
SCI'",

Utl

•oods 50

ci

Colored

Dress

nis.

I. M. DYER & CO.,
511
oct26

Congrcs

.

eodtf

wear.

SHINE'S

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

nov2

NEvTyOBK STORE,

491 Congress llreeu

St.,

Plum.

rusauLY

Utf

at I

Pills,
MADE,

LUNG PROTECTORS,
HOT WATER

BOTTLES,

AND OTHER SEASONABLE 6000S AT

SPECIAL

II. II. HAY &

SOM’S

PHARMACY,
Ml Middle Mireel, Juuciion Free Mi.

novlO

UnderwearSale $1.00
—

roB

—

_d2w

HATS!

BUILDINC,

Congress

Street.
111 f

25 dozen Ladles’ .Her I no Pants and Vests
at 36c each; worth 50c.
25 dozen Ladles’ Searlet Pants and Vests
extra line, at U7eeaeh; worth #1.50.
25 dozen tteuts’ Scotch Wool Shirts und
Drawers at 54c each; worth 75c.
25 dozen Genuine Camel’s Hair Shirts
and_Drawers at #1.17; regnlar price
# 1 .*>0.
30 dozen Boys’ Scotch Wool Shirts and
Drawers at 25e each.
Children’s Underwear from 12c upward.
We make these special prices as we are
overstocked in this department.

Any

one wuming to invest n ilolin n Inn oun gol ono o(
COK,
vonli <loubl<- tho iiinounl, in (hi*
l ull ho will moII ono with bilk
nr

Primming* anti giiurnnloo it
All Wool.

197
8J»

MIDDLE

to bo

STREET.

eodtl

LADIDS!
own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless
J >o yonr
Dyes,
will

dye everything. They are sold everyPrice lOc. a package -40 colors.
They
equal for .strength. Brightness, Amount
packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadig Dualities. They do not crock or smut.
Tor
ale oy 1>. tV. lleseitlne A Co., Druggists, corner
ongressand Myrtle streets; N. ti. Nichols, Drug787 Congress, corner drove street; E. W.
i Ist.
(evens, Druggist corner Congress and Parris
treets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Conress and Washington streets,
T. .1. I. ooney,
•rugglst, corner Middle and F'ranklln streets; D.
Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
..Hot.
Banks. Druggist, Junction Congress and Erin,
treets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 213 Danlorth
treet;('ook, Everett A Pennell. John W. Perkins
* Co.; II. H. Hay A Son. and A. W. Smith,
Drug.
1st, 107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine. W. W,
I hippie & Co.. 21 Market Square, and Woodirl s Corner, Deerlug, Me.
Jly t leodly 4
hey

(here.

ave no
:i

SHINE'S NEW YORK STORE, I
1

> he sole agency ol this world renowned Instrument.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
Ho. 8 Free Street Block, Pori

~

)yir> _TCNIJICJ

TO OKDKlt.

We have one of the finest tines of FanWork we have ever hud, and would
ivite the l.adie* of Portland and vleinito examine before going out of town
make their purchases.
One lot of
reuel and Flllosclle selling at 8 cents
' •r skein.
r

I I. E.

FAIRWEATHER,

Ho. 8 Elm Street.
>ctll

du_

dtt

J

Potatoes and Turnips !
3000 bush. Potatoes,
500 bush.

Turnips,

_dtf

EMBROIDERY
f

498Congress Street.
nova

_

.uiq.

U.-A.h f.rlhr HI HIMiTT Ollfl tN.

™

5 cents.

plain

Someth ins; new in a Perfectly
Ventilated Full Dress Glove for
Gentlemen.
Shades in stock suitable for Eve- !

OC128

few

100 Ladles’ Outside Jackets In Jersey
and Itough good* at $2.25 each; regu*
lar price $1.00.
10O Children’* Cloaks at $2.00 each;
they are broken lots and must be closPda
50 Heary Fur Trimnred Dolman* at $5,
$10 and, $15; former price $«, $15
and $25.

LADIES’, GENTS' and CHILDREN.

variety at very low prices.
$1.25 plain Colored Dress Goods

‘2 cents.
SS cent

Gants de Luxe.
nins

a

Special Bargain*.

tvrr.

>est

$1.00 plain Colored Dress Goods

We shall offer forth* coming week

now

to which we invite the utieuI ion of all in want of Stylish (iar■lent* of best uinieritil ami work,
■■unship. Pleusc cull and look us

*

Streets,'

PORTLAND.

AND

arc

tpcniiiK for inspection, otir now
Hyle* of Full and Winter Wool,

< ‘ns,

(

_

WILSON.

ASK FOR

DEPARTMENT,

Hperial Notice.—Mr. Carroll Hutchins, repreentlng Messrs. Kaymond & Whitcomb, will be at
he balmouth Hotel during Monday and Tuesday,
(ovember 14 and ir>, to give all needed informa• lon in regard to the various Excursions,
novll
d4t

Leaders, ThisWeek!

M

HASKELL & JONES. ALLEN & COMPANY, Quinine
245 Middle
Cor.

^Washington

your mind
witli flic Names and
Places of tlic

f

iVl

df“Send for descriptive circulars.
\V. KIOIOXD.
St„ (Opp. School St.), BOSTON,

ATKINSON
I

Me.

410

Cloak Sale!

yours.

so-

our

»‘<AM>KOOMS,

Grealfully

i

work
Address
11-1

FOR MAI.K, upright, little
PIANO
bargain, sheet music less than

I !IlcS’
...
it. Pori
laud

{iroved.

can

steady employment

Rugs i Carpets
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

years
and has

men

on some

iood situation aud

Sale !

Andinnem and Commission Merchants

wholesale

a

good reliable
for
WANTED—Several
1 letters
of
best publications,

Tlic second and tlilnl Parties of the season will
leave BOSTON MONDAY. DECEMBER 6, and

at

bestof facilities for furnishing frames both In !
Eye Glasses and Spectacles (for the child aral the
grown person) of the most approved styles, and !
In all the materials used. His advance agent, W. I at Salesroom. No. 18 Exchange street. TUESDAY
K. Burpee, will be pleased to receive
and WEDNESDAY. Nov. 16th and 16th, at It a.
your order
m. and 3 p.m. each
when he calls; or an order sent to Hie Preble
day, about 160 very line India
House will receive prompt attention. No expense
Rugs and Carpets. The finest goods we have ever
for
except
nor 11 did
spectacles found necessary.
Pout land, Oct. 27th.
,,
I'rof.
Brou n.
My Dear Sir.-In reply to yours, of-1 am
pleased to say that through the aid of Eye Glasses you made for me about two
years ago, my eyes
have been benetltted and my vision greally 1mSales room 18 Exchange Street.
Now am able to use both
f. o. haii.ay.
eyes while hec. w. tl.I.KX
ore I was obliged to do all my work with one
marls
eye.
HI
Previous to being titled by you I had several pairs
of eye glasses made through the advice of good
Oculists, but must say that In comparison with
yours, they were very defective.

twenty

KII'I.H

—

m.,

GENUINE ORIENTAL

at ,lle
House, room 66: office hours
l-00
to 2.30 ami from
7.00 to B.30 p. m.
He has been making annual
visits to Portland for 12 years,
and
his skill In adapting lenses for the most complicated defects 1
of vision Is well established,
lie also has the

_

FOKSII.K A fine finished muzzle
loading rifle, cast steel barrel, [latent muzzle,
>a!l starter, bullet moulds, and
swage, powder
task, aud patch cutter, all in a hard wood ease.
L'ont *75.0°.
Price *20.00. ILL.
dAlLEV, 2nd Middle street.
11-1

WINTER
—

in

man

a.

AUCTIONEERS.

Auction

wtl.dttGll.SlAN

A., this office.

r.

All Traveling Expenses Included.

A

young

10

one Parlor Suit in
Walnut and Plush, one In Walnut and Hair Cloth,
black
Walnut
Sets,
Sideboard. Easy
Cliapiber
Chairs, Sofas. Pictures. Dining Room and Kitchen
Furniture. Sliver Plated Knives, Forks and
Spoons, one dozen Solid Silver Spoons and Forks,
about 500 yards Brussels and Tapestry Carpets,
Ac., Ac., Ac.novlOdat

>f age, who understands bookkeeping,
lad experience In a retail grocery store,
lor low wages and give good references.

A

SOAP

4tlibtf

Congress Street.

or

4-Ply Linen

CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

BROS.

California Kxrur.ion.
2, 12,10 and 23: February 2, 7 and 20;
January
March 8 ami 12.

WHICH LEAVES THE

Democratic State Committee.

The Democratic State Executive Com naittt e heid a meeting at the Falmouth Hotel
R st Wednesday evening, together with Mr.
V Mliain II. Clifford of the National, and S.
S Brown, chairman of the State Committee

IS

4.00

for

A I* TED-Situation as clerk,
IV
"
or retail
a

Dnte. of Other

IIEA»tyVABTEK8
PURE, AND

12.00

COME, FIRST SERVED.

Isit other sections of California, and persons de
siring to proceed at once to other points than are
named, can go by either train.
Many new features have been Introduced in our
Excursions this season.
Vr.iibulrd Train,
anil Dining-Car. are rnuA.ro.. the Conlinen! lev Hit- Ur.■ time. Special Trains with
Special Facilities for Sight-Seeing. A Choice of
three routes hi the outward Journey and live
routes returning. Nineteen Returning Parlie., nnd I lie Ticket, ol.o good on nil
Train, up to July I, I MNN.
Independent
iickets covering all expenses both ways, and
allowing entire freedom ill California, and returning. Hotel coupons supplied for long or short
iojoums at nil the Tending Paeigr Cud
Kc.ort., including The Raymond, East Pasiena, The Arlington, at Santa Barbara, the
new Hotel del Houle, and the
Palace Holei, San Francisco.

<fce.

IS

waist,

and Wool Grey Flannel 12 l-2c yard
11
“
25c Checked Shirting
12 l-2c
“
“
25c Heavy Grey
19c
“
“
All Wool Navy Blue
25c
11
“
Scarlet
25c
“
11
42c Scarlet
29c

.Homerey, ami to Mnn
Prouei.eo, via Council Bluffs, Omaha, Denver,
Ogden, Salt Lake City, and Sacramento.
file train leaving Met ember N will go through
Without change to The Raymond, ill Kail
Pu.udcua, ami to l.o. Augrlr., via Chicago,
Kansas City, Las Vegas Hot Springs, Santa Fe,
Albuquerque, Barstow, ami San Bernadlno.
Passengers by either route will be entitled to

search of the sunken treasure. Mr. Morshowed the circulation of the blood by

THE INDEX SOAP

the
all
Wool
Cassi meres,
in
sacks, all sizes, at only

pieces Cotton

lei del

an

under the microscope.
[e also sbow’ed some very beautiful slides
c innected with the study or physiology. His
e forts were appreciated by the circle and

to 50

one

ing Co.,

^ lacing a frog’s foot

yards 10c Century Cloth,

The train leaving December 3 will go through
without change to the New and Klrgant Ha-

remedy for Dim
nesa, Nausea, Drown!
Bad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tongue,

Bide,

482

RAMOND’S
VACATION

Stoves and Ranees

ncm.

Pain In the

size,

IRA F.

RINES

that will wear for
years,
(
Carpets that won’t wear out,
I
Carpets that can’t be beaten
for durability,
I
i I
that can be beaten
I Carpets
and not tear,
|
rich and beau*
\ Carpets, new,
tiful.

They also relleveDis-

They regulate the Bowt-iH and prevent CoiistiV
tntion and Piles. Theeinailestand easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely VegStable. Price 25 cents. 6 vlnls by uiailfor$l.(i5.

Ex.

75c

Carpets

tress from Dyspejiflia,
I n d i g e h tiou and Too
Hearty Dating. A per-

—_

Suits, of
Sawyer

3.75

Furniture of every description,
Furniture at all prices,
Furniture Black,
sell them to-morrow, beginning at 8 o’clock,
Furniture Brown,
at only 5c per yard; 10 yards to a customer.
Furniture White,
Furniture Red.

HlAOACHBj, Impress

BwroPositively Cured by
these little Fills.

50 $15.50

I

70 $10.00 Suits at

We have about 1000 yards of Odd Styles
in Old Time Calicoes, made to take the place
of best Calicoes made years ago. We shall

ti&wlvimn

PA RTF R V

100 dozen 45c
llose at

20.00

}’“ow

IOO Doses One Dollar.

SICK

3.00

CENTURY CLOTH 5c.

greauy un_
woman.” Mrs.

old by all druggists. Si; six for $5, Prepared
nly by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

50 $25.00 and $28.00 Overcoats at

RINES BROS.

Cures Catarrh

(

Reefers at

200 pairs $4.50 Putman
all Wool Pants at

CLARK,

FIRST

mu-

Sarsaparilla

200 doz.
lars at

-AND-

“I suffered severely from chronic catarrh, arlsi lg from impure blood.
It became very bad,
c ausing soreness of the bronchial tubes and a
roublesome cough, which gave great anxiety to
l^friends and myself, as two brothers died from
1 ronchial consumption.
1 tried many medicines,
I ut received no benefit. I was at last iuduced to
t ry Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I nm not the same
tan in health or feelings.
My catarrh is cured,
ly throat is entirely well, and dyspepsia trouble,
rtth sick headache, have all disappeared.” £.
1 I. Lincoln, 35 Chambers St., Boston.

Hood’s

Boys’

10 dozen 25c Suspenders
5 dozen nice 30c Suspenders

uus

feel

50 $5.00

our

pieces
heavy 50c Pant11Cloth
,r

10
2
15
15

I have been troubled with catarrh

Any

THE BEST BARGAIN IN PORTLAND

COLORED FLANNELS, VERY LOW.

like a diderent
B. Adams, 8 Biclimoud 8t., Newark, N. .1
•
“When 1 began to take Hood’s Sarsapafcilla
( atari'll troubled me less, and new I am
enliiely
1 ured.”
Jane Hiney, Lumbertou, Ohio.
l

Chautauqua Circle met Wednes< lay evening with Miss Ladd, Spruce street.
'he meeting was a very social as well as

was one

5
5

Indigestion, and general debility. I
lever bail faith In such
medicines, hut concluded
o try a bottle of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It did me
io much good that 1 continued its use till 1
have
wv/mto.

100 $20.00 Satin Lined
Overcoats at
$22.00

celebrated

Calico

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Willis C. L. S. Circle.

The programme
id profit.

IOOO

membrane is found. But catarrh of the head !
s by far the most
common, and. strange to say,
he mo9t liable to be neglected.
It originates in
cold, or succession of colds, combiued with imrnre blood.
The wonderful success Hood’s Saraparilla has bad in curing catarrh warrants us in
urging all who suffer with this disease to try the
►eculiar medicine. It renovates and
invigorates
1 he blood, and tones
every organ.

,,,v

3.92

JUST READ THESE PRICES:

ons

I l“For 25 years
i n the bead.

100 $7.00 Oil Tan Jackets
at only

CLOSING SALE of GENTS’ SUSPENDERS

Catarrh
Hay affect any portion of the body where the

Buying

3.24

WE OFFER BARGAINS TO-DAY

in Saco. Nov. 3. Mrs. 3, Mrs. Lizzie Huff, aged
51 years 11 mouths.
;
Iu North Scarboro, Nov. 3, Geo.
Pillsbury, aged ;
ibout 61 years.
j
[The funeral service of the late Eliza A. Gur-

| 90 $6.00 Overcoats at

THE CLOTHIER.

5

..[Fm'eral

The Willis

sry

IRA F.

15

private.

linutes.___

1

SHORTER AC-

FURNITURE.

aged 64 years 2 months.
[Funeral on Saturday alternoou, at 2 o'clock at
Per late residence, No. 104 India street.
Burial

\

1

stantly increasing.

If you have a lot of disposition
and a small amount of money
there is no better place on the face
of the globe to make the MOST
out of DOTH than at the Atkinson
House FuriiishiugCo. I)o not wait
till the busy holidays are upon you
before deciding what your gifts
shall be.
Come aud see what we
have to show you.

DEATHS

will take place this Friday afternoon at 2
clock, from her late residence, No. 42 Munloy
1

and do not
store more

one

goods for spot cash, enables us to
secure great bargains, the benefit
of which we give to our patrons.

We Have The Goods!

In this city, Nov. lo, Martha Preble Oxnard,

aey

prices

GOODS.

100 $15.50 Worsted Overcoats, in Black, Bine aud
Brown, at
$10.50

than another for the same quality
of goods. It is a positive fact that
our sales have more than doubled
during the past year, and are con-

is there in

In this city. Nov. 1C, Charlotte
Hay, wife of the
late Kicbard C. Hammond, aged 82
years.
this Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Mo. SO Pleasant street.
In Kulgbtville, Nov. 7, of
diphtheria, Carrie
Clifford,onto daughter of George 11. and Hallie
Morrill, aged 4 years 10 months.
InTopsham. Nov. 3, Miss Annie M. Pinkham,
20 years 2 months.

low

believe in paying

MARRIACES.

re-

I

Furnishing Business.

>!> Deerlng, Nov. 9. by Kev. F. M. Houghton,
r. Ernest Harmon of Portland and Miss
Alice M,
Brown ol Deering.
In Saccarappa, Nov. 9, by Kev. F. M.
Houghton, Arihur E. Kendrick and Miss Elizabeth A.
1 ratt, botli of
Saccarappa.
In Cumberland Mills, Nov.
9, by Kev. E M
Cousins. George Alden and Miss Ada D. Douglass
botliof Gorham.
In Cumberland Mills, Nov. 9, by Kev. E. M.
Cousins. S. M.Shehan and Miss Frimceua Stone,
both of Westbrook.

■

ittendance was large.

_

wm resume

“Neither rhyme

member me, I guess.”
“Your face seems familiar,” replied Stone,
but I cannot exactly place you.
"Don’t you remember,” said the
man,
about six months ago I stepped in here to
buy a cigar. I had an awful cough, and you
noticed it. You asked me if I was doing
inything to cure it, and 1 replied that I had
tried
Adamson’s Cough
Balsam, Bull’s
Cough Syrup, and lots of other remedies
without avail. You said that you had a
-ough remedy called Killakoff, and that it
bad met with great success.
You gave me a
bottle, saying if it didn’t materially help me
ir cure me in a week 1 might
bring back the

Last evening the St. Dominic’s Fair opened

spite of

Stone,

appreciate

LARGER amount
of goods for a SMALLER payment
and, to NARROW' the matter down
to a BROAD but TRUE statement,
will say that we are BETTER situated than any house in the United States for a Thorough House

California and IVlexico-^The Raymond
& Whitcomb Tours.
Messrs. Raymond & Whitcomb’s new vestibuled train, which left Boston for California
yesterday, attracted a largo share of attention. It was visited by thousands of persons who were admitted
by ticket to an inspection of the really magnificent cars. It
is by far the handsomest and most extensive
train of the kind yet built, and contains
many novel features. It is the first vestibuled train to cross the continent. There
were about 150
passengers, including the
following representatives of this State: Dr.
P. Evans, of Bangor; Mr. James C. Ilamlen. Miss Abby A. Steele, of Portland. The
next California excursion
parties are to
leave JBoston Monday, December 5th, and
Thursday, December 8th. Both will travel
in vestibuled trains with dining cars included, as Messrs. Raymond & Whitcomb will
then have two trains of this
description in
their service.
Two tours through Mexico
are also announced, one of 82
days which
includes the Southern States and Mexico in
addition, and another of 47 days, which
omits California. January 10th and March
12th are the dates of starting.
Mr. Carroll Hutchins, a representative of
Messrs. Raymond & Whitcomb, will be at
the Falmouth Hotel on Monday and
Tuesday
for the purpose of meeting persons interested, and to give all needed information
regarding the excursions.

man

Mr.

on

FURNISHING

The remarkable increase in our
business during the past year is
conclusive proof that the public

QUAINTANCE,

The schooner Carrie Maud, which arrived
at this port yesterday, came in with her
Hag
at Union down. It seems that while
fishing
one of her men, named
Clarke, was in his
boat getting in his trawls and the vessel
came up to him and asked him if
he had not
better come aboard.
He said he was all
right and the vessel proceeded to another
dory, and when they returned Clarke was
missing. It is supposed he was drowned.
Clarke belonged in Gloucester and has relatives there. The vessel’s people heard him
shouting, burned lights,and laid to six hours
but failed to find him.

using any

offering

ER TERMS

Lost.

Man

ittraet attention. The man walked
up to
the counter and held out his hand to the

St. Dominic’s Fair.
and in

any of its predecessors it possesses
the merit of fully as good horse
play as any
of them, and a great deal of
bright tuneful
music, very well sung. The music, and the
abundance of it, is the best feature of the
piece. Messrs.
Wise, Grinnell, Sanford,
Harvey aud Long, with Misses Courtney,
Seymour, Geoffreys and Carleton make the
comedy a go. It will be re peated tonight.
sane as

stepped into the store, who
seemed a cross between a laboring man and
i sailor, but without any special features to

hat.”

City Hall,

already so well acquainted. While
the dialogue of this comedy is about as in-

Mr. W. F. Stone is the well known
druggist who keeps the store at the comer of
Green and Congress streets. Mr. Stone is
the owner and concocter of a cough remedy,
which he has named Killakoff. The other

"1 am not ready to say about that
yet.
But we shall not be driven from our purpose
)f stocking Sebago; I can assure you of

it the

lic are

Portland Druggist’s Fortune.

preventing

Cloudy and raw yesterday, (with wind
shifting from west to south. The mercury

THE KINDEKC ARDEN.

A Parrott That Would Have Made a

iruggist, saying:
“Good morning,

was

of the

Such is the name of one of those musical
comedies with which our theatre going pub-

KILLAKOFF.

morning a

Hon. It. W. Lord, and

BENTS’

to the people of
Maine a chance that has NEVER,
previous to this date, been equalled, to buy Household Goods of
every description and quality, and
almost upon one’s OWN TERMS.
One roof covers everything that
can be
thought of that is required
lor
housekeeping.
None need deny themselves necessities or luxuries. BUSINESS
is GOOD and WILL BE BETTER.
Money is plenty and a little will go
FARTHER now than ever before.
GOODS are BETTER, MEN are
BETTER, and WE are BETTER
ABLE to GIVE LOW PRICES for
HIGHER GRADE of goods, LONG-

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Andreiv P. Tuck, collector of taxes prior
1888, testified as to Mrs. Belcher’s habit in
haying her taxes. That she always examined
:he matter carefully and paid
promptly.
Adjourned until today at 10 a. in.

poachers from disturbing the fish in Crooked
river in their spawning time. But it would
have taken a regiment of men to guard
Crooked river. Professor Baird undertook
to help us.
He expended $1000, but the
poachers brought his work to naught. Then
we realized that it was no use to
try to guard
Crooked river. The only way was to go
town near the Lake, put our weir in and
itop every fish before he could get up where
the poachers could get at him. We did that
iast year, captured our fish, took the eggs
trom them and the salmon went back into
the Isake unharmed. The eggs we kept in
)ur hatchery all winter, and last spring put
>ver 700,000 young salmon fry back into SeJago waters, to begin the replenishment of
ts exhausted waters. We were planning to
lo better this year, but those scalawags have
lomewhat interfered with our plans.”
“They will be prosecuted, of course?”
“I have not sworn out any warrants yet.”
“But you will.”

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

bride’s father,

witnessed by about one hundred
relatives and friends of the couple.

IN

-A.3NT I>

COare now

AGAIN!

CLOTHING

FURNISHING

the success of their undertaking.
Wednesday evening, at Kennebunk, Edwin J. Cram, Esq., recorder of the Biddeford municipal court, and Miss Sadie C.
Lord, were married by Rev. C. C. Vinal,
pastor of the Unitarian church. The ceremony was performed at the residence of tha

WE <3-0

BARGAINS

HOUSE

George

and Mrs.

HERE

ATKINSON

on

lo

replenish these magnificent waters, and
make them as famous as Moosehead
Lake;
make them, too, as great a source of revenue
to Maine as are the waters of Meosehead.
At first we tried to do it by

plaintiff, a rather stylish, good lookiug woman. testified that she is 28 years
old, and upon
cross-examination admitted that she and her husband were before the Superior Court in Bos: an
for attempting to procure money from one Thom
as K. Mann by
threatening to falsely accuse him
of the crime of adultery. Her husband was sentenced to three years in State
prison, and she to
two years in the house of correction, but wa*
parat the expiration of two months.
The tesdoned
timony is nearly closed.
M. A. Floyd, C. \V. Goddard for
plaintiff.
VV. F. Lunt for defendant.

Wednesday evening Mr.

V,!'v tUVI.lt l INCliKMX.

THE

Heffrom were tendered n surprise party at
their residence on St. John street. About
twenty dve ladies and gentlemen were present.
The evening was a most enjoyable one
and after supper was served, the party dispersed at a late hour, battering themselves

liquor.

spawn in other streams tributary to the
Lake is very small, there cannot be many
more than eight hundred in the whole Lake.
The Fish Commissioners have undertaken to

tion!*’
ine

H_

was

scratched.”
“Have you ever had such troubles at your
other hatcheries in this State?”
“Never. But there has always been
trouble on Crooked River. In the days when
salmon abounded in Sebago Lake the river
used to be full in the spawning season. The
fish were slaughtered
ruthlessly and inconsiderately. The result is that there are nrobover
ably not
eight
hundred
or
a
thousand salmon in the whole
great
lake of Sebago today. This estimate is made
from the number that come into our weirs
in Crooked river to spawn.
The salmon
spawn once in two years.
Last year about
four hundred came into our weir. The
number this year probably would have been
about the same.
This makes about eight
hundred Sebago salmon that spawn in
Crooked river, and, as the number that

Ponce hired her to keep house for him at
lioyii block at an agreed birice of six dollars per
week; that she kept his Louse, that is, kept it
clean and did Ills mendlng-they took their meals
outside—until sometime m the spring of 1886
when she went away on a visit to
and
Boston for two months. Mr. Ponce liangor
settled with
her up to that time, that on her return to
Portland
in July,
1880, he engaged her again at the same
price and she staid with him until July last, durihgfUHch time she lias had only sixteen dollars.
■^r. Ponce admits the contract price and the
time the plaintiff was with him, but claims lie has
paid her in full; that he paid her six dollars every
week according to agreement. He says that stie
has before tills falsely pretended that she was
enceinte by him, and procured mouey from him,
a' least three times, upon that ground, and that
this claim when first put in her
attorney’s hands
was for over eight hundred dollars, but
upon defendaut producing a receipt in full dated July,
** c^a*in was reduced to its present
propor-

next

for the destructhat the sight of dead

was even

v. Ernesto Ponce.
Action of
for 48 weeks house keeping
per week, and live weeks book-keem
log at six dollars per week amounting In all to
*318, with a credit of «10 leaving a balance
claimed to be due of $302. The defendant Is a
Spaniard by birth, unmarried, and lias a cigar
store on the comer of Exchange ami Middle
streets. He lodges in iwo rooms in the third
storv
of Boyd block, and it was there that tile
plaintiff
kepi house. The plaintiff testified that her maiden name was Nellie Shawton, that she marri d a
man by tile name of Pearson, a
musician, front
whom she was divorced last
January; that four

to recover
assumpsit
at six dollars

3

assigned

or wounded by poachers’
spears. Last year a few were scratched by
the weirs, though not
seriously; this year
the weirs had been improved and no fish

BEFOBE JUDGE BONNEV.

*•*«■*■«»»*'*»

waters."

see one reason

poachers’ gill nets

SUPERIOR COURT.

V

i_
uowiuo an

is one of the most skillful handlers in the
United States. He came to us from the service of the late Professor Baird, United
States Commissioner. The real cause of
the death of those fish was that
they
had been blinded in the meshes of the

Maraton vs. Grand Trunk Kailway Co.
Plaintiff's motion for new trial overruled.
HadlucltA. A. Strout.
Thomas Ward, admr., vs. Grand Trunk RallI,efendant 8 motion for a new trial over-.

Mr.

al_

salmon, killed by unskillful handling, or by
dashing theirheads against the woir, aroused
the indignation of the people. Is that true?”
ihat, too, is wholly false. Mr. Harriman

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

A. A.

mimlinec

tion of the weir

BKFOBE JUDGES COLT AND WEBB.

United States by Indictment vs. Seth
Hlnkley
Willard. Same vs. same. For
demauding excessive
fees. Motion for new trial over*
pension
ruled. Sentence: $30 fine in each case.
Bird, District Attorney.
Lunt.

nded'
McGilllcuddy.

in ttimli

is not fit to eat, even if they
— "v

DON’T

let that cold of yours run

weir.

important item of food, as they do not in
Crooked River. The cry that the
people are
deprived of food is raised by a few loafers
like those who destroyed our weir, who like
the ashing frolics when the ash,
stupid at
their spawning beds, may be netted,
speared,
killed by dynamite, shot or otherwise
slaughtered by methods that the idle brains of these
fellows can concoct.
The idea that the
works cut off a food
supply is very silly. A
decent dog wouldn’t eat the salmon that
go
up Crooked River to spawn."
"Is it true that eggs have been taken from
ffsh in Crooked River to be distributed to different ponds and lakes all over the State?"
“No, sir; every egg taken from a Sebago
Lake salmon has been put into the
hatchery
at tdes Falls, and, when the
young fry have
hatched, every ash has been put back into

pleasant surprise. They give positive relief.

light thing. But it may

our

time a salmon

Not one In twenty are free from some
little ailment caused by inaction of the liver
Use Carter's Little Liver Pills. The result will be
____

through

Well, only about
four hundred. The only time
they come into
the river is in spawning
season, and at that

UOV7

“ov8

Shotguns.

now

digestion, and nothing contributes toward It more
than the use of AngMinra
Hitler., the world
renowned appetizer and iuvigorator, manufactured only by Dr. J. U. B. Siegert & Sous.

a

Restocked In

tion of the fish and the destruction of
the
weir will seriously interfere with our
season’s work. Last year we got
750,000 eggs
for use in our hatchery: we
expected to get
a million this year.
Instead of that we

Trial bottles 10 cents.
_

A sound

of

Be

destroy any eggs as they were all at the
hatchery, two miles away. But the libera-

WINSLOW'S

SOOTHING SYKUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces
natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child Irom pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as "bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste, it soothes the child, softens Uie gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known
remedy
tor dian hoia, whether arising from
teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
,an16FM&W&wly
__
“My Husband had a cold on his lungs, and
after using Adamson's Balsam he was relieved
and finally cured. No one should be
without It,
for its curative properties are
certainly wonderful.
Mrs. H. C. Somers, Hotel Effingham, 1435 Broadway, New York.
noT7

Will

Hon. E. M. Stillwell, of Bangor, Commissioner of Fisheries and Game, was in the
city yesterday. Speaking to a Pkkss reporter concerning the affair at Edes
Falls, where
seventeen men with blackened faces del
stroyed the Fish Commissioners’ salmon
weir, while oue of their number stood over
Keeper Harriman with a shot gun, he said:
“It is true that they have
destroyed our
weir and done our work at Edes Falls
great
harm. We had gathered in that weir one
hundred and forty fish, from which we were
intending to take the eggs. They destroyed
tile weir and let them loose. We have
since
recaptured about twenty-five. They did not

Wav do mothers and wives risk
their .domestic

for

and not let it be known to
any one around
fehe asked me it 1 knew Dr
and 1 said that I did. She said
,‘Do
you think he Is a good man?’ and I said
that 1 thought he was one of the nieest men 1
ever met, and she said.
‘Well, the poor man
has rather a hard time down
there, hasn't
he?
1 said, I guess Brother
Cheney fares
well enough ; I think he has
enough. But if
you mean that he is working hard, I think
he is overworked, and the burden of the
college rests on his mind heavily; they need
funds badly.’
‘Well,’ said she, ‘do you
think the institution is a worthy object to
give money to?’ 1 said that 1 did, most assuredly; that 1 did not know what better I
could do with $100,000, if I had it, than to
give it to that Institution. ‘Well,’ she said
•Brother Cheney was in here and talked with
me and presented the matter, and X have
been thinking it over, and 1 have concluded
to send him down $100,’ and she handed me
a $100 bill, and I carried it down and sent it
over to Dr. Cheney by one of the students
who boarded where liejdid.” Witness remained at Farmington until early in 1874
when
he removed to Vermont; visited
Farmington in 1875 and then called upon
Mrs. Belcher. Then moved to
Canton, and
began preaching at Farmington again in
1885. Again saw Mrs. Belcher, when she
promised that if he would supply the pulpit
there he should have his pay.
On cross-examination witness did not remember of having seen Dr. Cheney at Farmington but once or twice in 1«85 and 1880. lie
was there at the time of Mrs. Belcher’s last
sickness.
Kev. J. Burnham Davis testified to the circumstances of Mrs. Belcher’s having presented the church at Farmington with an
organ in the fall of 1880.
Francis G. Butler, president of the Sandy
River National Bank of
Farmington, testified relative to the business transactions of
Mrs. Belcher with that bank, and
showing
her management of her affairs. Witness was
asked: ‘‘During all this time, and in all
these transactions did you observe
any impairment of her mind or mental faculties?”
1 he question was objected to, but was admitted and witness answered, “1 did not.”
Frederick C. l’erkins, one of the selectmen
of r armiugton for eight or ten
years subsequent to 1808, testified to having had interviews with Mr3. Belcher, in regard to her
property, and at one time relative to a corner
stone which she would not permit to bo removed as it would interfere with the boundary of her land, and again in regard to the
laying out of a way. In all his interviews
with her he had never seen her under the innuence ox intoxicating liquor.
Dr. John J. Linscott testified:
“I am a
physician. 1 reside in Farmington and have
been in practice twenty years. 1 was a member of the Legislature in 1883, and was treating Mrs. Belcher at that time.
1 returned
from Augusta on the evening of March
24th,
and was informed that Mrs. Belcher was ill.
I visited her in company with Dr.
Lyford.
\\ e entered the house and went to the door
of her room and tried to get in.
Someone
asked who was there, and 1 replied the doctor. The door was
fastened. 1 stepped
back a few steps and went against it and
went in. 1 found there Benjamin Stanley,
Mrs. Butler, Mrs. Allen, and 1 don’t reiuemlier anyone else.
Mrs. Belcher was quite
delirious. I asked if she bad been given any
stimulents and someone, perhaps Miss Higgins, said no, the doctors had forbidden it. I
asked for some rum and they produced it. I
gave Mrs. Belcher half a tumblerful with
some water aud sugar.
Within an hour she
became quite reasonable. She looked up to
me and said. ‘Johnnie, 1
thought you were
at Augusta!
I replied that 1 was, and she
asked why there was so much of a crowd
there, and I told her I did not know, and she
asked me to clear them out. and I did. When
I went in l found Mr. Stanley at the foot of
the bed holding her feet.
I told him it
would look better for him to put her feet in
bed and he did so. After Mrs. Belcher became rational she said she would like to see
Abram Belcher, and we sent for him. 1 remained there until midnight.”
Witness attended Mrs. Belcher subsequently until she
got well.
Q.—Asking you to base your opinion upon
the knowledge of Mrs. Belcher which
you
had of her as her attending
physician, and
including the whole period down to the time
of your last visit in April, 1888, I ask you to
give yourlprofessioual opinion us to whether
she was or was not a person of sound mind?
A.—1 think she was, otherwise than at the
time she was delirious. 1 think the delirium
was nothing more than a
temporary result of
an acute disease.
Mrs. Eineline Holley, a witness for the
contestants, was called out of order by consent, and testified to the friendly feeling that
existed between Mrs. Belcher aiid herself.
Byron Farrar and William True testified to
having had business transactions with Mrs.
Belcher in her life-time.
Neither had ever
seen her uuder the influence of
intoxicating
6

to the Work
of the Fish Commissioners.

happiness and their children's future health
by
usiug cheap and unwholesome
Flavoring Extracts. when they can buy and insist
upon having
cure

_

lion. F. G. Butler, of Farmington, was at
tlie United States Hotel, Thursday.
Rev. M. Crosley has changed his residence
from North street to No. Id Wilmot street.
Hon. L. G. Downes of Calais and Hon.
Andrew Lacy, of Wiscasset, were in town
yesterday.
Edward Henderson, the alleged oat and
potato smuggler of Uodgdon, has been held
by Commissioner Clifford in $1000 for his
appearance at the December term of the
District Court. He gave bonds.

Farmington,

Unreasonable Opposition

Bugs and Carpets.

B"ru'!tt’,,•__
•‘Best

PERSONAL.

Cheney

Sebago Lake
Spite

ro-utv,

MISCELLANEOUS notices.
Why no Mothers.
The Best Cure.
NEW ADVKKT1SKMKNTS.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
New Department—Frank B. Clark.
Kavmomr.s Vacation Excursions.
Itltle tor Sale—G. L. Bailey.
Ira F. Clark—The Clothier.
Piano for Sale—Creasy.
For Sale—Coal Stove.
Bines Brothers—2.
situation Wanted.
Men Wanted.
AUCTION SALES.
Oriental

BELCHER’S WILL.
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From P. E. ISLAND,
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“Minnie May.”

Now on Sale at

Long
nov9_

\

Wharf, i
iiat
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To Vessel Owners.
now

declUdU

Port Clyde, Me,

Shin!?

_

Port Clyde Marine Kaliway has been thorIUIKoughly
rebuilt, anil Is
in readiness to

ake out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
I Is pat cited quickly and satisfaction
guaranteed.
kddress
W. 0. 8T1MPMON. Ju..

I JAVINd permanently associated myself with
[A 11. A. At# in-son A Co., house furnishers, eorer Pearland Middle streets, Portland, 1 shall be
appy to meet my friends lu the state of Maine at
ly new quarters.
My twenty-live years exDoence In the business with Walter
Corey A (*o
x of which wits spent as manager (In Connection
Ith Walter L. Corey) of the Portland
ire Co., warrants me In believing that I can nil
tty order entrusted to my care to your entire .!!,
faction. Assuring you (hat we hive one
of the
Jgest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and Dario,
ills in the counlrv to select from, I rema n
Yours Very KespeetfnHy,
bOKKNZO T. DYKK.
wtgo
dU
_______

1

